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Syllabus  z GS1: Post-independence reorganisation of states.
Question  z Examine how modifications to Article 370 will facilitate complete integration of 

Jammu & Kashmir in India.
Why in news?  z  The President of India had issued The Constitution (Application to Jammu and 

Kashmir) Order, 2019 (C.O. 272) under Article 370 stating that all the provisions 
of the Indian Constitution were applied to Jammu and Kashmir. 

 z This means that the separate Constitution of the State of J&K stands was  abrogated. 
 z Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Bill 2019 was approved by the Parliament.

De-
operationa-
lizing of Art 
370 

 z Constitution Order: On 5 August 2019, Home Minister announced in the Rajya 
Sabha The Constitution (Application to Jammu and Kashmir) Order, 2019 (C.O. 
272) under Article 370. 

 z Constitution Order of 1954: This order superseded the Constitution (Application 
to Jammu and Kashmir) Order, 1954. The 1954 order specified that only some 
articles of the Indian constitution to apply to the state

 z Application of entire Constitution: The latest order made all the provisions of 
the Indian Constitution applied to Jammu and Kashmir. 

 z The President issued the order with the "concurrence of the Government of 
State of Jammu and Kashmir".

 z Amendment to Art 367: It added clause (4) with four sub-clauses to Article 367 
under "interpretations". 

 ¾ The phrase "Sadar-i-Riyasat acting on the aid and advice of the Council of 
Ministers" shall be construed as the "Governor of Jammu and Kashmir". 

 ¾ The phrase "State government" shall include the Governor.
 ¾ In provison to clause (3) of article 370 of the Constitution, the expression 

"Constituent Assembly of the State referred to in clause (2)" shall read 
"Legislative Assembly of the State"

Key takeaways 
of the Bill

 z Bifurcation of the state into two Union Territories — Ladakh and Jammu-Kashmir. 
 z Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir

(1) Article 239a which provides for a legislative Assembly (with a tenure of 5 
yrs ) will be evoked for the UT.

(2) The assembly will function under an administrator appointed the center
(3) Number of seats in the Assembly to be increased from 107 to 114.
(4) Five Lok Sabha seats to go to the UT of Jammu and Kashmir.
(5) Four Sitting Rajya Sabha members of the State will become MPs of UT of 

Jammu and Kashmir.
 z Legislative powers of the Union Territory of Jammu and Kashmir

(1) To legislate on matters enumerated in the state list except for public order 
and police which remain with the Centre.

(2) If inconsistency crops up between laws made by Parliament & the Assembly, 
the earlier shall prevail.

1 Article 370 J&K Reorganization Act
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 z The High court of the existing state of Jammu and Kashmir will be the common 
High Court of the two Union Territories.

 z Union Territory of Ladakh
(1) It won't have legislative assembly and will be administered by the Lieutenant 

Governor alone.
(2) The UT will consist of Leh and Kargil district.
(3) One Lok Sabha seat to go to the UT of Ladakh.

 z Appointment of Lieutenant Governor(L-G)
(1) The President shall appoint the L-G under article 239.
(2) The L-G will be assisted by an advisor appointed by the Centre.

Background of 
the Issue
 

 z Indian Independence Act, 1947
(1) The Act divided British India into India and Pakistan.
(2) The princely states were given the options of remaining independent or 

joining either of the Dominions of India or Pakistan.
(3) Section 6(a) of the Act dealt with the Instrument of Accession(IOA) consisting 

of the terms for joining one of the new dominions.
 z J&K’s Accession

(1) Ruler of Kashmir, Raja Hari Singh initially decided to remain independent 
and signed a standstill agreement with Pakistan.

(2) But following the invasion of Afridi tribesmen and Pakistani Army, he sought 
India's help. India, in turn, sought the accession of Kashmir to India.

(3) On October 26, 1947, Hari Singh signed IOA which was accepted by 
Governor-General Lord Mountbatten on October 27, 1947.

(4) India’s stated policy was to settle the disputes of accession, in accordance 
with the aspirations of people rather than the wishes of the ruler.

 z I o A for Kashmir
1) Only defence, external affairs and communications were included in the 

IoA
2) For extending a central law on these subjects mere “consultation” with the 

state government is needed.
3) For other matters, “concurrence” of the state government is mandatory. 

What is Article 
370?

 z The Article was included in the Constitution on October 17, 1949.
 z The Article made J&K one of the states under Art 1 of the Constitution.
 z The Article exempts the state from Indian Constitution and permits it to draft 

its own Constitution.
 z Provisions of the Indian Constitution other than those mentioned in IOA may 

apply to J&K only through the consent of the State Government and ratification 
by the J&K Constituent Assembly.

Is Article 370 a 
temporary or 
Permanent?

 z It is the first article of Part XXI which titles ‘Temporary, Transitional and Special 
Provisions’.

 z According to one interpretation it is temporary in the sense that the J&K 
Constituent Assembly had a right to modify/delete/retain it; it decided to 
retain it.

 z Another interpretation was that accession was temporary until a plebiscite. 
 z In Sampat Prakash (1969) the SC refused to accept Article 370 as temporary. A 

five-judge Bench said, “Article 370 has never ceased to be operative”. Thus, it 
is a permanent provision.
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 z Delhi High Court in Kumari Vijayalaksmi (2017) rejected a petition that said 
Article 370 is temporary.

 z Supreme Court in April 2018 said that despite the headnote using the word 
“temporary’, Article 370 is not temporary.

Is it related to 
integration or 
autonomy

 z Article 3 of the J&K Constitution declares J&K to be an integral part of India.
 z The preamble of J&K Constitution doesn’t claim sovereignty but acknowledges 

defining a relationship between the state with the Union of India as its integral 
part.

 z Therefore Article 370 is not an issue of integration but of autonomy.
Removal of Art 
370 

 z Article 370(3) permits deletion by a Presidential Order.
 z For deletion it has to have the concurrence of J&K’s Constituent Assembly 

which ceased to exist.
What is Article 
35A?

 z Inserted through a Presidential order of 1954 through Article 370.
 z It empowers J&K legislature to define the state’s permanent residents and 

there special rights and privileges.
 z The article bars such privileges to be challenged in the court of law.

Immediate 
context of the 
decision

 z United States looking for a quick exit from Afghanistan and is in talks with Taliban. 
 z This has given Pakistan leverage over US's policy in South Asia since the Taliban 

is virtually controlled by the ISI.  
 z This led to repeated proposals from US President to meditate in Kashmir and 

the brewing relation between US and Pakistan.
 z Even after the exit America plans to retain some troops in Afghanistan making 

Pakistan an important player for security and provisioning of these troops. 
 z These events may make Kashmir vulnerable to external elements and threaten 

India’s national security.
Has Article 
370 been 
scrapped?

(1) No, it remains in the Constitution but the special status of Jammu and 
Kashmir has been withdrawn.

(2) Changes made till now through the Presidential Order are
(a) Extension all provisions of the Indian Constitution to Jammu and Kashmir.
(b) The references to Sadr-i-Riyasat replaced by references to the Governor of 

the state.
(c) The reference to the Government to include references to the Governor 

acting on the advice of his Council of Ministers.
Questions 
before SC? 

(1) Can Constituent Assembly mean Legislative Assembly? 
(2) Can Governor and the state government be one and the same?
(3) Can Art 370 be used to amend Art 370

Why the need 
to end “Special 
Status”

 z Exception to fundamental rights: through the “temporary and transitional" 
provision under Article 370.

 z No minorities, tribal rights or Educational Rights mentioned in J&K constitution.
 z Article 35A doing injustice to Dalits: Descendants of Dalits brought from 

Punjab as government sweepers in 1957 were denied jobs other than sweepers. 
They were even denied Scheduled Caste certificate which excluded them from 
benefits offered by the center. 

 z Second-class citizens: Hindu and Sikh refugees from West Pakistan remained 
non-PR second-class citizens.

 z More of a foreign policy issue than a Domestic one: because of its special 
status and also being located in a sensitive topography.
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 z Govts View on Consequences of Article 370's –
(1) Rising unemployment because of less industry and terrorism forcing 

people to migrate to other states.
(2) Gender Inequality - J&K women who married non-PRs cannot pass on their 

inheritance. 
(3) Perpetuation of corruption - as RTI, CAG and many Indian laws aren’t 

applicable in Kashmir.
 z Govts View on benefits of revoking Art 370

(1) Social amalgamation will reduce the threat of militancy.
(2) Kashmir will become the top tourist destination.
(3) All political parties will get a chance to rule the state and contribute to its 

development.
(4) A good diplomacy to deal with Pakistan over territorial disputes.

Criticism of 
Govt's move

 z Violative of basic structure doctrine since Art 370 was related to federalism. 
 z Goes against the judgment of SC that declared it permanent. 
 z Asymmetric fedralism of India has similar provisions for other states too under 

Art 371. 
 z The issue of gender justice was resolved by the High Court allowing women to 

pass on their inheritance. 
 z The views of the Assembly not ascertained before bifurcation and reduction to 

UT status. 
Criticism of 
the move

 z 370 was an empty shell - Almost entire Constitution and its amendments had 
already been extended to the state for instance

 z Ninety-four of 97 entries in the Union List, 26 out of 47 items of the Concurrent 
List, 260 of 395 Articles and7 of 12 Schedules are applicable to J&K. 

 z Impact of Social Fabric: Not only in on Jammu and Kashmir but also in the 
portents for federalism, parliamentary democracy and diversity. 

 z Undermining Parliamentary Authority: By passing legislation as far-reaching 
as dismembering a State without prior consultations.

 z Executive Excess: Altering constitutional status of a sensitive border State 
when the entire political class is detained, media muzzled, communication cut 
and curfew imposed. 

Converting 
Laddakh into 
a UT. 

 z Since several decades Ladakhis had been demanding UT status.
 z There were allegations that Srinagar was negligent towards developmental 

needs of Ladakh. 
 z The region is also different in terms of it religion, culture and topography. 
 z  Ladakh Autonomous Hill Development Council Act, 1995 was enacted to 

satisfy the demands of the people of Ladakh. 
 z Yet there were consistent demands for carving out a separate UT for Ladakh. 
 z There are concerns though that the extremely sensitive ecology of the region 

should not get hampered after the declaration as more development and 
tourism will come to the region. 

 z There are also concerns about opposition of the Shia Muslim population of 
the Kargil region who have expressed their opposition to being separated from 
Kashmir. 

How the world 
has reacted?

 z Pakistan - Pakistan has been trying to rachet up the issue and internationalise 
it. Using its role in Afghanistan peace talks it tried to influence US to mediate
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on the talks. With the help of China it attempted to have the issue taken up 
informally in the UNSC albeit nothing substantial emerged out of the closed 
door meeting. Thus far its attempts have failed indicating India's stature of an 
important global power and lack of trust on Pakistan. 

 z US - US President Trump made multiple attempts to play the role of a mediator 
but India has been able to keep US intervention away. The recent G7 summit 
India once again clearly highlighted its policy and US had to accede to it. 

 z China -  China has raised concerns over J&K issue but these are more to do with 
the issue of Laddakh. 

 z Overall Pakistan did not get the kind of support it expected from the Arab World 
showing India's diplomatic heft. 

Source Indian Express, The Hindu, Livemint, Business Standard

 

2         Chief of the Defence Staff

Syllabus  z GS-3: Various Security Forces, Agencies & Their Mandates.
Question  z What do you understand by Chief of Defence Staff (CDS)? Discuss the Significance 

and need for CDS.
Why is it in the 
news?

 z PM Modi in his Independence Day address announced the creation of the post 
of Chief of Defence Staff (CDS).

What is CDS?  z The Chief of Defence Staff would be a single-point military advisor to the 
government and will coordinate long-term planning, procurements, training 
and logistics of the three services.

Background  z First Proposed by Kargil War Committee:
(1) CdS proposal is a 2-decade old issue.
(2) It is 1st recommended by K. Subrahmanyam committee appointed after the 

Kargil conflict, 1999 to recommend higher military reforms.
(3) But because of the lack of consensus and apprehensions among services, it 

was not implemented.
 z Group of Ministers (2001) for reviewing reforms in security of India had also 

favoured creation of the post of CDS. 
 z Naresh Chandra Committee: In 2012, the Naresh Chandra Committee 

recommended the appointment of a Permanent Chairman of Chiefs of Staff 
Committee (COSC) as a midway to allay apprehensions over the CDS.

 z D.B. Shekatkar (Retd) Committee: The CDS was also one of the 99 
recommendations made by the Lt General D.B. Shekatkar (retd) Committee.

What is the 
Significance of 
CDS?

 z Tri-service integration: Considering the future warfares which will be short and 
rapid, coordination among the three services is crucial. The Chief of Defence 
Staff will aid in tri-service integration.

 z Optimization of resources: Through joint planning and training, CDS will help in 
optimizing resources considering increasingly limited and stressed defense budgets.
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 z Tri-service theatre commands: CDS will ultimately act as a guide for creating 
vertical integration of the three forces through the formation of tri-service 
theatre commands.

 z Avoiding duplication: The CDS will be above the three Service Chiefs. He will 
play a key role in streamlining the process, optimizing procurement which will 
help in avoiding duplication among the services.

 z Military advisor to PM: CdS will act as a single point military adviser to the 
Prime Minister on strategic issues.

 z Critical role in times of conflict: CDS position unlike service chief’s position is 
above inter-Service rivalries and the immediate operational preoccupations. It 
thus, allows him to take unbiased, clear decisions in times of conflict.

 z Better Integration with Ministry of Defence: Currently the services are not 
integrated in the Ministry leading to friction with the Defence bureaucracy. 
By creating CDS, there will be better integration with the Ministry leading to 
synergy. 

How the 
current system 
(without CDS) 
works?

 z At present, Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee (CoSC) acting as equivalent to 
CdS.

 z The senior-most of the three Chiefs is appointed as the Chairman of COSC.
 z It is an additional role to the senior service chief, not a separate office and its 

tenure is coterminous with tenure of retiring senior service chief.
 z There is an Integrated Defence Staff with personnel from all the services to 

assist the Chief of Staff Committee. 
 z At present, the National Security Advisor (NSA) advises India’s Prime Minister 

on military matters.
 z Unlike other large and efficient militaries, India does not follow a theatre 

command structure. It follows a single-service command structure.
Why is there 
need for CDS?

 z Position for the namesake: Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee (CoSC) is a 
position with no special powers and it acts as an additional burden on senior 
service chief.

 z Recommendation by many committees:
(1) In 2012 Naresh Chandra task force recommended the appointment of a 

permanent chairman of chiefs of staff committee.
(2) The CDS is also one of the 99 recommendations made by the Lt. General 

D.B. Shekatkar (retd.) committee (2016).
 z Integration of three services: Because of the absence of any special powers 

and inefficiency, CoSC failed in integration of tri-services which was the main 
purpose behind its formation.

 z Modern Warfare: Given the changing nature of warfare in the modern era, 
defense strategy demands more coherent and integrated approach.

Challenges 
before the CDS

 z Prioritising national interests over service affiliations.
 z Assuming the operational responsibilities for all tri-service commands and 

agencies.
 z Improve the inter-services synergy and laying the road map for time-bound 

integration.
 z Attaining integration of the MoD with service headquarters.
 z Steering the creation of integrated battle groups for various contingencies as a 

precursor to validating the concept of theatre commands.
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Arguments 
against CDS

 z Services opposition-fear of being nonentities: Each Service has its own ethos, 
and the Chiefs feel that under a CDS, they will be rendered virtual nonentities.

 z Concentration of power: Some experts argued that it will concentrate too 
much military power in the CDS’s post.

 z No clarity on its position and tenure:
(1) It is not yet clear whether the CDS will have primacy over the three chiefs 

of staff or will equal in rank with the other three chiefs.
(2) There are differing views within the government. Similarly, the tenure of 

the CdS is not clear.
 z Preference to largest service: The smaller Air Force and Navy fear that the CDS 

would be from the Army, by far the largest Service.
 z India- A special case than the US: The IAF has long argued that unlike the 

United States and other western militaries, the Indian Services are not an 
expeditionary force, for which a CDS is a necessity.

Way forward  z Accompanying other reforms: The government must carry forward this 
momentum by not just appointing a CDS, but by continuing with a top-down 
reform of national security structures.

 z Greater clarity: Government needs to make clear the position and tenure 
related information of CDS for greater understanding and intellectual debates 
in the society.

Conclusion  z The CDS will be able to bring more synergy and coordination within the three 
forces. A CDS “will emerge as a force multiplier” because of improved synergy.

Sources The Hindu, Indian express, India Today, Hindustan Times, The Print

 

Syllabus  z GS-3: Internal security
Question  z What do you understand by No First Use (NFU) policy on nuclear weapon?  

Critically analyze the NFU policy in the context of India's strategic goals.
Why is it in the 
news?

 z In a recent press address, the India's Defense Minister said that the future of 
India’s No First Use (NFU) policy on nuclear weapons depended on “future 
circumstances”.

 z The comment comes in the midst of heightened tensions between India and 
Pakistan after the Indian government de-operationalised Article 370.

India’s official 
nuclear 
doctrine 
and its 
components

 z Codification: India’s official nuclear doctrine was codified in 2003 by the 
Cabinet Committee on Security.

 z 3 primary components of India’s nuclear doctrine:
(1) No First Use: India will only use nuclear weapons in response to a nuclear 

attack on Indian territory, or Indian forces across the world. A caveat is 
made about their possible use in response to a chemical or biological 
attack.

3 No First Use Doctrine
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(2) Massive Retaliation: India’s response to a first strike will be massive, to 
cause ‘unacceptable damage’.

(3) Credible Minimum Deterrence: The number and capabilities of India’s 
nuclear weapons and delivery systems should merely be sufficient to 
ensure intolerable retaliation to create Credible Minimum Deterrence.

Arguments 
against No 
First Use

 z Increasing multi-pronged security concerns facing India: No-first-use policy 
was formulated in a context that is outdated and does not suit present times, 
especially after Pakistan’s tactical weapon threats and its First Use Policy. 

 z Pakistan’s growing nuclear arsenal: Pakistan is reportedly in possession of 100 
to 110 nuclear warheads, which makes it double India’s nuclear stockpile of 
approximately 50 to 60 warheads.

 z High initial casualties and damage: NFU may result in high damage to extend 
that it may not be able to retaliate as said.

 z Strong retaliation: A sophisticated infrastructure, ballistic missile defense 
(BMD) system would be required to defend against a first strike.

 z Losing the second strike capability: There is a threat of losing the capacity to 
strike in the wake of a first strike. 

Arguments 
supporting No 
First Use

 z Losing gains under NFU: On changes in No First Use policy, agreements with NPT 
countries signed till date by India may be cancelled. The nuclear mainstreaming 
of India despite not being a NPT signatory was possible only because of NFU. 

 z Losing the opportunity to engage in conventional warfare: A first-use posture 
will deny India the opportunity to engage in conventional warfare below the 
nuclear threshold.

 z Arms race in the neighbourhood- It may lead to arms race and destabilization 
of South Asia.

 z Lack of credibility and existential threats:
(1) A first-use approach against Pakistan or even China lacks credibility, as it 

would involve nuclear weapon application for substantial destruction of 
the adversary’s nuclear and economic capabilities.

(2) The long term after-effects of the nuclear fallout and climate change could 
pose existential threats not only to India and its neighbors but to humanity 
itself.

 z Misplaced notion of 1st use: First Use policy does not seem to create stated 
Credible Minimum deterrence.

 z Global No First Use (GNFU) order: NFU for India also presents an opportunity 
for cooperation with China to work jointly towards a Global No First Use (GNFU) 
order.

Possible 
effects of 
the Defence 
Minister's 
statement

 z Nuclear arms race:  It could spark off a nuclear arms race, given the strategic 
distrust and regional imbalance.

 z Invitation to international intervention:
(1) Doing away with NFU cannot prevent Pakistan from using terrorism as a 

tool of its India policy.
(2) On the contrary, it enables Pakistan to invite international intervention in 

what India maintains is a bilateral issue (J&K issue).
 z Taint to India’s image as responsible nuclear power: Minister’s statement may 

act as taint to India’s image as a responsible nuclear power.
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Way forward  z Need for substantial changes to switch from NFU:
(1) To switch from NFU, India will have to make substantial changes to existing 

nuclear structures, alert levels, deployment, and command and control 
arrangements.

(2) This will involve a sizeable increase in delivery systems and warheads.
 z Seeking GNFU policy:

(1) Notably, there is considerable convergence regarding the belief of nuclear 
weapons being restricted to the political realm.

(2) India, therefore, should take the lead on seeking a GNFU policy instead of 
creating doubts about its own adherence to it.

 z Sufficiency and capability factor:
(1) No-first-use policy is based upon an assured second strike capability.
(2) India should strengthen its second-strike capability to survive a first strike 

and retain sufficient warheads to launch massive retaliation upon the 
adversary.

Source The Hindu, The wire, Indian Express, First Post

 

Syllabus GS 3: Indian Economy
Question  z Critically analyze the decision of RBI to transfer the surplus to the government. 

Also, mention about the mechanism of surplus transfer from RBI to government.
Why is it in 
the news?

 z The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) decided to transfer a surplus reserve of Rs 1.76 
lakh crore to the central government on the recommendation of Bimal Jalan 
Committee on Economic Capital Framework.

 z Out of this total amount 1,23,414 cr will be transferred as dividend based on 
earnings of the RBI.

 z While 52,637 cr will be transferred on the basis of the Bimal Jalan Cmt 
recommendation on Economic Capital Framework. 

Introduction  z RbI's balance sheet includes reserves comprising assets and earnings, which 
offers a cushion in times of an economic crisis.

 z Most of these reserves are maintained through gold reserves and foreign 
exchange assets, which collectively forms Currency and Gold Revaluation 
Reserve Account.

 z Contingency Fund (CF): The RBI stores a reserve for tackling the unexpected 
emergency.

 z Surplus funds:
(1) It is the amount RBI transfers to the government after meeting its own 

expenses.
(2) This surplus is basically RBI's income which it earns through interest on 

securities it holds.

4 RBI Fund Transfer Issue
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(3) RBI also transfers a portion of its earnings into the Contingency Fund (CF).
(4) As per Sec 47 of the RBI Act, RBI is supposed to transfer its excess surplus 

to the Government. 
 z The transfer move has been supported by the argument that RBI is holding  a 

very high level of capital vis a vis other Central Banks of the World. 
The Recent 
Development

 z Under the revised framework, the Central Board of the RBI decided to set 
the economic capital levels (ECL) within the range of 24.5-20 per cent of the 
balance sheet.

 z ECL contains the contingency fund and revaluation reserves.
 z Since the economic capital was within the desired range (23.3 per cent), the 

entire net income of Rs 1,23,414 crore for the year 2018-19, will be transferred 
to the government. This is in addition to the Rs 52,637 crore of excess risk 
provisions. 

Various 
Committees

 z Bimal Jalan Committee:
(1) The six-member panel headed by Jalan was appointed in December to 

review the Economic Capital Framework (ECF) for RBI. 
(2) In simple words, it was to define how the excess capital of the RBI should 

be shared with the Government. 
(3) The committee defines Economic Capital as a combination of realized 

equity and revaluation reserves.
(4) RBI’s realized equity is a form of contingency fund for meeting all risks/

losses primarily built up from retained earnings.
(5) It currently stands at 6.8% and the Jalan committee recommends it to be in 

the range of 5.5-6.5% of the balance sheet.
(6) Thus, the central board has decided to set the realized equity level at 5.5% 

of the balance sheet, while transferring the remaining excess reserves 
worth Rs. 52,637 crore to the government.

(7) The committee also recommends that the ECF should be reviewed regularly.

Amount in Rs. 
Trillion

Currently as % 
of RBI Balance 
sheet

Recommended as 
% of RBI Balance 
sheet

Contingency 
Fund 2.3 6.8 5.5-6.5%

Currency 
and Gold 
revaluation 
reserve

6.9

Other 
revaluation 
reserve

0.3

ECONOMIC 
CAPITAL 9.6 20-24.5

 z Compared to Central Banks of other developed countries RBI holds a lot more 
Reserve. US and UK are known to hold around 14%. 
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Earlier 
Committee   

 z Y H Malegam Panel: Committee headed by Y H Malegam had recommended 
transfer 100% of the profits made during Raghuram Rajan’s time as sufficient 
funds were there to cover RBI's risk. 

Significance of 
the Transfer

 z Comes amid the Revenue shortfall and Economic Slowdown: It will help the 
government to counter the shortfall in revenue and tax collection this year at 
a time when India is going through a period of economic slowdown, triggered 
by slower consumption demand and weaker investment.

 z Recapitalization - It will help the government to recapitalize the PSBs leading to 
easing of liquidity crunch and giving a boost to revival of economy. 

 z Meeting Shortfall in Revenue: Government has not been able to meet the 
targets of revenue due to shortfall in GST collection. These funds will help in 
bridging the gulf. 

 z Non-Inflationary Environment: Since inflationary pressure is low, economists 
believe that the move will not have a negative impact in the long run.

 z Low-interest rates and more space to private players:
(1) The large payout can help the government cut back on planned borrowings 

and keep interest rates relatively low.
(2) It will provide space for private companies to raise money from markets as 

government borrowing would be less.
 z Lower Fiscal Deficit: If the government manages to meet its revenue targets, 

the gain can lead to a lower fiscal deficit.
 z Stimulus to Economy:

(1) If the funds used for public spending or specific projects, it could lead to a 
revival in demand in certain sectors and boost economic activity.

(2) It can also be used for recapitalization of core sectors.
 z Increase in RBI's reserves - The Economic reserves of RBI has increased 

substantially by 1.99 lakh crore to reach 9.6 lakh crore on account of currency 
and gold revaluation reserves. 

The Other Side  z Credibility of RBI:
(1) The large reserves are essential to maintain confidence in the bank and are 

useful in unforeseen circumstances.
(2)  As per many economists, the move could put RBI in a vulnerable position 

apart from diminishing its autonomy.
 z Low Buffer:

(1) Buffer helps RBI to avoid approaching the government for fresh capital and 
thus maintain financial autonomy.

(2) After the global financial crisis, central banks had resort to approach to 
build adequate buffers in the form of higher capital reserves and other 
funds as potential insurance against future risks or losses.

RBI’s 
Autonomy

 z Arguments in support of Autonomy:
(1) Accepted Norm: Most of the countries in the world respects the autonomy 

of the central bank.
(2) Optimum Management of Resources: Autonomy is vital for the institution 

to effectively manage Money, credit and exchange rates without any 
pressure.

(3) Insurance Against Political Interference: It helps check populist pressure 
that the political leadership may be tempted to indulge in.
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(4) Professional Functioning: Autonomous Central Bank can ensure 
professional standards in its working.

 z Arguments against:
(1) Government is Owner of RBI: The central bank is accountable to the 

Parliament and to the Government. And the government is the sovereign 
owner of RBI.

(2) Bigger Responsibility of Government: Since the monetary policy is integral 
to overall economic policy, RBI has to subordinate itself to Government.

(3) Accountability of Government to Citizens: Democratic systems are run with 
an elected government with cabinet and parliament making all-important 
policies which are accountable to citizens.

Way Ahead  z The additional amount could be used in the following forms:
(1) Provide fiscal stimulus to a sagging economy: The Centre should invest 

the surplus funds to productive use, that can have a sustainable multiplier 
impact on overall growth in the economy.

(2) Reduce off-balance-sheet borrowings: Centre should reduce the balance 
sheet and off-balance sheet borrowings using the transfer from RBI, such 
as the recapitalization bonds issued for public sector banks.

(3) Meet the expected shortfall in revenue collections: Government 
should reserve the amount and make up for the shortfall in tax and GST 
collections. A portion of the funds can also be used to recapitalize public 
sector banks as soon as possible.

 z The government should assure the players in the economy that it has no 
intention to tamper with the autonomy of RBI.

Source The Hindu, IE, LiveMint, BS.

 

Syllabus GS 3: Indian Economy
Question  z Trace the various changes done in the 'Insolvency and bankruptcy code' from 

its inception and the need to do so.
Why is it in 
the news?

 z The Lok Sabha passed The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (Amendment) Bill, 
2019.

 z The Bill amends the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016. 
Introduction  z The Insolvency and Bankruptcy code provides a time-bound process for 

resolving insolvency in companies and among individuals. 
 z Insolvency is a situation where individuals or companies are unable to repay 

their debt. 
 z The Code provides clear, coherent and speedy process for early identification 

of financial distress and resolution.
 z It suggests two options – a restructuring if the firm is viable and liquidation if 

it is not financially viable.

5 Amendments in IBC
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Other 
Concepts:

 z Financial creditor
 ¾ A person to whom a financial debt is owed and includes a person to whom 

such debt has been legally assigned or transferred.
 ¾ The term financial debt has been defined as a debt along with interest, if 

any, which is disbursed against the consideration for time value of money.
 z Operational Creditor

 ¾ Any person to whom an operational debt is owed and includes any person to 
whom such debt has been legally assigned or transferred.

 ¾ The term operational debt has been defined as a claim in respect of the 
provisions of goods or services including employment or a debt.

 ¾ Committee of Creditors (CoC) consists of financial creditors.
Background/ 
Need for 
Amendments

 z Financial creditors and Operational creditors:
(1) The Bill seeks to bring in clarity regarding the preference of secured 

financial creditors over operational creditors in the matter of distribution 
of assets of the corporate debtor.

(2) This clarification was necessitated in view of the recent ruling of National 
Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) in Essar Steel case which granted 
operational creditors equal status as lenders in the distribution of the bid 
amount of resolution plan.

 z Adherence to the timelines:
(1) Completion of corporate insolvency resolution process (CIRP) within 180 

or 270 days, especially on account of intervening legal proceedings, has 
been almost impossible.

(2) The time spent in any legal proceedings that hampers the CIRP was excluded 
by the tribunals. Eg. Essar Steel case - 730 days. 

(3) Hence the new amendment fixes the deadline to 330 days.
 z Merger, Amalgamation and Demerger:

(1) Under the Code, it was unclear whether resolution plans could include 
restructuring provisions such as mergers, demergers or amalgamations.

(2) The Amendment clarifies that a 'resolution plan' may include provisions for 
restructuring by way of merger, amalgamation, and demerger.

New 
Amendments

 z Deadline Extended:
(1) The Bill fixes a deadline of 330 days for resolving cases referred to the IBC. 

At present, the deadline is 270 days.
(2) This includes time for any extension granted and the time taken in legal 

proceedings in relation to the process.
 z Written Record: The bill states that in case the NCLT does not find the existence 

of default and has not passed an order within 14 days prescribed, it must 
record its reasons in writing. 

 z Amount to Operational Creditor:
(1) The amounts to be paid to the operational creditor should be the higher of:

 (a) Amounts receivable under liquidation, and
(b) The amount receivable under a resolution plan, if such amounts were            

distributed under the same order of priority (as for liquidation).
 z Powers to Financial Creditors:

(1) The committee of creditors of a loan defaulting company will have explicit 
authority over the distribution of proceeds in the resolution process.
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(2) The home buyers would be granted the status of a creditor giving them a 
say in the resolution in case a housing project goes bust.

(3) Within the powers of the Committee of Creditors (CoC), commercial 
consideration would be taken into account when it comes to distribution 
proposed in resolution plan.

Critical 
Appraisal 
of the new 
Amendments

Objectives and Benefits:
 z Earlier India's Insolvency framework was piecemeal and scattered. This led to 

poor outcome. 
 z To rectify this the IBC code was brought in 2016. 
 z Amendments in the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code are aimed at ensuring 

greater clarity in the debt resolution process.
 z They aim to ensure that no interpretations which are against the original intent 

of the Act prevail. 
 z The proposed amended Code is also aimed at providing greater clarity on the 

following:
(1) Permissibility of corporate restructuring schemes.
(2) Rights and duties of authorised representatives of voters.
(3) Manner of distribution of amounts amongst financial and operational 

creditors.
 ¾ Applicability of the resolution plan on all statutory authorities.

Other Side:  z Unemployment: When a company restructured and liquidated, it renders the 
number of employees unemployed.

 z Oligopoly:
(1) As per some experts, oligopoly was being created as 4-5 major players were 

able to buy such companies at throwaway prices.
(2) According to them, this resolution is in favour of the big players who are 

getting the silver of this country at a throwaway price
 z Operational creditors at disadvantage:

(1) The amendments may keep the operational creditors at disadvantaged 
position and undermine their concerns.

(2) The proposed amendments will save residual operational creditors only 
when the resolution value offered by the resolution applicant surpasses the 
claims of all higher-ranking creditors.

IBC 
Backgrounder

What was the background of its intro -
 z Introduced in 2016 to deal with Insolvency and Bankruptcy issues of Corporates, 

partnership firms and individuals. 
 z Earlier Indian laws were scattered -> No effective implementation leading to 

loss of time and investments. 
 z Multiple laws such as SARFAESI Act, Recovery of Debts Due to Banks and 

Financial Institutions Act, 1993 (RDDBFI), Companies Act etc. => burdensome, 
complicated, conflicting and time consuming process. 

 z This lead of high NPA burden for banks and lack of Ease of Doing Business 
leading to less investment. 

What was the goal of IBC - 
 z Simplify and consolidate all the concerned laws to expedite the process of 

resolution or liquidation enabling better realization of asset value. 
 z It aims to protect the interests of all the stakeholders. 
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What does it provide -
 z Insolvency Proceedings - The code provides for the proceedings related to 

insolvency of different entities - corporate, individual and partnership firms. It 
stipulates the time period in which such process must be completed. Both the 
debtor and the creditor can start the proceedings. 

 z National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) - It is the adjudicating authority over 
Corporates. 

 z Debt Recovery Tribunal - Same role for individuals. 
 z Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India - It is the regulator for Insolvency 

proceedings in India. Its 10 members include representatives from the Ministry 
of Finance and the RBI. 

 z Insolvency Professionals - These professionals will implement the actual 
insolvency proceedings. They are certified by the Insolvency & Bankruptcy 
Board of India. 

 z Information Utilities - Act as a repository of the information regarding lenders 
and terms of lending thus avoiding delays in case of an eventual default. 

How has it helped -
 z It has helped in quick disposal of issues. 

Earlier 
Amendments

 z The Bill prohibits certain persons from submitting a resolution plan in case of 
defaults. These include: (i) wilful defaulters, (ii) promoters or management of 
the company if it has an outstanding non-performing debt for over a year, and 
(iii) disqualified directors, among others. 

 z Homebuyers have been recognized as financial creditors giving them a greater 
say in the resolution process. 

 z Under special provision for MSMEs the promoters of MSMEs have been 
recognized as eligible to bid for their own companies as long as they are not 
wilful defaulters. 

Conclusion  z The proposed amendments will restore confidence in the credit markets.
 z It ensures that the fundamental principle that a secured creditor has priority 

over unsecured creditors is not diluted.
 z The IbC bill shows that the Government is quick to react and bring about 

legislative changes to ensure that important legislation like the IBC is 
implemented to achieve its objectives.

 z They fill critical gaps in the corporate insolvency resolution framework while at 
the same time maximising value from the resolution process.

Source The Hindu, IE, LiveMint, PRS.
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Syllabus  z GS-3: Internal security
Question  z Discuss the need for amendment to the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act 

(UAPA)? Do the amendents serve to make the Act more effective?
Why is it in 
news?

 z The Parliament has passed Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Amendment Bill 
that amends the original Act passed in 1967.

 z Earlier it was amended in 2008 and 2012. 
What is UAPA?
 

 z UAPA is a law that prevents unlawful activities that may cause harm to the 
integrity and sovereignty of the government. 

Current 
provisions 
and Proposed 
amendments 
in the bill

 z The bill provides for special procedures to deal with terrorist activities, 
individuals and groups that foster terrorism in India. These amendments are:

 z Definition of Terrorist:
(1) Under the Act, the central government may designate an organization as a 

terrorist organization if it: (i) commits or participates in acts of terrorism, (ii) 
prepares for terrorism, (iii) promotes terrorism, or (iv) is otherwise involved 
in terrorism. 

(2) The amendment additionally empowers the government to designate 
individuals as terrorists on the same grounds.   

(3) Once notified the person will have to apply to the Central Government for 
de-notification. A Review Committee constituted by the Centre will consider 
the case of the person. 

 z Approval for seizure of property by NIA:
(1) Under the Act, an investigating officer is required to obtain the prior 

approval of the Director-General of Police to seize properties that may be 
connected with terrorism. 

(2) The Bill adds that if the investigation is conducted by an officer of the 
National Investigation Agency (NIA), the approval of the Director-General 
of NIA would be sufficient.  

 z Investigation by NIA:
(1) Under the Act, investigation of cases may be conducted by officers of the 

rank of Deputy Superintendent or Assistant Commissioner of Police & 
above. 

(2) The Bill additionally empowers the officers of the NIA, of the rank of 
Inspector &  above, to investigate cases.

 z Updates Schedule of Act:
(1) The Act defines terrorist acts to include acts committed within the scope of 

any of the treaties listed in a schedule to the Act.  The Schedule lists nine 
treaties, including the Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings 
(1997), and the Convention against Taking of Hostages (1979). 

(2) The Bill adds another treaty to the list. This is the International Convention 
for Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism (2005).    

6 UAPA Amendment
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Government 
stand/ 
Arguments in 
favor of the 
bill

 z Limitation of Banning Organisations: Even when an organisations is banned it 
changes into another by merely changing its name. Designating an individual as 
terrorist will overcome the loophole. 

 z International Peer pressure: When India uses its diplomatic channels to 
have some people declared as terrorists by other countries and institutions, 
questions are always raised about India itself not having similar legal provisions 
for such declaration. 

 z Fast Track Process: It will provide special procedures like speedy investigation 
and prosecution of terror offenses and designating an individual as a terrorist 
to deal with terrorist activities.

 z Need for strict laws against terror: There is a need to designate as terrorist 
individuals who participate in terror activities, radicalize youth and lure them 
into such activities, help terrorists and provide funds to terrorists.

 z No violation of FRs: Government argued that there are no changes being made 
in arrest or bail provisions. Thus, there will be no violation of the fundamental 
rights of any person.

 z Global Practice: Government argued that such provisions are there in the US, 
China, Israel, European countries and even in Pakistan.

 z Step ahead: It will help anti-terrorists institutions like NIA to stay a step ahead 
of terrorists and it will help to curb a terrorists activities.

Arguments 
against the bill

 z Against the federal structure: Opposition argued that the amendment which 
allows the National Investigation Agency (NIA) to go to any state without taking 
permission from state police concerned for checking anti-terror activities is 
against the federal structure of the country.

 z Vague definitions: Government of the day  can construe normal political 
activity as an act of terrorism. 

 z Misuse for political vendetta:
(1) Opposition argued that such a government-controlled agency with 

draconian powers could be misused for political vendetta.
(2) Earlier repealed acts such as Prevention of Terrorism Act (POTA) and the 

Terrorism and Disruptive Activities Act (TADA), were used for such purposes.
 z Against the principle of natural justice: It is argued that the provision to declare 

an individual as a terrorist on mere suspicion without due process is against the 
principle of natural justice.

 z Ostracization: Declaration as a terrorist under the law would naturally lead to 
complete ostracization of the person and even make him vulnerable to mob 
justice. 

 z Radicalization: Stringent provisions and misuse of these provisions will further 
help in radicalizing vulnerable youth. 

 z Lack of public debate: Such an important law that can affect the Fundamental 
Rights of the citizens should have been discussed extensively both within and 
outside the Parliament. 

 z Proceedings of Special Courts: Proceedings of the courts to be created for 
the purpose of trying cases under the law have been criticized as not being 
transparent. 

Way forward  z Clear definition of Terrorism: The definition must be crystal clear to avoid any 
room for misplaced discretion. 
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 z Strengthening the judicial system: Government should further strengthen the 
judicial system for timely implementation of rulings in terrorism-related cases.

 z Sensitization of youth: Government should undertake programs to make sure 
youth don’t fall into the trap of terrorism.

 z Inter-Agency cooperation: There should be better coordination among different 
agencies and NIA. The coordination should be done through an institutionalized 
setup and not on a case-to-case basis.

 z Inclusion of other forms of terrorism: Scholars also suggested that crimes 
including bio-terrorism and narco-terrorism should be covered under the 
purview of this law.

 z Protection of Minorities: There is a need to ensure that minorities do not suffer 
and targetted. The police should file a charge sheet within 90 days and not 180 
days as mentioned in the Bill.

Conclusion  z The Amendment to UAPA is well-intentioned. Now there is a need to ensure 
that it is not used for political ends or targetting vulnerable sections.

Source The Hindu, PRS, The Wire, First Post, Live Mint, Economic Times

 

Syllabus  z GS2: Functioning of the Parliament
Question  z Discuss why there is a need to strengthen Parliamentary scrutiny in light of the 

recent decline in the number of Bills forwarded to Parliamentary Committees?
Why in news?  z 26 Bills were passed in the recently concluded Parliamentary Session but none 

were referred to the Parliamentary Committees for scrutiny.
 z This has prompted the charge that the incumbent government is passing bills 

in a hurry, without adequate legislative scrutiny.
More in News  z 17 opposition members have written to Rajya Sabha chairperson stating the 

need for public consultation, scrutiny of Bills by parliamentary committees 
and deliberation to improve the content and quality of the legislation.

 z Opposition Charges against the Govt
(1) Government is trying to ‘bulldoze’ Parliament through bypass of legislative 

scrutiny of the Bills. 
(2) Wrongly naming some bills as money bills to escape Rajya Sabha test
(3) Neglecting the tradition of consulting opposition parties on legislative and 

policy agenda.
 z What Govts has to say

(1) Parliamentary committees had not been formed as other parties are yet to 
send their nominees.

(2) No question of hurriedly passing the Bills as most of them are carried 
forward from the 16th Lok Sabha.

7 Declinging Parliamentary Scrutinty
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Why is there 
a need for 
Parliamentary 
Scrutiny?

 z A Challenge to Parliamentary Democracy may emerge due to a lack of in-depth 
scrutiny of laws by Parliament. 

 z Avoiding half-baked legislation and losing the opportunity to bring the required 
change in society. Eg. CSR provision of Companies Law. 

 z Fixing accountability of the government towards the citizens of the country 
and restricting executives excess. 

 z Feedback for government policy implementation.
 z Representing the will of the People.
 z For strengthening governance of the country with meaningful parliamentary 

support.
What is 
affecting 
Parliaments 
Functioning

 z Whip and Anti-defection Law: Curtailing freedom and independence of MPs, 
who succumb to whims and fancies of their political masters irrespective of 
their individual views.  

 z Loss of Confidence on presiding officer who:
 (1) Neglects rules of proceedings to suit the ruling disposition.
(2) Halts any measures to hold government accountable.
(3) Makes discussion under rule 193 available only to ruling disposition or the 

principal opposition.
(4) Function as representative of the govt rather than being a guardian of the 

House.
(5) Using legal loophole in the Anti-Defection law makes an inordinate delay in 

deciding the cases of resignation or voluntarily giving up of membership.
 z Parliamentary disruptions becoming the norm:

(1) MP’s are very often seen raising slogans, snatching papers from the minister 
to using pepper spray in the House.    

(2) This creates a legislative vacuum that is fulfilled by the executive or judiciary.
Issuing ordinances by executive causing dilution of the legislature.

 z Decreasing role of Parliamentary committees: 16th Lok Sabh only 25% of Bill 
were referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee.

 z Side-lining of opposition on principle matters of governance: Bill as significant 
as Jammu and Kashmir (reorganization) passed without any pre-legislative 
consultation with any opposition party. 

About 
Parliamentary 
Committees

 z Why form Parliamentary Committees
(1) Paucity of time:  Given the volume of legislative business Bills cannot be 

discussed in detail in Parliament.
(2) Closed-door meeting: Members are not bound by party whips allowing 

them to contribute more meaningful in exchange of views.
(3) Increasing complexity of law making:  lawmakers cannot infinitely expand 

their knowledge in every domain and hence require experts and specialists 
to govern a digital society.

(4) Comprehensive View: is taken from the govt, citizens, and experts on an 
issue by the committee.

(5) Multi-party Representation: in the committee provides scope for the 
conciliatory approach. 

 z Concerns raised over Parliamentary Committees
(1) RTI: Proceedings of the committees beyond the purview of the Right to 

Information Act.
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(1) Confidentiality: as members with a vested interest may influence the 
legislation without citizens being aware of it.

(2) Time-consuming process: which has been a cause of conflict between the 
ruling party and the opposition.

(3) Members used parliamentary privileges to justify secrecy.
Consequences 
of bypassing 
Parliamentary 
Scrutiny

 z It results in in-laws getting embroiled in litigation.
 z It will become counterproductive and dictatorial if so, many bills get passed 

without scrutiny.
 z Erosion of the authority and legitimacy of the parliament.
 z It may lead to autocratic way of functioning and shielding itself against the 

irrational decisions it has taken.
 z The business of the Houses may be conducted in din causing the opposition to 

lose its relevance.
 z The negation of the fundamental principles of our parliamentary system and 

constitutional provisions.
Way Forward  z Executive easing control to ensure that Parliament attains the objectives 

envisioned by the framers of the Constitution.
 z Bring electoral-political reforms to free MPs from the growing autocratic 

structure of political parties.
 z Giving more teeth to committees by making it mandatory to send a crucial bill 

for their recommendations.
 z Introduce intra-party democracy to tackle issues right from Panchayat to 

Parliament.
Source Indian Express, The Hindu, The Wire, Live Mint

 

Syllabus  z GS-3: Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre 
and States.

Question  z How witness protection scheme will help in strengthening the criminal justice 
system? Discuss in detail the provisions of the scheme. suggest some way 
forward.

Why is it in 
news?

 z SC had given directions to the Centre and the States to frame laws for protection 
of witnesses.

 z Some states have done it eg. Maharashtra Witness and Protection and Security 
Act 2017, which was notified in January 2018. 

 z However, the Centre, and most other States, are yet to act on the directive.
 z Recent incidences like Unnao case once again drew attention on need of 

witness protection scheme.
 z The Centre has drawn up a Witness Protection Scheme in 2018 which has been 

endorsed by the SC and some states such as Odisha have implemented it. 

8 Witness Protection Scheme
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Background of 
the scheme

 z The question of witness protection had come up in a PIL that sought protection 
for witnesses in cases against Asaram Bapu.

 z The scheme was drawn up by the Central Government with inputs from states/
Union Territories, civil society, judiciary, police  and National Legal Services 
Authority (NALSA).

Why is there a 
need for it?

 z Witnesses are the eyes and ears of justice:
(1) Jeremy Bentham has said that “Witnesses are the eyes and ears of justice.”
(2) In cases involving influential people, witnesses turn hostile because of the 

threat to life and property.
(3) Witnesses find that there is no legal obligation by the state for extending 

any security.
 z To improve conviction rate: Conviction rate in murder and rape is around 10-

12% only as witness turn hostile.
 z Recommendations by law commission report:  Law Commission in successive 

report asked for measures to protect witness.
 z 4th National Police Commission Report, 1980: It noted that prosecution 

witnesses are turning hostile because of the pressure of accused and there is a 
need for regulation to check manipulation of witnesses.

 z Need of the hour:
(1) In recent years organized crime has grown and is becoming stronger and 

more diverse.
(2) In more serious and complex forms of organized crime, it is essential that 

witnesses, the cornerstones for successful investigation and prosecution, 
have trust in the criminal justice system.

Witness 
protection 
scheme

 z Aim of the scheme:  To enable a witness to give testimony in a judicial setting 
or to cooperate with law enforcement and investigations without fear of 
intimidation or reprisal.

 z Protection based on the threat assessment: Witness Protection Scheme, 2018 
provides for the protection of witnesses based on the threat assessment.

 z Protection measures: It includes protection/change of identity of witnesses, 
their relocation, installation of security devices at the residence of witnesses, 
usage of specially designed Courtrooms, etc.

 z Threat Analysis Report (TAR): The Witness Protection Scheme, 2018 calls for 
preparation of a ‘Threat Analysis Report’ of the witness by the Commissioner/
SSP, when witness applies for protection.

 z Witness Protection Fund: The Scheme provides for a State Witness Protection 
Fund for meeting the expenses of the scheme.  This fund shall be operated 
by the Department/Ministry of Home under State/UT Government and shall 
comprise of the following:
(1) Budgetary  allocation  made  in  the  Annual  Budget  by  the State Government;
(2) Receipt of the amount of costs imposed/ ordered to be deposited by the 

courts/tribunals in the Witness Protection Fund;
(3) Donations/ contributions from Philanthropist/ Charitable Institutions/

Organizations and individuals permitted by the Government.
(4) Funds contributed under CSR.

 z Witness Protection Order: Order passed by the Competent  Authority detailing 
the steps to be taken for ensuring the safety of witnesses from threats to his or 
his family members life, reputation or property. 
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 z Witness Protection Cell: A dedicated Cell of State/UT Police or Central Police 
Agencies are assigned the duty to implement the witness protection order. It 
shall be responsible for the security as per witness protection order.

SC judgments  z Zahira Habibulla H. sheikh and Another v. State of Gujarat case:
(1) Fair Trial: While defining Fair Trial, the Hon’ble Supreme Court observed 

that “If the witnesses get threatened or are forced to give false evidence 
that also would not result in fair trial”.

(2) Article 21: SC held that the Right of witnesses to testify freely in courts is 
part of Article 21 (Right to Life).

(3) Article 141/142: SC said that the scheme will be the law under Article 
141/142 of the Constitution, until the enactment of suitable Parliamentary 
and/or State Legislations on the subject.

Rights to be 
entitled to the 
witness

 z As such witnesses should be entitled to the following rights:
(1) Right to give evidence anonymously
(2) Right to protection from intimidation and harm
(3) Right to be treated with dignity and compassion and respect of privacy
(4) Right to information of the status of the investigation and prosecution of 

the crime
(5) Right to secure waiting place while at Court proceedings
(6) Right to transportation and lodging arrangements

How it will 
help in 
strengthening 
criminal 
justice 
system?

 z Confidence and encouragement in witnesses: It will infuse confidence in 
witnesses and encourage them to come forward and testify against the accused 
in serious crimes.

 z Improvement in conviction rate: It will potentially increase the conviction 
rate which is around 10-12% only in murder and rape because of witnesses 
turning hostile.

 z Speeding up the delivery of justice: It will help courts to clear up stockpiles of 
other cases and will also help in faster access to justice.

 z Restoration of people’s faith in the judicial system and law enforcement agencies.
 z Improvement of reporting of crimes and court cases: Increase in faith in 

the judicial system and law enforcement agencies will ultimately help in the 
improvement of reporting of crimes and court cases.

 z Deterrence factor: It will also act as a deterrence to people committing crimes.
Limitations/ 
Criticism

 z The time frame of protection:
 z Critics argued that the scheme has limited the scope of protection for three 

months at a time.
 z This renders it redundant as the possibility of threat from the accused cannot 

be eliminated once protection is terminated.
 z Integrity of Investigating Officers: No scheme can succeed if a corrupt 

administration or police department is invested with the authority to assuage 
the threat perception and then categorize witnesses on the basis of its 
assessment.

 z No penalization provision on violation of confidentiality of personal 
information: It does not penalize any violation of the said provision, thus, 
reduces the potency of the provision.

 z Logistical and financial challenges: Implementing a comprehensive and credible 
witness protection program will pose logistical and financial challenges.
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Way forward  z Eliminating time frame of protection: Witness protection should be provided 
until the threat has ceased to exist.

 z Penalization provision on violation of confidentiality of personal information: 
An effective deterrent must be put in place to prevent the disclosure of such 
sensitive information.

 z No deprivation with New identity:
(1) A new identity will mean a new name, profession and parentage with 

supporting documents acceptable to government agencies.
(2) However, the new identity should not deprive the witness of his/her existing 

educational, professional and property rights.
Conclusion  z Supreme Court had observed “no country can afford to expose its morally 

correct citizens to the peril of being harassed by anti-social elements like rapists 
and murderers”.

Sources The Hindu, Indian Express, PIB, NALSA

 

Syllabus  z GS2: Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies
Question  z Over the last several years the NHRC has been repeatedly criticized for its 

inefficiency. Examine how the recent amendments seek to strengthen its 
functioning.

Why in news?  z Parliament has passed the Protection of Human Rights (Amendment) Bill 2019. 
The Bill amends the Protection of Human Rights Act, 1993.

 z The Act provides for a National Human Rights Commission (NHRC), State 
Human Rights Commissions (SHRC), as well as Human Rights Courts. 

Why the 
Need for 
Amendments

 z Efficient Procedure: Amendments are based on the challenges faced by the 
commission in the past and intend to make it more efficient.

 z To Deal with Evolving Nature of Issues: Few of the amendments are proposed 
by NHRC to address the concerns raised at global platforms.

 z State Governments Request: State governments find it difficult to get 
suitable candidates to head respective State Commissions due to eligibility 
criteria.

What do the 
Amendments 
Propose

Protection of Human Rights Act, 
1993

Protection of Human Rights 
(Amendment) Bill, 2019

•	 Composition of NHRC
1. Chairperson to be Retd. Chief 

Justice of the Supreme Court.
2. Two other members having 

knowledge of human rights.

•	 Composition of NHRC
1) Chairperson to be Retd. Chief 
Justice or Judge of the Supreme 
Court.
2) Three members having 
knowledge of Human Rights  of 
which at least one to be woman.

9  Amendments to the Human 
Rights Act
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(3) Other Members: Chairpersons 
of four National Commission 
(Scheduled Caste, Scheduled 
Tribe, Women and Minorities)

(3) Other Members of the Commission
(a) National Commission for 

Scheduled Castes
(b) National Commission for 

backward Classes
(c) National Commission for 

Scheduled Tribes
(d) National Commission for 

Women 
(e) National Commission for 

Protection of Child Rights
(f) Chief Commissioner for Persons 

with Disabilities
 z Chairperson of SHRC: Retd. Chief 

Justice of a High Court.
 z Chairperson of SHRC: Retd.  Chief 

Justice or Judge of a High Court.
 z Term of office: Chairperson and 

members of both NHRC and SHRC 
will be five years or age of seventy 
years, whichever is earlier.

 z Term of office: Three years or till 
the age of seventy years, whichever 
is earlier.

 z Allows for reappointment.
 z Secretary-General of NHRC and 

Secretary of a SHRC to exercise 
powers as delegated to them.

 z Secretary-General and Secretary 
to exercise all administrative and 
financial powers (except judicial 
functions), subject to the respective 
chairperson’s control.

 z The Central government may 
confer on an SHRC human rights 
functions being discharged by 
Union Territories.

 z Functions relating to human rights 
in the case of Delhi will be dealt 
with by the NHRC.            

  
Criticism  z Appointment of Yes Men: Discretionary power of the government to appoint 

the Chairperson of NHRC will give way to favoritism.
 z Lack of Parliamentary Scrutiny: Legislature did not get enough time to study or 

move amendments. Even the amendments moved by members were not circulated.
 z Questioning the Commissions Independence: Because of membership offered 

to several chairpersons of other national commissions who in turn are political 
appointees.

 z Reduced tenure: Not only restricts the Chairperson to understand and resolve 
the issues but also causes inconsistency in the working of the commission.  

 z Inadequate Strength of Commission: On an average per day there are at least 
one lakh cases that come to the commission.

 z The Act is completely unclear about the jurisdiction of the NHRC courts.
 z No clarity: No provisions to assure the UN that the government is doing as 

much possible to safeguard the rights of citizens
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What Govt has 
to say

 z Allegation of favoritism has no substance: The selection committee to appoint 
chairperson consists of opposition leaders from both houses in addition to 
Prime Minister, Union Home Minister, Speaker and Deputy Chairperson.

 z No Supreme Court Judge would accept the appointment if a retired Chief 
Justice is available.  

 z It will bring the act in conformance with global standards. 
 z It will bring it in compliance with the Paris Principle w.r.to autonomy, 

independence, pluralism and wide-ranging functions.
 z NHRC will continue to be accorded “A” rating by Global Alliance of National 

Human Rights Institutions (GANHRI) in years to come.
Conclusion  z Increasing participation of civil society representatives will provide more 

strength to the commission in protecting human rights.
 z These Amendments ensures that the NHRC will align itself with agreed global 

stands in ensuring freedom, liberty and dignity of the individual. 
Source PIB, PRS, The Hindu, Indian Express, Live Mint

 

Syllabus  z GS-2: India and its neighbourhood
Question  z In the context of recent visit to Bhutan by the PM, discuss how Bhutan is 

significant to India. Bring out the irritants in India-Bhutan relations and suggest 
some way forward.

Why is it in 
news?

 z Recently, Prime Minister Narendra Modi concluded his two-day state visit to 
Bhutan during which he held talks with the country’s leaders to further deepen 
the bilateral ties.

Outcome of 
recent visit

 z Cooperation in the hydro-power sector: both countries underlined the 
importance of continued cooperation in the hydro-power sector with the joint 
inauguration of Rs 5,012-crore Mangdechhu hydro-power project.

 z LPG supply: India said that it will increase the supply of LPG from 700 Metric 
Tonnes (MT) to 1000 Metric Tonnes (MT) per month in order to meet the 
requirement of the ordinary citizens of the country.

 z RuPay card for deepening business and financial cooperation: PM Modi 
launched RuPay card as a step towards digitising transactions and deepening 
business and financial cooperation.

 z Increase in currency swap limit: India increased the currency swap limit for 
Bhutan under the SAARC Currency Swap Framework.

 z Ground Earth station & SATCOM network:
 ¾ The two leaders jointly inaugurated the Ground Earth Station and SATCOM 

network, developed with assistance from the Indian Space Research 
Organisation (ISRO) for utilisation of South Asia Satellite in Bhutan.

 ¾ Both the countries will cooperate for creating small satellite and use of 
space technology. 

10  India-Bhutan Relations
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 z Universities cooperation:
(a) India also announced linking bhutanese students and researchers to Indian 

universities. IITs and Nalanda University will participate in this programme.
Areas of 
Cooperation
 

 z Diplomatic Cooperation:
(a) Regular visits between highest level Government functionaries of both 

countries have become a tradition.  
(b) In 2014, our Prime Minister chose Bhutan as his first country to visit after 

getting elected.
 z Security Cooperation: Both countries have conducted joint military operation 

against insurgents. The most notable was in 2004, the Royal bhutanese army 
conducted operations against ULFA (United Liberation Front of Assam).

 z Economic Cooperation:
(a) Indian currency is freely used in Bhutan. 
(b) India remains the single largest trading partner of Bhutan.
(c) India has provided large scale financial assistance to Bhutan for its Five Year 

Plans.
(d) Many hydropower projects in Bhutan have been developed with India’s 

assistance. India imports around 1540 MW of hydropower from Bhutan.
(e) India has provided a standby credit facility of Rs 1000 crores to help Bhutan 

overcome the rupee liquidity crunch.
 z Cultural and Educational Cooperation:

(a) India Bhutan foundation was established in 2003 for improving people to 
people cooperation in the areas of culture, education and environment 
protection.

(b) India has provided scholarships for Bhutanese students studying in 
Undergraduate and Postgraduate courses in Indian institutions.

 z Environment Cooperation: India is considering involving Bhutan in the National 
Mission for Sustaining the Himalayas which aims at protecting the Himalayan 
ecosystem that has been endangered by numerous ecological problems.

Bhutan’s 
Significance to 
India

 z Geography:
(a) Bhutan’s significance to India stems from its geographic location between 

India and China. It acts as a buffer between the two Asian giants.
(b) Considering Doklam event, securing Bhutan’s present borders especially its 

western border is important for India.
(c) Doklam in the hands of a hostile power would heighten the vulnerability of 

India’s Siliguri Corridor which links India to its Northeastern states.
 z Economy: India dominates Bhutan’s economy. It is Bhutan’s largest trade 

partner; around 79% of Bhutan’s total imports are from India and India provides 
a market for 90% of its exports.

 z Energy, Infrastructure & Security
(a) Bhutan is strategically important due to its location. Both countries 

cooperating in areas of defense and security, and energy, over the past a 
few years.

(b) Under the 2007 India-Bhutan Friendship Treaty, the two sides have agreed 
to “cooperate closely with each other on issues relating to their national 
interests.”
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Areas of 
Contention

 z Motor Vehicles Agreement: It was signed in 2015 which involves bangladesh, 
Bhutan, India and Nepal (BBIN). It was blocked by Bhutan’s upper house citing 
environmental concerns.

 z Meddling in internal affairs:
(a) Bhutan occasionally accused India of meddling in its internal affairs.
(b) For instance, India’s decision to withdraw its subsidies in cooking gas and kerosene 

in 2013. The timing of the decision was a few weeks before general election in 
Bhutan and was seen as an attempt to influence the election outcome.

 z Power tariff issue: Bhutan wants to increase its export power tariff to India 
that is complained about being lesser than its cost of production.

 z China’s Role:
 z Bhutan was guided by India in its Defence and Foreign affairs. These provisions 

were removed by the 2007 treaty.
(a) This has the potential for China to have inroads in Bhutan’s internal affairs 

and foreign policy.
(b) China claims Doklam Plateau and other parts of the Chumbi valley (they 

legally belong to Bhutan) as its own territory.
(c) The Chumbi Valley is close to the Indian state of Sikkim and Siliguri corridor. 

This poses security concerns for India.
 Way ahead  z Addressing Bhutan’s concerns:

(a) India needs to act robustly on Bhutan’s concerns which are weakening the 
traditionally strong India-Bhutan bilateral relations.

(b) Because only a strong relationship with India could reduce the chances of 
bhutan succumbing to Chinese pressure.

 z Completion of delayed projects: India needs to complete some of the 
hydropower projects that were delayed due to lack of sufficient funds.

 z Augmenting the connectivity: India should augment the connectivity of Bhutan 
and its North Eastern states for the region’s economic development.

 z Leveraging economic and geographic complementarities:
(a) India needs to discard the tradition of offering economic subsidies and 

negotiating project proposals with neighboring capitals.
(b) It instead needs to focus on enabling agreements and let market forces 

leverage the existing economic and geographic complementarities.
 z Addressing issues- Demonetisation & GST:

(a) Demonetisation, GST has impacted on the ground in the Indo-Bhutanese 
relationship.

(2) GST has created a lot of confusion within Bhutan in terms of trade. The 
economy is small and largely dependent on Indian export. So these issues 
were required to be discussed.

Conclusion  z India has a strong relationship with Bhutan. This relationship and goodwill must 
be maintained to counter China’s strategic calculations in Bhutan.

 z India-Bhutan relationship forms an important pillar of Government of India's 
Neighbourhood First policy and regular visits will promote valued friendship 
with bhutan.

Sources The Hindu, Indian Express, The Diplomat, MEA site, Hindustan Times
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Syllabus GS 3: Indian Economy
Question  z Effective taxation is essential for the socio-economic development of any 

country. Highlight the challenges in developing effective taxation in India and 
suggest some measures to address them.   

Why is it in the 
news?

 z The eight-member task force (for changes in Direct Tax Law), led by Central Board 
of Direct Taxes member Akhilesh Ranjan, submitted its report to Finance Minister.

 z The details of the committee's recommendations have not been made public yet.
 z The government will release the report of the panel in the public domain for 

consultations after examining the recommendations.
More in the 
news/ Panel 
Recommend-
ations

 z Income Tax Slabs:
(1) The Direct Tax Code (DTC) task force is reported to have recommended a 

significant increase in the highest income tax slabs.
(2) Income Taxpayers earning up to Rs 55 lakh per annum may end up with 

major tax relief if recommendations are accepted.
 z Corporate Tax:

(1) Corporate tax cut for domestic and foreign companies to 25% from 30% for 
large companies and 40% for overseas firms. 

(2) Foreign companies may have to pay branch profits tax on the amount 
repatriated to their foreign partner.

(3) Doing away with Dividend Distribution Tax by suggesting taxing dividends in 
the hands of shareholders.

 z The proposed incentives:
(1) The code has proposals to make tax administration less intrusive to redress 

the grievance of the so called 'Tax Terrorism'.
(2)  Use of technology to increase compliance in a non-intrusive manner.

Background  z The existing direct tax law deals with personal income tax, corporate tax and 
other direct levies such as the capital gains tax. 

 z Conventionally, a high tax-GDP ratio is seen as a sign of economic robustness. 
 z Currently, India's tax-to-GDP ratio stands at 16.9 percent. The direct tax-to-

GDP ratio is 6 per cent.
 z It is at 27.1 percent in South Africa, while emerging market economies like 

Namibia and Chile are at 28.5 percent and 28.5 percent respectively.
 z The new direct tax law is expected to widen the direct tax net by bringing in 

more assessees under its coverage.
Significance/ 
Importance 
of Tax and 
the proposed 
changes

 z Growth and Investment:
(1) A country's tax structure is often crucial in determining the quantity and 

quality of investment it attracts thus affecting its growth rate.
 z It Curbs Inflation: 

(1) In case of excess liquidity, taxation can be one of the instrument to absorb 
it and control inflation.

11 Direct Tax Reforms
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 z Social and Economic Balance:
(1) Based on every individual’s earnings and overall economic situation the 

well-defined tax slabs and exemptions help to level the income inequalities.
(2)  Also, more tax collected brings more resources at the disposal of the 

government to spend on social welfare schemes.
Problems/ 
Challenges

 z Changing Nature of Business and Systems:
(1) The 50 years old law has not kept pace with evolving businesses and a fast-

growing economy.
(2) Some instances in the past have highlighted deficiencies in this Act to bring 

to tax certain transactions that the government intended to tax.
(3) The digital businesses can potentially result in significant tax leakages.

 z Small Tax Base:
(1) Only a small percentage of Indians pay income tax. (2017- 6.3%)
(2) This is also linked with the scale of formal economy, as less than 20 percent 

of India's labour force is engaged in the formal economy.
 z Tax-GDP ratio

(1) The tax-to-GDP ratio has always been low when compared to other emerging 
economies.

(2) Ideally, with increase in GDP, the tax collection should also increase.
(3) Although the overall tax-to-GDP (Centre and State) increased in last decade, 

the GdP and per capita income has doubled during this period.
 z Multiple Taxes:

(1) A multiplicity of taxes in India make the country less attractive for investment.
(2) For example- Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT) is payable by companies on 

dividends distributed to shareholders from profits which have already been 
subjected to tax, adding yet another layer of tax obligation imposed on 
companies.

 z Tax Avoidance:
(1) The high tax rate and the multiple tax layers make the taxpayer feel burdened 

and the result is tax avoidance/tax evasion.
(2) Also there are some loopholes in the taxation rules and the occasional 

concessions which are exploited to avoid tax.
(3) While salaried employees in the formal sector dutifully pay income tax, 

there is large-scale evasion from the informal sector, traders etc.
 z Litigations: There are huge number of backlogs of tax cases in courts across 

India, result of which is wastage of precious time and resources.
 z Absence of Agricultural Income Tax:

(1) Currently, there is no tax on agricultural income. Agriculture is the dominant 
sector of the Indian economy.

(2) Planned in vestment on agriculture has also increased over the years. But 
agriculture has failed to make any contribution to the introduction of the 
Govern ment’s tax revenue.

 z Tax terrorism:
(1) From start-ups to big businesses, there have been protests about harassment 

by tax officials.
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(2) The committee's recommendations also include how assessments will be 
made and the use of technology to increase compliance in a non-intrusive 
manner. Other recommendations include suggestions to modify the tax 
code on dividends and equity and to incentivize savings and consumption.

Way ahead  z Easier Compliance to Widen Tax Base:
(1) Making compliance easier is a crucial step in the direction to widen the tax 

base. High rates are a recipe for low tax compliance.
(2) The law needs to be made simple, easy-to-understand but effective.
(3) A lower rate for lower incomes and high rates for higher incomes will ensure 

better balance(Progressive Income Tax).
(4) Also, the threshold for income tax needs to be revised periodically to 

counter the effects of inflation.
 z Reducing rates for business and industry:

(1) India has one of the highest corporate tax rates amongst big economies.
(2) Corporate tax on both domestic and foreign companies needs to be low and 

uniform.
(3) Also, there should not be multiple taxes imposed on one entity like Dividend 

distribution tax, MAT, cess, surcharge, etc.
 z Comprehensive dispute-resolution mechanism:

(1) An estimated 3.9 lakh cases are pending before several appeal forums.
(2) There should be a comprehensive dispute resolution mechanism which 

would address these cases in a time-bound manner.
(3) Also, if laws are made simple, litigation will be reduced. Online assessments 

should be encouraged.
 z Faceless Assessment:

(1) Faceless assessment does not require any physical movement of the 
document or a person as one need not appear before the assessing officer.

(2) The faceless assessment is in place from last two years and needs to take 
implement it at all the levels.

 z Address the problem of Tax Avoidance and Tax Terrorism:
(1) Making the entire system online and faceless assessment would help to 

address the problem of tax avoidance and tax terrorism.
(2) Also, the current loopholes in the system need to be fixed immediately to 

avoid further exploitation.
Source The Hindu, India Today, Live Mint, Indian Express.
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Syllabus GS 3: Indian Economy
Question  z Recently government proposed to issue Sovereign bonds in the global market 

in external currencies. Critically analyze the move.
Why is it in the 
news?

 z The Finance Minister in 2019 Union Budget, proposed to issue Sovereign Bonds 
in the global market in external currencies.

 z The plan is to raise up to 10-15% of government borrowing- $10 billion from 
the first overseas sovereign bond. 

Introduction  z A sovereign bond is a specific debt instrument issued by the government.
 z They can be denominated in both foreign and domestic currency.
 z Sovereign Bonds have an interest outlay in the form of coupon payments where 

the principle amount is paid at maturity.
 z The coupon interest is decided by three factors:

(1) India's credit profile'- which at present is Baa2 stable as per Moody’s.
(2) The country's internal and external risk factors like sudden shooting up of 

fiscal deficit.
(3) Volatility of exchange rates between rupees and the foreign.

Need for 
Sovereign 
Bonds

 z Favourable Situation:
(1) India's sovereign external debt to GDP is among the lowest globally at less 

than 5%.
(2) Overseas yields are low, and some European bonds have even dipped in 

negative territory.  
 z To Reduce Crowding-out Effect:

(1) More government borrowings from the domestic market leaves very less 
for private players and increases the cost of capital.

(2) This leads to crowding-out effect.
(3) If the Government could free up some of this borrowing space, more 

resources will become available for financing private investments.
(4) This would decrease the borrowing cost of private players and help reduce 

the crowding-out effect.
(5) With the pressure easing off in the domestic debt market, the cost of 

borrowing for GoI would also reduce.
Significance  z Lower rate and Integration with Global Market: 

(1) The step would further integrate the Indian economy in global markets.
(2) International trend and especially in US in on the path to decrease the 

interest rates.
 z Monetary and Fiscal Discipline:

(1) Issuing Sovereign Bonds will make the government responsible for its fiscal 
management.

(2) Foreign markets will discipline the government with integration in the 
global bonds market.

12  Sovereign Debt Bonds
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 z Monetary Transmission: 
(1) It would also help banks pass on policy rate cuts to their loan customers, 

and ease credit availability to the private sector in general.
Issues 
(Expert's 
Opinion)

 z Exchange Rate Risk:
(1) The rupee cost of the borrowings in dollars will depend on the currency 

risk, including hedging costs.
(2) If the rupee depreciates by the time of redemption naturally the rupee cost 

of this debt will rise.
(3) Countries like Mexico, Indonesia, Brazil and  Russia have experienced massive 

pressure from international investors to repay debt.
 z Internal Policy:

(1) The step could impact India's internal policy and tilt in favor of strong rupee, 
to avoid the negative impact of rupee depreciation.

(2) This will impact India's exports as rupee appreciation would make Indian 
products less competitive.

(3) Also, foreign debt could pose threats to the Indian economy that local policy 
actions may not be able to neutralize.

 z Past References:
(1) Experts believe there is reason India never resorted to such a move despite 

staring at a slowdown in the economy during 1990-91, 2007-08 and 2013.
(2) Some experts say that with fiscal deficit at 3.3% of the GDP, there is in fact 

no need to go to foreign shores.
Way Ahead  z Local currency instead of Foreign currency:

(1) Borrowing in foreign currencies may expose the economy to undue 
exchange rate risk, particularly in the event of a depreciation.

(2) Former RBI governor C Rangarajan in his paper pitched for raising sovereign 
debt in the local currency rather than foreign currency.

 z To develop the local currency debt market:
(1) According to Dr. Raghuram Rajan, the move must be based on a country's 

ability to repay the borrowed amount.
(2) This can be done as easily by raising the limit on foreign investments in 

government rupee bonds.
(3) India could move up in the value chain the way China did, by developing its 

local currency debt market as a platform for other countries to raise money.
(4) Poland, Hungary, the Philippines, the Emirate of Sharjah, British Columbia 

and South Korea raised Panda bonds in China.
 z Other Important steps:

(1) The approach of sovereign bonds needs to be supplemented by expansionary, 
but responsible, fiscal and monetary policies. 

(2) Moreover, a low inflation rate will have to be maintained consistently.
 z To Tread Cautiously:

(1) While the move is expected to ease the burden on Indian institutions, there 
are economies that have seen a bitter past in the global bond market hence 
caution must be exercised.

Source The Hindu, ET, BS, Live Mint.
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Syllabus GS 3: Indian Economy
Question What are the different indicators and causes of the looming slowdown on Indian 

economy? Also suggest some way forward to deal with the slowdown.
Why is it in the 
news?

 z India's economic growth has slowed to 6.8% in 2018-19- the slowest pace since 
2014-15.

 z Recent GDP figures and the decline in various sectors have aggravated the 
concerns of economic slowdown.

Indicators of 
Slowdown

 z Automobile sector:
(1) Auto sector is facing its worst crisis in 20 years. Domestic sales across all 

vehicle categories slide 19% year-on-year in July.
(2) Reports say around 2.30 lakh jobs have been lost in the auto sector.

 z Real estate: As per the reports, volume of unsold houses over the past one 
year has increased in the top cities of the countries.

 z FMCG at slow pace: The fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) companies have 
reported decline in volume growth in the April-June quarter due to a sluggish 
rural demand, which, in turn, indicates less availability of money in villages.

 z Farm sector: The GVA (gross value added) growth in agriculture, forestry and 
fishing having slowed sharply to 2.7% in the last quarter, from a 4.2% pace in 
July-September and 4.6% a year earlier. 

 z Unemployment: The labour force survey, released by the government in July, 
showed a record high unemployment rate of 6.1% for 2017-18.

Possible 
Causes

 z Slump in Demand:
(1) There is low demand in all corners and among all key consumer segments- 

urban, rural, personal and institutional.
(2) For example- Non-oil non-gold non-silver imports: This is a good indicator 

of consumer demand as it indicates when people buy more imported 
goods. During April to June 2019, these imports fell by 5.3%, the biggest 
contraction in three years.

 z Global Slowdown
(1) IMF has cut its growth forecasts for the global economy for this year and 

next. It predicts growth of 3.2% in 2019, down from its April forecast of 
3.3%.

(2) As India exports large chunk of goods and services to different countries, 
slowdown in other parts of the world would lower the demands for Indian 
products.

 z Retreat of Globalization: The protectionist tendencies and the resultant trade 
war between US and China is leading to retreat of globalization. As India 
economic is integrated in global economy, this is causing disturbances in Indian 
economy.

 z Demonetization and Rollout of GST:

13   Economic Slowdown in India
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(1) Since the entire rural economy and micro and small business runs on cash, 
the demonetization led to the cash crunch and fall in demand.

(2) The complex rollout of the GST on a nationwide basis has led to the 
slowdown as it has hampered the small businesses.

 z NPA and liquidity crisis: The issue of huge NPA's, the falling capital adequacy 
ratios, inability of banks to lend and consequent liquidity crisis have acted like 
a vicous cycle leading to a slump on production side. 

 z Structural Issues: The structural issues in the economy related to pending  
reforms of labour, capital markets, infrastructure, Ease of Doing Business etc 
have also contributed. 

Impact of 
slowdown

 z Multiplier Effect:
(1) A slowdown in car sales negatively impacts everyone from tyre manufacturers 

to steel manufacturers to steering manufacturers etc. 
(2) When the real estate sector is in distress, it impacts many other sectors, 

right from steel and cement to furnishings, paints, etc.
 z On Professionals and fresh graduates: The professionals would be finding it 

harder to land jobs as well as see their salaries rise year on year basis.
 z Hamper growth and Employment:

(1) The slowdown and the low demand negatively hamper the industries as 
there is less demand there is less production.

(2) This in turn leads to shutdown of many plants and the economy witness 
large unemployment.

(3) This reduces government's revenue and hamper the public expenditure.
Government 
measures

 z The Finance Minister announced a slew of measures to revive economic 
growth. Some of them are as follows:

 z Automobile sector:
(1) The government will make auto loans cheaper and the banks will launch 

the repo rate or external benchmark linked loan products.
(2) Finance minister lifted the ban on the purchase of new vehicles for replacing 

all old vehicles by government departments.
 z Decriminalization of CSR violations: The Corporate Social Liability (CSR) 

violations would not be treated as criminal offences and would instead be a 
civil liability.

 z Capital Infusion in PSBs: Of Rs 70,000 crore in capital to the PSBs- as announced 
in the budget.

 z Surcharge on FPIs withdrawn:
(1) Finance minister withdraw the surcharge on the foreign portfolio 

investments (FPIs).
(2) It will help in restoring the confidence of foreign investors in the Indian 

capital market and help in reversing the outflows seen in the recent past.
 z Angel tax withdrawn:

(1) The startups registered with the Department for Promotion of Industry and 
Internal Trade (DPIIT) will be exempt from angel tax.

(2) The move will go a long way in building trust and confidence in the startups 
and the investors.

Way Ahead  z The three sources of growth from the demand side are consumption, 
investment, exports.
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 z Focus on labour intensive sector:
(1) There is need to provide some version of a wage subsidy as an incentive to 

labour intensive sectors.
(2) The successful model of Odisha in the garment sector can be replicated.

 z Affordable housing:
(1) Give a big boost to affordable housing, by funding land acquisition for the 

builder, and interest rate subvention for the home owner.
(2) The States of Kerala and Maharashtra have interesting and replicable 

models.
 z Focus on Exports:

(1) There is need to focus on labour incentive exports including agriculture.
(2) The steps to boost exports should include required export subsidies, quicker 

refund of GST credit and expanding the scope of the Merchandise Export 
from India Scheme.

(3) The price and quality-competitive exports raise efficiency and productivity 
of exporting firms to drive growth in output.

 z Counter-Cyclical Methods:
(1) If there is a slowdown, governments should use counter-cyclical, 

expansionary, macroeconomic policies to revive growth.
(2) Fiscal policy should provide a stimulus, preferably by stepping up public 

investment.
(3) Monetary policy should provide a stimulus to private investment by 

lowering interest rates.
Source The Hindu, Indian Express, LiveMint.

 

Syllabus GS3: Science and Technology - Awareness in the fields of Biotechnology
Question  z The utility of DNA based technologies for law enforcement agencies is well 

recognized across the world. In this context examine various aspects of the 
proposed DNA Bill.

Why in news?  z Recently the DNA Technology (Use and Application) Regulation Bill, 2019 was 
introduced in Lok Sabha by the Minister for Science and Technology.

Features of 
the Bill

 z Use of DNA Data for - matters mentioned in the Schedule of the Bill which include
(1) Offenses under the Indian Penal Code, 1860
(2) Civil matters such as paternity suits
(3) Establishment of individual identity

 z Collection of DNA:
(1) With Written Consent –

(a) For offense with punishment of imprisonment up to seven years.
(b) For a victim or relative of a missing person, or a minor or disabled 

person.

14 DNA Technology Bill, 2019
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(2) Without Consent – For offenses with punishment of imprisonment of more 
than seven years or death.

 z DNA Data Bank: National DNA Data Bank and Regional DNA Data Banks (for 
every state, or two or more states)They are repositories of all DNA samples and 
are to maintain following indices
(1) a crime scene index
(2) a suspects’ or undertrials’ index
(3) an offenders’ index
(4) a missing persons’ index
(5) an unknown deceased persons’ index

 z Removal of the DNA profiles of the following persons: Of a suspect if a police 
report is filed or court order given, of an undertrial if a court order is given, on 
written request, from persons who are not a suspect, offender or undertrial, 
from the crime scene or missing persons’ index.

 z Information in the crime scene index can be stored permanently; for other 
indices the process for removal will be notified subsequently.

 z DNA Regulatory Board : to supervise DNA Data Banks and DNA laboratories. 
Secretary, Department of Biotechnology will be the ex officio Chairperson of 
the Board. Additional members include -
(1) Experts in the field of biological sciences
(2) Director General of the National Investigation Agency
(3) Director of the Central Bureau of Investigation

 z Functions of the Board
(1) Advising governments on all issues related to establishing DNA laboratories 

or data banks
(2) Granting accreditation to DNA laboratories
(3) To frame guidelines for DNA collection, testing and storage
(4) Ensuring confidential of information relating to DNA profiles with the Data 

banks, laboratories, and others
 z The accreditation may be revoked under following circumstances:

(1) Failure to undertake DNA testing
(2) Failure to comply with the conditions attached to the accreditation

 z In case of criminal cases Labs have to return the biological sample to the 
investigating officer, in other cases the samples are to be destroyed.

 z Offences such as disclosure of DNA information, or using DNA sample without 
authorization are punished with imprisonment and fine.

Benefits of the 
Bill

 z Strengthening Justice Delivery System by
(1) Expanding the application of DNA-based forensic technologies for solving 

crimes
(2) Speedy resolution of cases involving repeat offenders
(3) Reducing ambiguity as the evidence collected will be done by technology 

which is scientifically driven.
 z Accredited DNA Labs will help in

(1) Reliable DNA test results.
(2) Protecting data against misuse or abuse and safeguarding citizens right to 

privacy.
(3) Uniform code of practices in DNA testing laboratories throughout the country.
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 z Establishment of National and Regional DNA Data Banks will help in 
(1) Providing inputs to forensic investigations which will reduce subjectivity.
(2) Fast-tracking criminal cases in which DNA evidence will be conclusive.

 z Regulatory Board will help in scientific up gradation and streamlining of the 
DNA technology in the country.

 z Thousands of lives are lost in natural calamity and disasters this technology 
will help in asserting their identity.   

Why the 
Opposition

 z Violation Of Fundamental Rights as
(1) DNA of undertrials can be collected without a court order.
(2) There is no provision of consent on the storage of DNA data.

 z Surveillance state due to privacy and security concerns in the absence of data 
protection law in the country.

 z Costs overruns: Govt estimates cost of DNA database project will only be Rs 20 
crore but experts have suggested the cost of just acquiring the DNA samples 
from people arrested on criminal charges alone could be over Rs 1,800 crore.

 z Lack of proper infrastructure and technical know-how to use the technology 
for criminal investigations in a widespread or effective manner.

 z Aggravation of institutional biases: as it exists in the present DNA identification, 
where caste of the suspect is asked while collecting a DNA sample.

 z About Civil Matters (such as parentage disputes, emigration or immigration) 
specific instruction is missing for collecting DNA samples.

Challenges  z Preparedness of the law enforcement agencies - genesis of the Bill was in 
Ministry of S&T but it hasn’t been reviewed by Ministry of Home Affairs where 
its actual utility lies.

 z Shoddy forensic techniques by the police investigations which run the risk of 
contamination and improper handling of crime scenes.

 z Revelatory DNA information – Not only does it establish a person’s identity but 
also reveal many of his physical and biological attributes. Such information can 
be misused to an individuals disadvantage.

What the Govt 
has to say

 z A long Overdue Legislation: These measures have been pending for nearly a 
decade and a through deliberation was undertaken on a similar bill passed by 
the previous Lok Sabha.

 z No serious Concern: as DNA tests are already happening, and frequently used 
as the most reliable tool to establish identity.

 z Limited information to be stored: i.e. out of the billions the DNA Samples can 
reveal only 17 sets of numbers shall be stored, which acts only as a unique 
identifier.

Way Forward  z The need for the hour is to assess the state of readiness of India’s police and 
this would determine the DNA Bill as a good or a bad idea.

 z The Bill may also be referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee to allay 
the apprehensions of the opposition. 

Source PRS, PIB, The wire, RSTV
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Syllabus  z GS-3: Infrastructure, Environment and Conservation.
Question  z Critically examine the provisions of the Dam Safety Bill, 2019 and the role of the 

National Dam Safety Authority. How will it help in ensuring the structural and 
operational safety of dams?

Why is it in 
news?

 z The Dam Safety Bill, 2019 aimed at developing uniform safety procedures for 
all dams across the country, has been passed in the Lok Sabha.

Dam Safety 
Bill
details

 z Proposes a mechanism for surveillance, inspection, operation, and 
maintenance.

 z Applicability of the Bill: The Bill applies to all specified dams in the country.  
These are dams with: (i) height more than 15 meters, or (ii) height between 
10 meters to 15 meters and subject to certain additional design and structural 
conditions.

 z National Committee on Dam Safety:
(1) The National Committee on Dam Safety will be constituted chaired by the 

Chairperson, Central Water Commission. 
(2) All other members will be nominated by the central government.
(3) Functions of the Committee include: (i) formulating policies and regulations 

regarding dam safety standards and prevention of dam failures, and (ii) 
analysing causes of major dam failures and suggesting changes in dam 
safety practices.

 z National Dam Safety Authority:
(1) The National Dam Safety Authority will be headed by an officer, not below 

the rank of an Additional Secretary, who will be appointed by the central 
government. 

(2) Functions of the Authority include: (i) implementing the policies formulated 
by the National Committee on Dam Safety, (ii) resolving issues between State 
Dam Safety Organisations (SDSOs), or between a SDSO and any dam owner 
in that state, (iii) specifying regulations for inspection and investigation of 
dams, and (iv) providing accreditation to agencies working on construction, 
design, and alteration of dams.

 z State Dam Safety Organisation:
(1) State governments will establish State Dam Safety Organisations (SDSOs).  

All specified dams situated in a state will fall under the jurisdiction of that 
state’s SDSO. 

(2) However, in certain cases the National Dam Safety Authority will act as the 
SDSO.  These include cases where a dam: (i) is owned by one state but 
situated in another state, (ii) extends over multiple states, or (iii) is owned 
by a central public sector undertaking. 

 z State Committee on Dam Safety:

15 Dam Safety Bill, 2019
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(1) The Bill provides for the constitution of State Committees on Dam Safety by 
state governments. 

(2) Functions of the Committee include: (i) reviewing the work of the SDSO, 
(ii) ordering dam safety investigations, (iii) recommending dam safety 
measures and reviewing the progress on such measures, and (iv) assessing 
the potential impact on upstream and downstream states. 

 z These states will also have their representatives on the State Committee. 
 z Power of Central Government:

(1) Functions of: (i) the National Committee on Dam Safety, (ii) the National 
Dam Safety Authority, and (iii) the State Committees on Dam Safety have 
been provided in Schedules to the bill. 

(2) The Bill specifies that the central government can amend these Schedules 
through a notification, if deemed necessary.

 z Obligations of dam owners:
(1) provide a dam safety unit in each dam which will inspect the dams: (i) before 

and after the monsoon session, and (ii) during and after every earthquake, 
flood, or any other calamity or sign of distress. 

(2) Prepare an emergency action plan, and carry out risk assessment studies 
for each dam at specified regular intervals. 

 z Offences and penalties:
(1) Offenders will be punishable with imprisonment of up to one year, or a fine, 

or both.  If the offence leads to loss of lives, the term of imprisonment may 
be extended up to two years. 

(2) Offences will be cognizable only when the complaint is made by the 
government, or any authority constituted under the Bill.

Government 
stand/ 
Arguments in 
favour of the 
bill

 z Pan India protocol for the safety of dams: Observing that safety of dam is 
extremely important as it concerns lives of people, property and flora and 
fauna, there is a need to have a common protocol for the safety of dams in the 
country.

 z Resolving inter-state issues on maintenance and safety of dams: As many as 
92 % of dams in the country are on inter-state river basins.

 z No intention of Power overtakes: The Central government asserted that 
through the proposed law, it does not want to take control of the dams, water 
or power generated by it.

 z Inclusion of standing Committee suggestions: The present bill is based on 
various suggestions of the Standing Committee which had scrutinized the 
earlier bill.

Arguments 
against the Bill

 z Against the federal structure: States see it as an attempt by the Centre to 
consolidate power in the guise of safety concerns and impinges on the powers 
of states

 z Against principles of natural justice: Bill provides for additional secretary rank 
official to be chairman of the Dam Safety Authority but doesn’t provide for an 
appellate authority.

 z Loose of state control over dam access and information :
(1) Since ‘water’ comes under the State list, States see it as an unconstitutional 

move aimed at taking control of their dams.
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(2) For instance, Tamil Nadu which opposes the bill because under its provisions, 
access, and information on 4 of its dams, including the conflict-ridden 
Mullaiperiyar, would have to be shared with Kerala, where they are located.

 z Conflict of interest in the bill:
(1) The provision to have a representative of the Central Water Commission 

as a member of the NCDS (a regulatory body) would mean that CWC will 
function as both an advisor and regulator at the same time.

 z Section 23(1) of the Bill:
(1) If the dams of one State fall under the territories of another state, then the 

National Dam Safety Authority will perform the role of State Dam Safety 
Organisation.

(2) Tamil Nadu has 4 dams- the Mullaperiyar, Parambikulam, Thunakkadavu 
and Peruvaripallam - that are owned by it but are situated in neighboring 
Kerala.

(3) The provision in the Bill implies that the dam-owning State would not have 
rights over the safety and maintenance of the dam located in another State.

Way forward  z Focusing on transparency: Current bill has lack of provisions relating to 
transparency (disclosure of all reports on dam safety, recommendations, etc.). 
The government must increase transparency regarding it.

 z Clear definition of word 'independent': There is a need to define the word 
'independent' clearly as governments tend to appoint retired officials as 
independent experts.

 z Compensation factor: There are no provisions for compensation to the victims 
of dam failures or dam incidents, which was a key recommendation of the June 
2011 report of the Parliamentary Standing Committee (15th Lok Sabha) on 
“Dam Safety Bill, 2010”.

Source The Hindu, Indian express, Financialexpress, thehindubusinessline, RSTV

 

Syllabus  z GS2: Laws for the betterment of Vulnerable Sections
Question  z Examine the provision and reasons which necessitated the introduction of a 

new Consumer Protection Bill in Parliament?
Why in news?  z Parliament has passed the Consumer Protection Bill, 2019 which will replace 

the Consumer Protection Act, 1986. 
More In the 
News
 

 z The Bill defines a Consumer -  A person who buys goods or avails a service for 
consideration but excludes those who buy for resale or commercial purposes.

 z It covers transactions through all modes including offline and online, electronic 
means, teleshopping, multi-level marketing or direct selling. 

Lacuna in 
Consumer

 z Failure of adjudicating bodies to function as regulatory bodies.
 z Consumer Courts set up under the Act became a paradise for lawyers inhibiting 

speedy and inexpensive justice to consumers.

16  Consumer Protection Bill, 2019
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Protection Act, 
1986

 z No regulatory body to prevent violation of Consumer Rights.
 z E-commerce and Telemarketing outside the ambit of the Act.
 z Unlike its predecessor (The Monopolies and restrictive trade practices 

commission) Competition Commission’s jurisdiction excludes unfair trade 
practices and misleading advertisements.

 z Subsequent amendments in 1991,1993 and 2002 could not deliver the desired 
results.

Features of 
the Bill

 z Consumer Rights for Goods and Services
(1) Protection against hazardous goods and services.
(2) Right to be informed of their quality, quantity, potency, purity, standard 

and price.
(3) Right to access a variety of goods or services at competitive prices.
(4) Right to seek redressal.

 z Establishment of the Central Consumer Protection Authority (CCPA) for
(1) Violations, Investigating the and prosecution of consumer rights.
(2) Passing orders to recall goods or withdraw services.
(3) Issuing directions to discontinue or modify false advertisements.
(4) Issuing safety notices to consumers.
(5) Imposing penalties for misleading advertisement.

 z Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission at :
(1) District - (For goods and services below Rs one crore)
(2) State – (For more than Rs one crore but less than Rs 10 crore)
(3) National levels – (Above Rs 10 crore)
(4) Complaints against unfair contract can only be filed at State and at National 

levels.
 z Mediation

(1) An Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR) mechanism.
(2) Reference to Mediation by Consumer Forum wherever scope for early 

settlement exists and parties agree for it.
(3) Mediation cells to be attached to Consumer Forum.
(4) No appeal against settlement through mediation.

 z Product liability of the manufacturer or service provider for compensating 
consumers in case of injury caused due to defective goods or services. 

Benefits of the 
Bill

 z Pecuniary jurisdiction:
(1) Can be amended by the Center as per the requirement of the place or time.
(2) Will be based on what has already been paid, and not on the total value of 

the good / service.
 z Jurisdiction of district commission/state commission

(1) It depends on where the Complainant resides or works.
(2) This means consumer no longer has to file and pursue the complaint where 

the seller is located.
 z Wide powers for CCPA

(1) To have Investigation Wing headed by a Director-General for conducting 
inquiry, investigation, search and seizure.

(2) It can initiate a class-action suit or pass orders as it deems fit.
(3) It can itself file a complaint on behave of consumers at any of the  District/ 

State or National forum.
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(4) The imposition of penal consequences for not adhering to the directions of 
the Central Authority.

(5) The authority has been made approachable with no time or pecuniary threshold.
 z Practices against public interest or affecting the market will be covered under 

the ambit of the Act.
 z Unilateral and unfair contracts have been addressed in the Bill.
 z Product Liability to include: product manufacturer, service provider and a 

product seller.
 z The Product seller has been broadly defined which brings even the e-commerce 

platforms within its scope.
 z Mediation as a means of early disposal of cases.
 z For easy access complains can be filed online and circuit benches at block level 

can also, be set up.
 z Imprisonment and fine in case of injury or even death caused due to adulterated 

spurious goods and services.  These offenses have been made cognizable and 
non-bailable.

Criticism  z Opposition Charges
(1) Sabotaging federalism and centralization of powers

(a) Executive powers retained by the Centre, but the financial burden of 
setting up consumer commissions lies with the states.

(b) Members of the state and district level forums to be appointed by the 
central government supplanting the state powers.

(c) As many as 11 recommendations of the Parliamentary Standing 
Committee on the draft law was ignored by the Govt.

(2) Pseudo-judiciary body: as disputes redressal forums do not have members 
from the judiciary.

(3) Complicated language – of the Bill and the definition of consumer rights 
will be a hurdle for consumers in knowing their rights.

(4) The Bill is silent on setting up of enough laboratories to examine the quality 
and adulteration of food items.

Way Forward
 

 z Consumer Awareness
(1) The success of this legislation depends on Consumer awareness which at 

present is very poor in the country.
(2) As per a study only 16% of the citizens were aware of the Consumer 

Protection Act,1986 this requires urgent attention.
 z Consumer Courts

(1) They need to be strengthened as they are overburdened with pending 
cases. Repeated request for adjournments by the lawyers are the prime 
reason behind the long delay in delivering judgments by consumers courts.

(2) Only in 10 % of the case were the courts able to pass orders in the stipulated 
90 days.

(3) A Provision could be incorporated to ban lawyers representing consumers in 
cases below 20 lakhs as suggested by the parliamentary standing committee.

 z Need to widen the definition of unfair contracts in the Bill.
Source PRS, PIB, The Hindu, Live Law, RSTV
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Syllabus  z GS4: Corporate Governance.
Question  z What do you understand by Corporate Social Responsibility? Discuss how the 

recent amendment to the Companies Act 2013 will strengthen the CSR culture 
in India.

Why in news?  z The Companies (Amendment) Bill, 2019 which amends the Companies Act, 
2013 was passed by the Parliament.

 z  The legislation would replace an ordinance issued by the corporate affairs 
ministry earlier.

 z The Amendments tighten norms pertaining to Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) spending for corporates which has been resisted by the Industry. 

More In the 
News
 

 z What are the Changes made:
(1) Reasons to be disclosed: Companies must disclose the reason for not 

spending the funds under CSR in their annual report.
(2) Transfer of Funds: Within six months the unspent funds are to be transferred 

to one of the funds under Schedule 7 of the Act (e.g., PM Relief Fund).
(3) Unspent CSR Account: For unspent funds on an ongoing project. These 

funds can be spent later over three years.
(4) Penal Provisions: Section 135 of the Act was amended which attract fine 

between Rs 50,000 and Rs 25,00,000  or imprisonment of up to three years 
or both in case of violation.

 z Subsequently the Finance Minister has clarified that the violations of the 
provisions will not be considered as a Criminal matter. 

Industry 
Response 
to the 
Amendments

 z Supporters The Amendment:
(1) More Time: Instead of March rush, companies now will have time to spend 

unspent money more judiciously.
(2) Helpful For Small firms: Transfer of CSR funds to government is useful for 

companies with low CSR expenditure, as their administrative cost consume 
a larger chunk of the CSR budget. 

(3) Proactive Compliance: There will be greater attention from the Board for 
the deployment of funds leading to better compliance.

(4) Greater transparency in CSR Activities: as seen in some cases CSR 
expenditure provided by some companies did not even tally with their 
annual reports.

 z Opponents View
(1) Scope for Harassment: Penalizing provisions can become a tool for 

authorities to exert pressure on companies.
(2) Additional Burden for MSME: As they lack CSR human resources they 

engage third parties or NGOs for the purpose, who may not properly fulfill 
the CSR mandate. 

17 Corporate Social Responsibility
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(3) Regulatory Chloresterol: As the original Act lacked coercion, the only official 
explanation for not complying with CSR directive would suffice.

About CSR  z It is the “responsibility of an enterprise for their impacts on society” which is 
provided under Section 135 of Companies Act, 2013.

 z With effect from April 1, 2014, every company, private limited or public limited, 
which either
(1) Net worth of Rs 500 crore or
(2) Turnover of Rs 1,000 crore or
(3) Net profit of Rs 5 crore - needs to spend at least 2% of its average net profit 

for the immediately preceding three financial years.
 z CSR activities: They are not be undertaken in the normal course of business but 

in consonance with the activities mentioned in Schedule VII of the 2013 Act. 
 z Activities under Schedule VII include eradication hunger, poverty, malnutrition, 

promoting preventive healthcare, promoting education, gender equality, reducing 
inequalities faced by socially and economically backward groups and etc.

Why the need 
for CSR?

 z Addressing development challenges: Meaningful inclusion of the corporate sector 
in addressing developmental challenges in India and promoting nation-building.

 z Leverage corporate expertise, resources and networks  to bring greater 
capacity and efficiency.

 z Enhancing Businesses public image to secure more customers, better 
employees and higher profit.

 z Emphasis on CSR as corporates philanthropic activities generally don’t result 
in long term change.

Challenges for 
CSR

 z Lack of focus on outcomes: CSR programs are working to provide additional 
inputs rather than improving outcome, making it difficult to evaluate their 
effectiveness.

 z No competent authority  To help companies in assessing and identifying the 
needs of society.   

 z Lack of Collaboration: Most CSR-funded initiatives are working in silos being 
unaware of similar initiatives resulting in inefficiency.

 z Absence of Awareness among the locals which impede their participation.
 z Non-availability of well-organized governmental or non-governmental 

organizations in remote and rural areas to help corporates.
 z Lack of transparency deteriorates trust between the companies and local 

communities which is essential for the success of CSR initiatives.
 z Vague language: Vague language of the CSR legal provisions which are resulting 

in a high degree of self-interpretation.
 z Continuous changes and amendments are causing confusion among the stakeholders. 

Way Forward
 

 z Establishing institutions which can impart the necessary skill to deliver upon 
the social responsibility obligation in the corporate.

 z Partnership between Ministries and corporates depending upon the areas 
where improvement is required.

 z Nudging social Business Ventures to provide an alternative to the traditional 
non-profit sector.

Source PRS, Business Standard, Live Mint, The Economic Times
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Syllabus GS 3: Science and Technology
Question  z The Blockchain technology is seen as the effective tool to improve the 

governance system across the globe. discuss how it can work in Indian context 
and various hurdles before it.

Why is it in the 
news?

 z The committee set up to look into the legality of cryptocurrencies and blockchain 
has submitted its report to the Finance Ministry.

 z The committee recommended that private cryptocurrencies be banned 
completely in India.

 z However, the committee has highlighted the benefits of the underlying 
technology- the distributed ledger technology (DLT) and blockchain.

 z It recommends that blockchain-based systems may be considered for various 
other purpose like building a low-cost KYC system that reduces the need for 
duplication of KYC requirements for individuals.

Blockchain 
Technology

 z blockchain is a virtual, public ledger that records everything in a secure and 
transparent manner.

 z It is a series of data linked together.
 z Every single transaction is linked to the chain using cryptographic principles in 

batches, making blocks.
 z The blocks are connected to each other and have unique identifier codes (called 

hashes) that connect them to the previous and the subsequent blocks.
 z This forms a blockchain, usually in the form of a continuous ledger of 

transactions.
 z It isn’t owned by any one individual. The series is managed and stored across 

several computer systems.
 z Each ledger is shared, copied and stored on every computer connected in the system.

Significance 
of Blockchain 
Technology

 z Enhanced security:
(1) Blockchain is considered more secure than other record-keeping systems.
(2) After a transaction is approved, it is encrypted and linked to the previous 

transaction.
(3) This, along with the fact that information is stored across a network of 

computers instead of on a single server, makes it very difficult for hackers 
to compromise the transaction data.

(4) Thus, Blockchain can be very useful In any industry where protecting 
sensitive data is crucial- financial services, government, healthcare, etc.

 z Use in Cryptocurrencies:
(1) Blockchain technology is mainly used in bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
(2) The transparency and the security it offered has made the cryptocurrencies 

become so popular.
(3) It also has the capacity to facilitate nano-payments proportionate to an 

individual’s contribution and value creation in the Internet.

18 Blockchain in IndianContext
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 z Government can use:
(1) Government can use the technology to maintain its data related to public 

transactions.
(2) For instance, if all land records are moved on a blockchain, with each subsequent 

buying and selling of a property they are being recorded as a block.
(3) With the block data that can be publicly accessed, corruption can be 

arrested and governing will be made so much easier.
 z Control over data: blockchain gives users control over their data unlike the 

present where a the privacy is ceded to Google and Amazon’s servers.
 z Other Benefits: In the retail, manufacturing and banking sectors due to its 

features like eliminating middlemen, providing data security and improving the 
speed of service delivery.

Blockchain in 
India

 z Health Sector:
(1) The technology can be seen as secure solutions for effective deployment of 

government programs and drug distribution.
(2) It can also be used in pharmaceuticals to limit the spread of highly-dangerous 

counterfeit drugs problems.
 z Education:

(1) There are number of incidents of fake degree in the job market.
(2) If educational institutions can have the degrees that they confer on the 

blockchain, authenticity can be verified easily by anyone.
(3) This will also increase the market value of genuine degree holders.

 z Government Records:
(1) There are problems of tamper-proof land records and trade finance.
(2) Many people are plagued by bogus land records. Blockchain can overcome 

this problem and bring in transparency. 
(3) Telangana government has been leveraging blockchain technology to 

enhance its land registry platform.
 z Accounting:

(1) Recording transactions through blockchain virtually eliminates human error 
and protects the data from possible tampering.

(2) Records are verified every single time they are passed on from one 
blockchain node to the next.

 z Fact-Checking: Blockchain can be very useful in India today as there is rampant 
spread of fake news and its harmful impacts It can work as ‘fact-checking’ 
applications.

 z Supply Chain Management/Improved traceability:
(1) Many industries in India deals with products that are traded through 

a complex supply chain and it becomes hard to trace an item back to its 
origin.

(2) Blockchain can be used to track the movement of goods, their origin, 
quantity and so forth.

(3) This historical transaction data can help to verify the authenticity of assets 
and prevent fraud.

 z Blockchain might not be an instant solution to all of India’s issues, but, it can 
bring speed and efficiency to the various sectors.
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Challenges 
(In Indian 
Context)

 z Not Evolved Yet: India is still in a nascent stage of blockchain’s evolution as 
it moves from the protocol stage to infrastructure, before mass consumer 
interfaces and application layers are dealt with.

 z Focused on Trading and Speculations: The current debate in India has focused 
too heavily on trading and speculation rather than its potential use in other 
sectors.

 z Security Concerns:
(1) Scalability, transaction speed and data protection are key technological 

hurdles.
(2) Due to its open nature, anyone can adopt it leading to reservations by the 

government in its adoption.
(3) Concerns about money laundering, tax evasion, investor protection and 

capital flight.
Conclusion  z Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have seen wild fluctuations in value, due to 

the lack of regulatory supervision.
 z The government has legitimate concerns around money laundering, tax evasion 

and capital flight using cryptocurrencies.
 z However, there are sufficient global examples of countries that have taken 

nuanced and cautious steps in regulating the technology, and are focusing on 
stopping illegal activity without hurting innovation.

Source The Hindu, Indian Express, Live Mint.

 

Syllabus GS3:  Environment and Disaster Management- Conservation
Question  z Having achieved the target of doubling tigers population ahead of its schedule, 

India faces the hurdle of maintaining this rhythm in the long run. Discuss the 
possible challenges and solutions to address this.

Why in news?  z Status of Tigers in India, 2018, a four year Tiger Census Report was released by 
the Prime Minister on the occasion of  International Tiger Day.

More in News  z Government also commissioned a study to gauge the economic value of tiger 
reserves.

 z The study concluded stating that the cumulative benefits from Carbon stored, 
Timber conserved, Livelihood to those dependent on forest and tourism were 
anywhere from Rs 4,200 crore to Rs. 16,000 crore annually.

Key takeaways 
from the tiger 
census

Increase by 33%
 z With total count rising to 2,967 from 2,226 in 2014, an increase of 741 individuals 

(aged more than one year), in four years.
 z It is the biggest increase both in terms of numbers and percentage since the 

census began in 2006.
 z Increase of 100% in numbers compared to Tiger population of 2006.
 z All five tiger Landscapes have witnessed an increase in the population.

19 Tiger Census
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 z Non- Protected Areas has significant rise in numbers with 25 to 30 % of 
country’s tigers now living outside the core area of national parks.

 z Credible figures: National Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA) confirmed that 
83% of the total tigers have actually been photographed by trap cameras.

 z Goal of doubling tiger population - from the 2006 baseline of 1,411 tigers has 
been achieved by India.

 z 75% of the global tigers are in India, interestingly we have tigers found even in 
areas that had no tiger presence earlier.

 z Benefits of rising Numbers:
(1) Key Indicator of good prey bases and healthy habitat.
(2) Well- Being of Forest Ecosystem as tiger occupies apex position in the food chain.

From Top 
to Worst 
Performers 

 z Top Performing States against 2014 numbers
(1) Madhya Pradesh – (increase by 218 individuals)
(2) Maharashtra – (increase by 122 individuals)
(3) Karnataka – (increase by 118 individuals)

 z Only Chhattisgarh out of the 20 tiger-bearing states has seen fall in numbers 
.i.e. from 46 of 2014 to 19 in 2018.

 z Focus Areas
(1) Critically vulnerable Northeast hills and Odisha.
(2) Buxa, Palamau and Dampa reserves where no tigers were found.

What has 
lead to rise in 
numbers
 

 z Increased vigilance and conservation efforts by the Forest Department.
 z Extending protection to Tigers: with expanding numbers of tiger reserves which 

have gone up from 28 in 2006 to 50 in 2018.
 z Increased core area population: causing spill over into uncolonized newer areas.
 z More inviolate space and reduction in biotic pressure for tigers with villages 

being rehabilitation outside core areas.
 z Organised poaching rackets declining dramatically.
 z Tigers fast-breeding due to increased protection and conducive conditions.
 z Accuracy of Estimates: counting tigers which eluded from enumerators in 

earlier exercises.
 z Increase in Green cover as showcased in the forest surveys.

What Critics 
have to say?

 z Objection to counting methodology - For example, in 2014 tigers aged 1.5 
years or older were counted. The current report has the cut-off age as 1 year.

 z The mismatch between growing tiger numbers and shrinking tiger habitats.
 z Independent studies showed a lower increase even in well-protected reserves
 z Much needed analysis by NTCA - despite high priority and funding for years to 

the program some landscapes have lost tigers.
 z Criticism of the methodology adopted in counting of tigers. 
 z Lack of access to data and the methodology for peer review. 
 z Monopoly of Forest bureaucracy in counting leading to conflict of interest. 

Challenges  z Man – Animal Conflicts - More tigers, especially in areas previously not seen in, 
may witness more conflict with humans. Eg. Recently villagers killed a tigress 
who had strayed from Pilibhit Tiger Reserve.

 z Tiger corridors linking reserves are vulnerable to budding infrastructure 
projects is causing a fast-paced disturbance in the landscape which the Tiger 
population has to tackle. Ken-Betwa river interlinking project will submerge a 
large part of the Panna tiger reserve.
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 z Small size of tiger reserve
(1) It suffers from the risk of low genetic diversity and isolation .e.g. Ranthambore 

in Rajasthan.
(2) Genetically isolated or stranded populations causes genetic depression, and 

subsequently, mutations and ailments.
 z Indian at the top of a report quantifying illegal global trade in tigers and tiger 

parts for the period between 2000 and 2018.
Road Ahead  z Focusing on forests to make them more accommodative of the rising tiger 

population.
 z Recreation of tiger corridors, undertaking mitigation efforts and adopting 

landscape approach towards conservation.
 z Leveraging wildlife tourism, which will help

(1) In preventing the killing of animals as they form the base for thriving tiger 
and other carnivore populations.

(2) In provide employment opportunities to locals.
 z Deft balancing between the needs of local people and the demands of 

infrastructure development
 z Peer Review of the latest data that makes the subject available for scientific 

scrutiny and occupying a spot in the scientific literature. 
Source Indian Express, The Hindu, Down to Earth, RSTV

 

Syllabus  z GS-2: bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India 
and/or affecting India’s interests.

Question  z In recent years there has been increase in high level official visits to Africa. 
Discuss how Africa is important to India? Discuss the challenges in increasing 
engagement and suggest some way forward.

Why is it in 
news?

 z President of India completed 7 days visit to Africa.
 z It also an indication of new narratives of engaging with Africa.

Importance of 
Africa

 z Economic:
(1) Investment opportunities: Africa is developing country with huge potential 

for Indian investment in various sectors like infrastructure, manufacturing 
and services.

(2) Diversifying energy imports: Africa has diverse energy resources which will 
help India to diversify its energy import.

(3) Reservoir of natural resources: Africa contains rich reservoir of valuable 
minerals, metals including gold and diamond.

 z Geostrategic: Because of its location in the Horn of Africa region which opens 
in Indian Ocean and proximity to India.

 z Geopolitical:

20 India-Africa Relations
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(1) Bid to UNSC: African countries support to India’s bid for UNSC permanent 
seat is essential considering its voting power and count in UNGA.

(2) Peace, stability and capacity building: India is involved in capacity building, 
peace and stability of African countries through India-Africa Strategic 
Dialogue.

Factors giving 
edge to India 
in Africa

 z Indian Diaspora: India has huge Diaspora in Africa which helps in building social 
infrastructure.

 z Creation of opportunities through projects:
(1) Projects undertaken by India in African countries have local people 

involvement, unlike China which exports Chinese labor.
(2) Thus, India creates employment and job opportunities for local people.

 z Private sector involvement in Africa:Indian private sector is now actively 
participating in African projects of different fields.

Indian 
engagement 
with Africa in 
detail

 z Emphasis on long term engagement: Through enhancing Africa’s productive 
capacities, diversifying skills and knowledge, and investing in MSMEs.

 z Cross-border connectivity projects: India’s African cross-border connectivity 
has 3 primary forms:
(1) Maritime-port connectivity under the government’s Security and Growth 

for All in the Region (SAGAR) and the SagarMala initiative.
(2) Digital connectivity under the Pan African e-Network project on Tele-

education and Tele-medicine (launched in 2004).
(3) Air connectivity in the form of direct flights from Indian cities to African 

destinations.
 z Project ‘Mausam’:It is an initiative of the Ministry of Culture, which seeks to 

revive lost linkages with the Indian Ocean ‘world’ (East Africa, the Arabian 
Peninsula, the Indian subcontinent and Southeast Asia).

 z Asia- Africa Growth Corridor (AAGC) initiative: It is a trilateral initiative of India, 
Japan and many African nations to develop ‘industrial corridors’, ‘institutional 
networks’ for the growth of Asia and Africa, and to promote development 
cooperation.

Threats/ 
challenges

 z Economic:
 z India’s trade with Africa totaled $63.3 billion in 2018-19.
 z But, it is well below the potential for India-African economic synergy and too 

small in front of corresponding Chinese trade ($166 billion in 2011).
 z Social:
 z India’s large developmental footprint in Africa failed in producing commensurate 

empathy.
 z For instance, demand to remove the statues of Mahatma Gandhi in Ghana, 

travails of Indian investors in Africa, the occasional demonization of the Indian 
community, non-recognition of Indian academic degrees, etc.

 z Political instability: Number of African Nations facing political instabilities 
which may impact India’s long-term investment opportunities.

 z Security threats, Conflicts and Extremism:
(1) Increase in terrorist attacks by extremists connected toal-Qaida and ISIS 

across Africa and other terrorist organizations creating threat to Indian 
investments.
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(2) Piracy concerns and kidnapping of the vessels in the littoral areas are also 
areas of concern for India.

 z Assault Incidences: Racist attacks against African students and nationals in 
India and counterattacks in African states involving Indians have the potential 
to deteriorate people-to-people ties.

 z China factor: China follows checkbook diplomacy which India cannot compete.
Way forward  z Broadening security and defence cooperation:

 z India’s security and defence cooperation with Africa is mainly limited to 
maritime cooperation in the form of anti-piracy operations off the coast of 
Somalia, deployment of Indian forces to UN peacekeeping missions in Africa, 
etc.

 z India should broaden security and defence cooperation through Africa’s 
military transformation by providing equipment, advanced technology, and 
independent capacity-building in security.

 z Establishment of Continental Free Trade Area: It would be helpful in achieving 
the “Agenda 2063” which had set the target of enhancing intra-regional trade 
to 50 percent by 2050 from the current 18 percent.

 z Increasing good will:
 z India being a soft power, has good will in Africa that needs to be further 

cultivated through enhanced people to people exchanges and respecting the 
sensitivities and cultural diversity at the grass root level.

 z This can be further cemented by focussed capacity building and skill 
development programmes.

 z Understanding the need: India need to understand and provide what the 
African nations want and consider desirable.

 z SWOT analysis: India should not blindly compete with other partners of 
Africa but try to find a more efficient way where our expertise and execution 
is competitive and can yield better outcomes.

 z Heads of Mission selection: Senior and aspiring foreign service officers should 
be posted as Heads of Mission with sufficient means and responsibilities, 
targets and subsequent rewards.

 z Continuing capacity building and developmental diplomacy: India should 
maintain its ongoing diplomacy through engagement of native people to 
further strengthen it.

 z “2+1” approach: Proposed “2+1” approach by china for engaging with any 3rd 

country is good step to avoid competition in the region and to increase mutual 
cooperation and benefits.

Conclusion  z India has an intrinsic interest in helping Africa achieve progress. The spirit of 
“developing together as equals” defines this bilateral partnership.

 z A resurging Africa and a rising India can give a strong impetus to South-South 
Cooperation.

Source The Hindu, Indian Express, The Diplomat
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Syllabus  z GS-2: Important International institutions, agencies and their structure, 
mandate.

Question  z India is continuously pursuing the United Nations members for its Permanent 
seat on the United Nations Security Council. Highlight various measures India 
has taken in this direction and explain what India can do with Non-permanent 
membership?

Why is it in the 
news?

 z Asia-Pacific Group at the United Nations unanimously endorsed India’s 
candidature for a non-permanent seat of the Security Council for a 2-year term 
in 2021-22.

 z Elections for the five non-permanent members of the 15 member council for 
the 2021-22 term will be held around June 2020.

About UNSC
 

 z Background:
(1) The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) is one of the six principal organs 

of the United Nations.
(2) It was created after World War-II to address the failure of a previous 

international organization, the League of Nations, in maintaining world 
peace.

 z Role and powers :
(1) The Security Council is the UN’s most powerful body.
(2) It is the only UN body with the authority to issue binding resolutions to 

member states.
(3) It has the responsibility of maintaining international peace and security.
(4) Its powers include- the establishment of peacekeeping operations, 

international sanctions and the authorization of military action through 
Security Council resolutions.

 z Membership:
(1) It has 5 permanent members and 10 non-permanent members, each 

member has one vote.
(2) Five permanent members (P-5): United States, Russia, China, United 

Kingdom and France.
(3) Its 10 non-permanent members are elected by General Assembly on a 

regional basis for two-year terms.
Non-
permanent 
membership 
in detail

 z Increase in the number of non-permanent members: In accordance with 
Article 23 of the Charter, the General Assembly increased the number of non-
permanent members of the Security Council from 6 to 10.

 z Criteria & Election of members:
(1) In accordance with rule 142 of the rules of procedure, the General Assembly 

elects each year five non-permanent members of the Security Council.
(2) In 1963, the Assembly decided that the non-permanent members of the 

Council should be elected according to the following pattern:

21 India's UNSC Non-Permanent Seat
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(a) Five from African and Asian States;
(b) One from the Eastern European States;
(c) Two from the Latin American States;
(d) Two from Western European and other States.

 z Two-third majority: Country which wants to be a non-permanent member of 
the Council needs to get two-thirds of votes of the 193 UNGA members.

 z India as a non-permanent member of UNSC:
(1) India has been a non-permanent member of the UN Security Council on 

seven occasions in the past several decades.
(2) Previously, India has been elected as a non-permanent member of the 

Council for the seven times including the recent one.
Why did 
India decide 
to pursue its 
candidature 
for 2021-22?

 z To promote India’s interest at the UN.
 z 2022-75th year of India’s Independence:

(1) 2022 membership would be coinciding with 75th year of India’s Independence.
(2) It will be an important milestone for India and having membership during 

that period will help India to resonate its success and future to the world.
What India can 
do with Non-
permanent 
membership?

 z Projection of it as a responsible nation: India can use it to project itself as a 
responsible nation through its various programs.

 z Promotion of balanced, common solutions and taking up leadership: At a time 
when there is a deficit of international leadership on global issues, especially 
on security, migrant movement, poverty, and climate change, India has an 
opportunity to promote well-balanced, common solutions.

 z Establishing rules-based global order: Given the complex international system, 
India can work towards a rules-based global order.

 z SDGs: India can leverage its non-permanent membership to promote its drive 
towards SdGs.

 z Ensuring proper working of the UNSC Sanctions Committee: India can push 
to ensure that the UNSC Sanctions Committee targets all those individuals and 
entities warranting sanctions.

 z Global inclusiveness: India can lead the way by pursuing inclusion, the rule of 
law, constitutionalism, and rational internationalism

 z Activating UNSC’s Military Staff Committee:
(1) India can take the lead in activating the UNSC’s Military Staff Committee, 

which was never set into motion following the UN’s inception.
(2) Without it, the UNSC’s collective security and conflict-resolution roles will 

continue to remain limited.
Way forward  z Designing a comprehensive strategy:

(1) It is significant that despite the poor state of bilateral relations with Pakistan, 
and the many challenges India has faced from China at the UN, both the 
countries agreed to the nomination.

(2) Thus, it is necessary for the government to think beyond the campaign for 
the UNSC, and work out a comprehensive strategy for what it plans to do 
with the seat.

 z Undoing barrier sitting image:
(1) In the past, India has earned a reputation of obstructionist by abstaining on 

votes when it was required to take a considered stand on principle.
(2) Seat in 2021 will be a chance to undo that image.
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 z Proactive engagement with other members:  Given the twin challenges of a rising 
China and the U.S. receding from its UN responsibilities, India should strengthen 
the multilateral world order by proactively engaging with other members.

 z Persuading for reforms and expansion at UNSC: India should continue its efforts 
to nudge all five permanent members towards the reform and expansion of the 
UNSC and India’s claim to a permanent seat.

Source The Hindu, Indian Express,

 

Syllabus GS 1: Society Population and associated issues.
Question  z The over-population problem and population control measures cannot be seen 

in isolation from cultural norms, education and poverty. Discuss
Why is it in the 
news?

 z Prime Minister during the 73rd Independence Day address, raised concerns 
about population explosion in India and stressed on the need for a discussion 
around it.

 z PM Modi added that people having small families is also an expression of 
patriotism.

Introduction  z India is one of the densely populated coun tries of the world.
 z It has to support about 15% of the world population, although its land area is 

merely 2.4% of the land area of the world.
Population 
contribution

 z Young Country:
(1) Close to half the population is below the age of 25 and around 65 percent 

is below age 35.
(2) By 2020, the average Indian age will be 29 years as compared to 37 for 

China and 48 for Japan.
(3) When Japan and other developed countries are struggling with the aging 

population, it is India which has this advantage.
 z Human Development and Economic Growth:

(1) If the growing population is well equipped with better education, health 
and skills, they become an asset, rather than a liability.

(2) A healthy and skilled population subsequently contribute to a large 
economic output and help the country grow faster.

Effects of over-
population/
Significance 
of Population 
control

 z More resources required:
(1) Changing size of a population requires changing the size of resources.
(2) The country will need to invest in augmenting its education and healthcare 

system, provide more housing, etc.
(3) It requires to add capacity to basic infrastructures, such as roads, transport 

and electricity to provide a minimum quality of life to every citizen.
 z Unemployment: Since 1990s India is witnessing jobless growth. According to 

a recent NSSO survey present unemployment rate has been highest in the last 
45 years.

22 Population Control in India
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 z Social Distress: The large chunk of unemployed people is very vulnerable to get 
involved in theft, violence against women, trafficking, terrorism, etc.

 z Inequality: In the face of an increasing population, there is an unequal 
distribution of income and inequalities within the country are widening.

Issues/ 
Challenges

 z Age-old cultural norm: 
(1) Sons are considered to be the bread earners of the families in India.
(2) This age-old thought puts considerable pressure on the parents to produce 

children until a male child is born. More the better.
 z Poverty: Impoverished families have this notion that more the number of 

members in the family, more will be the numbers to earn income.
 z Illiteracy: Women with no schooling have an average of 3.1 children, compared 

with 1.7 children for women with 12 or more years of schooling.
 z Low use of preventive measures:

(1) Indian still lags behind the use of contraceptives and birth control methods.
(2)  Many of them are not willing to discuss or are totally unaware of them.
(3) Recognising this, in 2017 the health ministry launched mission Parivar Vikas 

to increase access to contraceptives and family planning services.
 z Early Marriage System: The concept of early marriage still prevails in many 

parts of the country which prolongs the childbearing age.
 z Demography:

(1) The death rate continued to fall after independence. But the birth rate 
continues to remain high by current standards.

(2) As a result, there has been a net addition to the size of the popula tion.
The other side  z Declining Population Rate: India's population grew by 17.64 percent between 

2001 and 2011 to 1,210.9 million. This was the decade for the first time after 
1911-21 India added fewer numbers than the previous decade.

 z Total Fertility Rate (TFR):
(1) The National Family Health Survey (NFHS), which provides demographic 

estimates, shows India’s TFR was 2.2 in 2016.
(2) Eighteen states and five Union territories had a TFR of 2.1 or less in 2016 

itself.
(3) According to reports, the fertility rate has come down below the national 

average of 2.2 in southern part of India.
(4) Also, estimates based on Census data predict that India will reach a TFR of 

2.1 by 2021.
 z China's Case:

(1) China’s one-child policy, introduced in 1979 created more harm than good 
despite reaching its goal.

(2) The goal was to bring down the population. The policy skewed the 
population, leaving more men than women.

(3) According to many studies, any attempt to control the population when it is 
already stabilizing is likely to create similar situation, or worse, in the future.

Way Ahead  z More than coercion, this calls for good governance: Enrolment of girls in 
schools, checking their dropout rate, keeping them longer in schools, and 
providing job opportunities will help deal with the issue.

 z Change in Social Outlook:
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(1) There is a need to create social and behavioral change in favor of smaller 
families.

(2) Marriage should no longer be considered a social binding.
 z Family Planning:

(1) It means family by choice and not by chance.
(2) The success of this program depends on the availability of cheap 

contraceptive devices for birth control.
Final Word  z The nation needs to find ways to contain the growth of the population without 

the use of coercion.
 z The poor, populous northern States must make concerted advances in women’s 

literacy, health, and participation in the workforce, emulating the achievements 
of the southern States.

 z This calls for a socio-cultural challenge to patriarchal mores.
Source The Hindu, First Post, The Wire, India Today.

 

Syllabus  z GS-3: disaster management
Question  z In the backdrop of the recurring problem of floods and drought in one or the 

other part of India, discuss what can be done to manage the floods.
Why is it in the 
news?

 z Floods in various part of the country have caused havoc. This has raised the 
questions on India’s Flood Management System.

Indian floods-
Statistics

 z Floods are the most common and frequently occurring form of disaster in India.
 z National Flood Commission - 40 million hectares of the land area is flood-prone.
 z About 40% flood damage resulting from heavy rainfall and cyclones and about 

60% results from river floods.
Causes of 
Floods in India

 z Heavy rainfall:
(1) Climate change is leading to change in rainfall pattern. Rainfall in a short 

span of time is leading to flash floods.
 z Cloudbursts in the Himalayan region.
 z Siltation of the Rivers:

(1) Heavy siltation of the river bed reduces the water carrying capacity of the 
rivers and streams leading to flooding.

(2) For instance, siltation causing the Brahmaputra to expand from 2 km to 14 
km -leading to frequent flooding in the North-East region.

 z Blockage in the Drains:
(1) Blocked drains are the primary cause for the floods in urban areas, especially 

in metros.
(2) For instance, 2015-Chennai floods- failure of the drainage system is one of 

the primary causes behind it.
 z Destruction of natural barriers: Like forest and mangrove belts.

23 Flood Management in India
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 z Glacial lake outbursts: Floods caused due to outbursts of glacial lakes are a 

matter of concern in Sikkim Himalayan region.
 z Landslides:

(1) They are the major reason behind floods in hilly areas of the north and 
northeast. The main reason behind landslides most of the time is the 
saturation of sub-soil.

(2) For instance, in 2013, landslides caused a blockage of the flow of streams 
and rivers in Uttarakhand and caused major floods.

 z Encroachment of natural wetlands and forests: drainage basin has seen 
massive urbanization over the last two decades. Because of shortage of buildable 
land parcels, pressure on these ecologically fragile areas for conversion to 
infrastructure projects increasing day by day.

 z Other reasons: Natural hazards like cyclones, earthquakes, encroachments 
of river banks and water bodies, construction of embankments, canals, and 
railway-related activities, etc.

What can 
be done to 
manage the 
flood?

 z Scientific and Sustainable urban development: 
(1) States need to act against encroachment of lake catchments, river courses, 

and floodplains.
(2) Floods in Mumbai and Chennai could have been averted with proper urban 

planning.
 z Putting science and tradition together: Scientific hydrology, coupled with the 

traditional wisdom of saving water through large innovative structures will help 
mitigate flood.

 z Resilience planning: A frequency of destructive flash floods is expected to 
become stronger. It thus points out the need for governments to strengthen 
their resilience planning.

 z Better coordination, planning and implementation: A lack of holistic and 
coordinated measures within planning departments was the main reason for 
floods in Kerala last year.

 z Watershed-based planning and development for each major river basin.
 z International examples:

(1) We must learn from other countries experience and expertise in order to 
collectively formulate strategies that address our needs.

(2) For instance, Copenhagen in Denmark, which faces a similar problem of 
repeated flooding, has come up with active cloudburst responsive planning 
as a process to develop the city in line with climate change needs.

Flood and the 
River linking  

 z Interlinking of rivers:
(1) It aims to link India’s rivers by a network of reservoirs and canals which will 

allow water capacities to be shared and redistributed in between them.
(2) Its ultimate aim is to solve the problem of flooding in some parts and water 

shortages in other parts along with the generation of hydroelectricity.
 z Arguments in favour of it:

(1) Equalling unequal water distribution:
(a) As per India’s rain/monsoon distribution, northern and eastern part 

receives good amount of rainfall whereas southern and western part 
receives comparatively less amount of rainfall.
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(b) Interlinking will help in diverting excess water from northern and eastern 
part of India to water shortage areas in the southern and western part 
of India.

(2) Reduction in inter-state water disputes: Water distribution through river 
linking will also reduce the disputes of inter-state water disputes.

(3) Flood management: Because of equalling unequal water distribution, the 
problem of flooding due to excess water in northern and eastern part of 
India will be solved.

(4) Reduction in dependency of erratic monsoon: It will reduce the dependency 
of Indian agriculture on monsoon and its erratic behavior.

(5) More land under cultivation and irrigation: It will bring large amount of 
land parcels under cultivation because of all-season water availability and 
will also help in increasing % of land under irrigation.

(6) Increase in productivity and revenue: Because of more land under 
cultivation and irrigation, it will automatically help in increasing productivity 
and state revenue from it.

(7) Clean energy source: Dams will help India in generating clean energy 
through hydro-electric plants on it, thus, acting as a solution to energy 
crisis.

(8) Water transport:
(a) River linking will also help in transportation and navigation throughout 

India through water routes. It will generate enormous economic 
opportunities.

(b) Water is the cheapest source of transport.
 z Arguments against it:

(1) Costly affair: Interlinking of rivers is a very costly infrastructure project. For 
it, the government will have to take loans from the foreign sources which 
would increase the debt burden on the government.

(2) Environmental concerns:
(a) It will affect the land, biodiversity, forests, wetlands and local water 

bodies to a great extent.
(b) For instance, the Ken-Betwa link threatens 200 sq. km of the Panna tiger 

reserve.
(3) Rehabilitation issues: It will displace a huge amount population which 

ultimately create problems of rehabilitation.
(4) Salination: Because of diversion of freshwater to scarce areas, freshwater 

entering the sea reduces which will increase salt amount. Thus, it will cause 
a serious threat to marine life.

Way forward  z Centre-state coordination: There should be greater coordination and 
mechanism between centre-state. It should be continuous and ongoing system 
rather than case to case or calamity to calamity basis.

 z Multi-pronged strategy:
(1) In recent years due to technological up-gradation in meteorology, it is 

now possible to make monsoon and other weather conditions predictions 
beforehand with near perfection.

(2) It thus provides enough time-frame for the government to plan disaster 
management.
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 z Check on deforestation: Ongoing efforts by the Centre and the state 
governments need to intensify to check deforestation. Plantation drives 
through community drives, CSRs, etc. are steps in the right direction.

 z Flood forecasting and warning and Decision Support System (DSS): There is a 
need for the establishment of it on a scientific basis.

 z Drainage cleaning and timely maintenance: These should be on top priority 
for avoiding urban floods in metro cities like Mumbai, Chennai, etc.

 z National Flood Management Institute (NFMI): There is a need for establishment 
of NFMI for detailed flood management in flood-prone areas.

 z Disaster management infrastructure: Construction of embankments, 
floodwalls, ring bunds, Improvement of river channels, flood control reservoirs 
need to carry out on scientific basis.

Source The Hindu, National Disaster Management Authority.

 

Syllabus GS 3: Infrastructure
Question  z The Indian Railways has achieved many milestones in last few decades, but 

there are numerous areas where the national transporter needs to turn its 
focus and improve its services. Discuss

Why is it in the 
news?

 z As per the Railway Ministry, the government was eyeing investment of Rs 50 
lakh crore in Railways by the year 2030 to make it the best in the world.

 z It also said that the rail infrastructure in the country increased by a mere 30% 
in the past 65 years due to the lack of adequate investment.

Introduction  z The Indian Railways is among the world’s largest rail networks.
 z India's railway network is recognized as one of the largest railway systems in 

the world under single management.
 z The railway network is also ideal for long-distance travel and movement of 

bulk commodities, apart from being an energy-efficient and economic mode of 
conveyance and transport.

Areas of 
concern in 
Railways

 z Low Speed and Delay:
(1) The slow speed of the railways and the frequent delays are the constant 

problems in Indian railways.
(2) Hundreds of trains continue to get affected due to heavy congestion and 

foggy weather conditions in the northern parts of the country.
(3) The other reasons are lack of new and efficient technology, such as proper 

signaling, track changes, etc.
 z Railway Accidents:

(1) Most of the accidents occur due to the errors and negligence of the 
employees.

(2) In 2016-17, the majority of the accidents were caused due to derailments 
(75%), followed by accidents at level crossings (19%).

24 Indian Railways : Issues & Challenges
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 z Safety gaps:
(1) Vacancies in railway safety staff are growing.
(2) The shortage means that others have to work more and harder, and it many 

times leads to laxity of work.
(3) The most important constraint is the non-availability of funds to create 

additional capacity and modernize assets.
 z Infrastructure investment:

(1) Poor finances of Railways had led to low investment in infrastructure. 
(2) About 94% of the system’s revenues are spent on operating costs and social 

obligations, leaving little to modernize its creaking infrastructure.
 z Privatisation of Infrastructure: Private investment has been completely 

neglected in Indian Railways for a long time.
 z Cross-Subsidization:

(1) In 2014-15, while Railways’ freight business made a profit of about Rs 
44,500 crore, its passenger business incurred a net loss of about Rs 33,000 
crore.

(2) Thus, Money earned through freight traffic got diverted to meet the 
shortfalls in passenger revenue.

 z Populism:
(1) Every year trains are introduced on populist demands, completely 

disregarding safety norms.
(2) Hundreds of projects laid in the course of populism have remained only in 

the foundation and on paper and not much headway had been made for 
want of resources.

Way Ahead  z Steps need to be taken to improve the following:
(1) Passenger amenities
(2) Safety of passengers and of Infrastructure
(3) Decongesting clogged routes by stepping up line augmentation
(4) Timely replacement of over-aged assets
(5) Adoption of suitable technologies for upgradation and maintenance of the track
(6) Signaling and interlocking systems
(7) Greater emphasis on training of officials and inspections at regular intervals

 z The organizational structure:
(1) Currently, decision making in Railways is centralized.  
(2) Railway zones have very limited powers with regard to raising their own 

revenue.  Therefore, they are unable to contribute more effectively towards 
improving Railways’ revenue. 

 z Improved infrastructure and Technology:
(1) There is an urgent need for better railway technology, such as signaling and 

an expansion of the network with advanced technology.
(2) Also, there is a need to do away with unmanned and manned level crossings 

by building flyovers.
(3) This would help in mitigating the accidents problem and the aging of 

infrastructure would also be addressed.
Source The Hindu, PRS, Live Mint, BS.
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Syllabus GS3: Environment & Disaster Management
Question  z Plastic, from being referred to as the greatest discoveries of all times to being 

a major threat to humans survival. Discuss the importance of incentives, 
behavioral change and gentle nudge to contain the menace of plastic. 

Why in news?  z Recently Union Environment Minister has announced to launch a campaign to 
make India free of single-use plastic. 

 z Prime Minister too in his Independence - day speech urged people to shun 
single-use plastic and encourage the usage of jute and cloth bags.

 z Previous year on World Environment Day govt had announced its intention of 
phasing out single-use plastic by 2022.

Why need 
eradication of 
Plastic?

 z Some Quick Facts
(1) One million plastic drinking bottles are purchased /minute.
(2) Half of all plastic produced is designed to be used only once and then 

thrown away.
(3) By 2050 it is estimated that there will be more plastic than fish.

 z Terrestrial Plastic
(1) 1,000 years for Decomposition: By this time toxic substances and additives 

such as phthalates and Bisphenol A (widely known as BPA) leach out in soil 
and water.

(2) These additives cause imbalance and disruption of the hormone system of 
vertebrates and invertebrates.

(3) Plastic acting as a magnet for a range of other poisons and pollutants in the 
natural world.

(4) Using sewage sludge as Fertilizer: Which often contain 80 to 90% of plastic 
particles.

 z Marine Plastics
(1) Sixth mass extinction of life on Earth: 600 marine species are harmed due 

to plastic pollution.
(2) Plastic Entering Food Chain: plastic degrades to pieces small enough to 

pass through the stomach into the flesh of fish and other animals.
(3) Once consumed these plastics find their way into the tissues of our bodies 

with potentially harmful consequences.
 z Microplastic: It is the plastic disintegrated into particles smaller than five 

millimeters.
 z Nanoparticles: It is less than 0.1 micrometer in size.
 z Their surfaces may carry disease-causing organisms and act as a vector for 

diseases in the environment.
 z They also interact with soil fauna, affecting their health and soil functions.

Plastic Waste 
Management

 z PWM Rules, 2016

25 Plastic Eradication
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Rules (PWM) (1) The rules referred to Extended Producers Responsibility (EPR) asking 
“manufacturers, importers and brand owners” of plastic packaging to work 
out a system to recover their waste.

(2) These EPR plans are to be registered with State pollution control boards.
 z Amendments to PWM,2018

(1) They clarified the registration process and also recognized Producer 
Responsibility Organisations (PROs) on its website.

(2) CPCB began setting targets for waste-recovery, company submitting its EPR 
plan must recover 20% of Multi-layered plastic it produces within a year, 
and 100% within three. 

 z Criticism of PWM Rules
(1) Scope for Ambiguity – such as fixing responsibility for the waste: Eg. was it 

the producer of plastic film, the company who bought it to make packaging 
or the brand owner who finally sold the packaging?

(2) Compliance burden for companies: Companies having multistate presence 
would have to register across several States.

(3) Slow Pace of Progress: As of now, only five such PROs are listed on CPCB’s 
website.

Challenges  z A lack of an efficient waste segregation system and inadequate collection is the 
root cause.

 z Rise of E-commerce:
(1) The waste management problem is to become alarming as the sector is 

expected to grow from about $38.5 billion-equivalent in 2017 to $200 
billion by 2026.  

(2) They are not compelled to take back the polybags, plastic envelopes and air 
pillows used to cushion articles inside the boxes. 

 z On-the-go lifestyle: Today’s lifestyle is demanding for easily disposable 
products.

 z Growing Consumer Demand: The Economic Survey 2019 estimates that India’s 
demand for total material will double by 2030 at current rates of growth.

 z MLP Conundrum: Multi-Layered Plastic(MLP) which is used in almost everything 
is generated about 0.6 million tonnes of waste annually which cannot be 
recycled.

 z Thriving Imports
(1) Grown by 290%, Indian firms are importing plastic scraps from China, Italy, 

Japan and Malawi for recycling.
(2) Ban was imposed on imports of plastic to support domestic firm but a 

subsequent amendment in  2016 allowed imports only by agencies situated 
in Special Economic Zones. This loophole has been exploited.

 z Neglect to Kabadiwallahs:
(1) India’s recycling sector is mostly informal, with little help from municipal 

bodies, they recycle almost 80% of Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET).
(2) But almost half of the estimated 7-9 million tonnes of plastic doesn’t get 

picked up by the informal sector.
How to 
Eradicate 
Plastic

 z What we as a citizen can do?
(1) Give up plastic bags and use reusable ones.
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(2) Avoid plastic packaging. Buy bar soap instead of liquid. Buy in bulk. Avoid 
producing sheathed in plastic.

(3) Recycle what you can.
(4) Don’t litter: this requires changing human behavior concerning plastics.

 z What Online Retailors can do?
(1) Upscaling waste segregation, collection, transmission and coming up with 

packaging innovation using alternatives materials.
(2) Recycling waste materials into new products which not only will extend 

their life but will also provide a substitute for virgin material.
 z What Corporates can do?

(1) Companies can rope in informal waste pickers to form cooperatives.
(2) Incentivising consumers so that they readily segregate plastic waste.
(3) Under EPR Companies

(a) Monetary incentives for the waste picker to recover 100% of MLP 
which they ignore as it does not fetch much money because of it non-
recyclability.

(b) Providing Baling Machines to waste picker who run dry-waste collection 
centers. These machines help to pack the plastic compactly which is 
shipped to waste-to-energy plants.

 z Circular Economy Model where everything is reused or recycled and any 
leakage into the environment is not acceptable. 

 z Nascent Innovations
(1) Bio-Plastic manufactured from the pulp of prickly pear mixed with 

additives to produce sheets used for packaging.
(2) Plastic Bottle Shredders: South Central Railway (SCR) installed eco-friendly 

plastic bottle shredders to minimize plastic waste on its premises.
(3) Starch-based Raw Material: developed by a company based in bengaluru 

can be broken down in the normal environment and a variant of the product 
is soluble in hot and cold water.

(4) Exchange plastic waste for a free meal: an initiative of Municipal Corporation 
of Ambikapur, in Surguja district of Chhattisgarh. 1kg of waste -> full meal 
and half a kg -> one breakfast.

Source Indian Express, The Hindu, RSTV, Down To Earth
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Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Bill, 2019
Why in 
news

 z The Rajya Sabha has passed the Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Bill, 2019.
 z The Bill despite passed by passed by Lok Sabha will return to the house as two 

new amendments have been made in the Bill.
 
More in 
news
 

 z What the Bill Intends to achieve
(1)	Improve	road	safety	through	increase	in	penalties	for	traffic	violations.
(2) Stream ling the licensing and road permit process.

 z Why Need for Amendments
(1) India records highest road accidents in the world.
(2) Five lakh road accidents take place in the country, causing 1.5 lakh deaths.

 z Why the Opposition
(1)	Increased	privatization	of	the	transport	sector.
(2)  Infringement on the rights of States.

Source The Hindu
Demand for Domicile Laws

Why in 
news?

 z Subsequent to revoking special status of J&K Pandits, Dogras and Buddhists 
have demanded domicile laws in the proposed Union Territories of Jammu and 
Kashmir and Ladakh.

More in 
news

 z Reason for Domicile Laws
(1)	To	maintain	the	current	population	status.
(2) Ensuring jobs for local people.
(3) Locals rights over land use.

 z What are the other points raised?
(1) Dislike to Union Territory status.
(2)	Failure	of	 the	 local	 leadership	 in	eliminating	 terrorism	and	containing	 law	

and	order	situation.
(3) To establish peace in coming years.
(4) Return of the Pandits to the Valley as permanent residence.
(5)	political	empowerment	and	social	cohesion.

 z Ladakh’s MP memorandum to Union Tribal Affairs Minister:	 requesting	 for	
tribal status to ensure land rights stayed with the local community.

 z The	Tribal	status	has	been	seeked	under	the	Sixth	Schedule	of	the	Constitution	
in	line	with	of	Assam,	Meghalaya,	Tripura	and	Mizoram

 z Problems faced by Tribal
(1)	To	protect	its	identity,	culture,	land	and	economy.
(2)	Protecting	demography	in	their	areas	for	instance	Ladakh	has	population	of	

55% Muslims and 45% Buddhists.
Source The Hindu

NMC from Bill to Act

1 Polity
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Why in 
news?

 z President	Ram	Nath	approved	the	National	Medical	Commission	Bill,	2019

More in 
news

 z National Medical Commission replaces the Indian Medical Council which has 
been already dissolved by the president 2018 and a Board of Governors was 
appointed	to	perform	its	functions.

 z Features of the Act
(1) The NMC will be an overarching body framing policies andcoordinate 

activities of four autonomous boards.	These	boards	will	look	after	the	work	
of
(a) UG and
(b)	PG	education,
(c)	Medical	Assessment	and	Rating
(d)	Ethics	and	Medical	Registration.

(2) Regulation of fees and all other charges in 50% seats in private colleges as 
well	as	deemed	Universities.

(3)	The	legislation	provides	for	national	entrance	test	NEET,	along	with	common	
counseling for MBBS

(4) National Exit Test (NEXT):	It	is	this	nationwide	exit	test	to	be	conducted	in	
the	final	year	of	MBBS.
(a)	The	single	examination	will	grant	a	license	to	practice	medicine.
(b) Serve as an entrance to postgraduate courses.
(c)	 No	restriction	on	the	number	of	attempts	at	NEXT	for	improving	the	rank	

for admission to PG courses.
What the 
Govt has to 
say

 z The Act will help in
(1) Reducing the burden on students.
(2)	Ensuring	probity	in	medical	education.
(3)	Bring	down	the	costs	of	medical	education.
(4) Simplify procedures.
(5) Enhancing the number of medical seats in India.
(6)	Ensuring	quality	education.
(7) Provide wider access to people for quality healthcare.

 z Apprehensions voiced over the commission being dominated by center the 
Union Health Minister stated:Composition of NMC include
(1)	10	Vice-Chancellors	of	State	Health	Universities
(2) 9 elected members of State Medical Councils

 z Members of the Commission will be appointed for only one term of four 
years and will not be eligible for any further extension.

 z The	members	will	have	to	declare	their	assets	at	the	time	of	being	appointed	
and	again	while	demitting	office.

Source The Hindu, Indian Express

Changes in PMLA Act empowers ED
Why is it in 
news?

 z Changes	to	Prevention	of	Money	Laundering	Act	(PMLA)	have	been	issued	by	
the center.

 z The changes are made to distinguish proceedings under the Act different from 
those under the scheduled offenses.
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More in 
news

 z What are the changes proposed?
(1)	Treating	money laundering as a stand-alone crime.
(2) Expanding the ambit of proceeds of crime to assets derived from any other 

criminal	activity	related	to	scheduled	offenses.
(3) No requirement of filing FIR or Charge sheet	by	other	agencies	authorized	

to	probe	the	offenses	listed	in	the	PMLA	schedule.
(4)	All	 PMLA	 offences	 will	 be	 cognisable and non-bailable empowering 

Enforcement Directorate (ED) to arrest an accused without warrant
(5) Changes to the explanation in Section 44:	 The	 jurisdiction	of	 the	 Special	

Court,	while	dealing	with	 the	offence	under	 this	Act,	during	 investigation,	
enquiry or trial under this Act, shall not be dependent upon any orders 
passed	 in	 respect	 of	 the	 scheduled	 offence,	 and	 the	 trial	 of	 both	 sets	 of	
offences	by	the	same	court	shall	not	be	construed	as	joint	trial.

Prevention 
of Money 
Laundering 
Act, 2002 

 z The	 Act	 was	 enacted	 to	 fight	 against	 the	 criminal	 offence	 of	 legalizing	 the	
income/profits	from	an	illegal	source.	

 z It	enables	 the	Government	or	 the	public	authority	 to	confiscate	 the	property	
earned from the illegally gained proceeds.

 z What does the Act envisage to achieve?
(1) Prevent money-laundering.
(2)	Combat/prevent	channelising	of	money	into	illegal	activities	and	economic	

crimes.
(3)	Provide	for	the	confiscation	of	property	derived	from,	or	involved/used	in,	

money-laundering.
(4)	Provide	for	matters	connected	and	incidental	to	the	acts	of	money	laundering.

Source The Hindu

 

Expanding the scope of Ayushman Bharat
Why in 
news?

 z Ayushman Bharat Yojana- Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PM-JAY) plans to 
cover cancer treatments under its ambit.

 z All types of cancers and their treatment and their treatment will be covered.
More in 
news

 z Why cancer treatment is included under Ayushman Bharat Yojana
(1)	Cancer	 care	 (which	 includes	 multiple	 therapies	 such	 as	 chemotherapy,	

surgery	and	radiation)	whose	large	costs	are	causing	financial	crisis	for	many.
(2) Because of high costs many had to go without treatment.

 z About Ayushman Bharat Yojana- Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PM-JAY)
(1) It is a Central Government’s health insurance scheme.
(2)	The	beneficiaries	of	medical	cover	under	the	scheme	are	10	crore	poor	and	

vulnerable families i.e. approximately 50 crore people.
(3) It provides for coverage of up to Rs. 5 lakh per family per year for secondary 

and	tertiary	care	hospitalisation.
 z How things stand at present

Policies
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(1) 16,000 hospitals empanelled under the scheme.
(2)	34	lakh	beneficiaries	admitted.
(3) 9 crore e-cards issued.

 z As	per	World	Health	Organisation	cancer	the	second-most	common	disease	in	
India, causes a maximum mortality 3 lakh every year.

 z Government	figures	estimate	2.25	million	are	living	with	the	disease	with	over	
11	lakh	new	cancer	patients	registering	each	year.

 z Most common type of cancer in India is Lung cancer followed by breast cancer 
and then oral cancers.

Source The Hindu

 Expanding the Scope of SBA
Why in 
news?

 z In	an	effort	to	look	beyond	toilets,	Open	Defecation	Free	Plus	(ODF+)	will	focus	
on solid and liquid waste management.

More in 
news

 z About Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (SBA)
(1)	SBA	was	launched	on	Gandhi	Jayanti	i.e.	2	Oct	2014.
(2)	Its	focus	has	been	on	eliminating	open	defecation	by	constructing	toilets.
(3)	Promoting	usage	of	toilets	through	widespread	behaviour	change	programs.

 z With the October 2, 2019 approaching the original goal has been almost 
achieved.

 z The	mission	is	now	to	move	into	its	next	phase	that	will	be	Open	Defecation	Free	
Plus	(ODF+).

 z Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (SBA) cleanliness 2019 rural survey 
(1) The survey to be conducted from August 14 to September 2 covering 18,000 

sample villages I.e. approximately 30 % of rural district.
(2)	A	 feedback	will	 be	 taken	 from	over	2.5	 crore	villagers	as	 citizen	 feedback	

accounts for 35% of the ranking of districts.
(3)	Plastic	litter	and	water-logging	in	villages	to	be	an	indicators.

 z ODF+ will have four main verticals, focussing on 
(1) Solid and liquid waste management divided into

(a) Biodegradable waste
(b)		Plastic	waste

(2) Liquid waste management
   (a) Grey water, or kitchen waste water

(b) Faecal waste
(3)	 	Jal	Shakti	Minister	at	the	launch	of	Swachh	Survekshan	2019	stated	to	bring	

specific	protocols	for	the	different	modules
Source The Hindu

“Gujarat” Tops Again   
Why in 
news?

 z An analysis by the NITI Aayog has revealed compared to last year 13 state have 
shown improvement	in	their	water	management	practices.

 z With a score of 75 out of 100 Gujarat has topped the rankings for the second 
year in a row.

More in 
news

 z Delhi evaluated for the 1st	time	has	secured	last spotgarnering lowest score.
 z About Composite Water Management Index
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(1)	 	Jal	Shakti	Minister	at	the	launch	of	Swachh	Survekshan	2019	stated	to	bring	
specific	protocols	for	the	different	modules
(a)	On	groundwater	and	surface	water	restoration,
(b)	Implementing	major	and	medium	irrigation	projects
(c) Watershed development,
(d)	Participatory	irrigation	management
(e) On-farm water use
(f) Rural and urban water supply
(g) Policy and governance

(2)	These	indicators	were	broken	down	into	28	objective	indicators.
Source The Hindu

RTI to go “online”
Why in 
news?

 z The	Supreme	Court	asked	center	and	25	states	to	respond	to	a	writ	petition.
 z The	petition	seeks	direction	to	all	states	to	establish	Right	to	Information	(RTI)	

web portals.
More in 
news

 z SC bench noted that no other states except Delhi and Maharashtra, have set up 
RTI portals.

 z Center RTI Portal facilitates
(1)	Information	 seekers	 who	 are	 not	 only	 Indian	 citizens	 but	 also	 Non-

Residential	 Indians	 (NRIs)	 form	 any	 Ministry	 or	 Department	 under	 the	
Central government.

(2) The portal also helps applicants to pay the fees online.
 z It was back in 2013 that center had requested various govts to explore the 
feasibility	of	implementing	online	RTI	portals.

 z Center	also	had	offered	to	provide	technical	support	for	this	purpose	through	
the	National	Informatics	Centre	(NIC)	to	the	States.

 z Benefits of having an online Web Portal
(1)	Indian	 citizens,	 including	 the	 Non-Resident	 Indians	 could	 have	 access	 to	

information	without	much	delay.
(2)	The	physical	presence	of	submitting	the	application	under	the	RTI	Act	can	

also be done away with.
About RTI  z The Right to Information Act (RTI) aims to promote transparency in government 

institutions	in	India.	
 z The	Act	came	into	effect	on	12	October	2005	and	has	been	implemented	ever	
since	to	provide	information	to	crores	of	Indian	citizens.

 z All	the	constitutional	authorities	come	under	the	ambit	of	this	Act.
 z An	organisation	is	bound	to	provide	the	information,	that	too	within	30	days,	
failing	which	the	officer	concerned	is	slapped	with	a	monetary	fine.

Source The Hindu
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Good footpaths and Roads now Fundamental Right
Why is it in 
news?

 z While delivering judgment on a PIL, Karnataka High Court stated that having 
reasonably	good	footpaths	and	roads	 is	a	fundamental	right	of	citizens	under	
Article	21.

More in 
news

 z Scope of Articles 21 further widened: The	Court	also	stated	that	Citizens	can	
seek	 their	 intervention	 for	 compensation	 from	 the	 civic	 authority	 for	 loss	 or	
damages caused because of bad footpaths and roads.

Source The Hindu

Justice Kureshi recommended by the collegium
Why is it in 
news?

 z The Union government informed the Supreme Court about taking a call on the 
Collegiums	recommendation.

More in 
news

 z The	Collegiums	has	earlier	recommended	appointing	Bombay	High	Court	judge	
Justice	AkilKureshi	as	the	Chief	Justice	of	Madhya	Pradesh	High	Court.

 z The	issue	was	brought	to	the	Supreme	Court	notice	through	a	petition	filed	by	
the	Gujarat	High	Court	Advocates	Association	seeking	a	direction	to	the	Centre	
to	act	upon	the	May	10	recommendation	of	the	collegium.

 z The center is likely to decide on the issue once the Parliament session is over.
About 
Collegium

 z It	 is	a	Supreme	Courts	mechanism	devised	for	appointments	and	elevation	of	
judges/lawyers to Supreme Court and transfers of judges of High Courts and 
Apex Court.  

 z It is a group consisting of
(1)	Chief	Justice	of	India
(2) Four most senior judges of the court

Source The Hindu

SC to have additional Judges 
Why is it in 
news?

 z Lok Sabha has passed a bill that seeks to increase the number of Supreme Court 
judges from the present 30 to 33.

 z The move is in view to reduce pendency of cases.
More in 
news

 z Law	Minister	while	participating	made	an	appeal	to	the	judiciary	from	restraining	
use of sweeping commentary while hearing cases.

 z On increasing the Retirement age of High Court Judgesthe minister said: The 
matter	had	to	be	looked	in	totality		as	three	Service	chiefs	and	bureaucrats	could	
also make a similar demand.

Source The Hindu

PCI to oppose media restrictions
Why in 
news?

 z Press Council of India (PCI) stated in Supreme Court (SC) that it opposes any 
restrictions	on	the	media	in	Jammu	and	Kashmir.

More in 
news

 z PCI	has	been	criticized	 for	approving	reasonable	restriction	on	free	speech	 in	
National	interest.

 z Several journalist bodies demanded PCI Chairman, to withdraw his plea in SC 
supporting	the	clampdown	on	media	in	Jammu	and	Kashmir.

 z The	PCI	is	to	set	up	a	sub-committee	to	study	the	situation	facing	the	media	in	
Jammu and Kashmir.
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About
PCI

 z It	is	a	statutory,	adjudicating	organization	formed	in	1966	by	the	parliament.
 z It is the self-regulatory watchdog of the press, that operates under the Press 

Council Act of 1978.
 z It	accepts	complaints	against	and	by	the	press	in	matters	relating	to	a	journalist's	
or	media	organization's	ethical	failures.

 z Composition of the Council
(1)	The	Council	has	a	chairman	–	traditionally,	a	retired	Supreme	Court	judge,	

and
(2)	28	additional	members	of	which	20	are	members	of	media,	nominated	by	

the	newspapers,	 television	channels	and	other	media	outlets	operating	 in	
India.

(3) In the 28-member council, 5 are members of the Lok Sabha or Rajya Sabha.
Source The Hindu

Code of Conduct for MP’s
Why is it in 
news?

 z Vice-President	urged	political	parties	to	have	a	code	of	conduct	for	their	MPs	in	
Parliament to monitor their behaviour.

 z Vice-President	also	suggested	to	include	such	a	code	in	their	election	manifestos.
More in 
news

 z The code of conduct should restrict 
(1) Members from entering into the Well of the House
(2)	Sloganeering	and	disruptions
(3) Any other unruly behaviour such as tearing papers and throwing them in the 

House.
Source The Hindu

Excluded Applicants to be heard
Why in 
news?

 z Persons	excluded	from	Assam’s	National	Register	of	Citizens	(NRC)	will	be	not	
immediately	put	in	detention	centers.

 z The Final list of NRC is to be published on 31 Aug.
More in 
news

 z Only	after	exhausting	all	 legal	options	(such	as	Foreigners’	Tribunals	(FTs),	the	
High Court and the Supreme Court) will a decision be taken on the excluded 
applicants.

 z Foreign Tribunals(FT’s)
(1)	By	September	1,	200	FTs	will	be	operational;	100	of	them	already	exist.
(2) The Ministry of Home Affairs has sanctioned 1,000 FTs that will come up in 

phases
(3) MHA has amended the Foreigners (Tribunal) Order, 2019 empowering 

even an individual to approach the FT, a luxury enjoyed by only the State 
administration	earlier.

(4)	Also,	the	time	to	appeal	before	the	FTs	is	also	beingincreased from 60 to 120 
days. 

 z NRC Exercise
(1)	It	was	 initiated	to	 identify	 illegal	migrants	entering	 India	 from	Bangladesh	

after	March	25,	1971.
(2)	The	list	is	being	updated	as	per	the	direction	of	SC.

Source The Hindu
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PM reiterates shunning Single Use Plastic
Why in 
news?

 z Prime Minister monthly radio address “Mann kiBaat” was telecasted on 25 Aug 
2019.

More in 
news

 z Key Highlights of PM’s Mann Ki Baat : PM urged people to
(1) Observe 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi this year as a day to 

make	India	plastic-free.
(2)	To	celebrate	Gandhi	Jayanti	as	a	day	to	make	“Mother	India	plastic-free”.
(3)	Municipalities,	NGOs	and	the	corporate	sector	to	come	up	with	ways	for	safe	

disposal	of	accumulated	plastic	waste	before	Deepavali.
(4)	Participate	in	the	annual	Swachhta	Hi	Seva	or	quest	for	cleanliness	is	service	

campaign, which is to on September 11.
 z PM’s Independence Day Speecsuggested shopkeepers provide eco-friendly 

bags to customers.
Source The Hindu

 

Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESMF)
Why is it in 
news?

 z The	 Environment	 Ministry	 has	 unveiled	 the	 draft	 Environmental	 and	 Social	
Management Framework (ESMF).

 z The	framework	is	a	part	of	The	World	Bank-funded	project	which	specifies	how	
infrastructure projects along the coast ought to be assessed before applying for 
clearance.

More in 
news

 z The document was prepared by the Society for Integrated Coastal Management, 
a	Ministry-affiliated	body.

 z  Guideline proposed in Framework are to be adopted by the coastal States when 
approving	and	regulating	projects	in	coastal	zones.

 z Only Gujarat, Odisha and West Bengal have prepared Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management Plans with support from The World Bank.

 z Benefits of the Move: Building coastal capacity to enhance coastal resource 
efficiency	and	resilience	and	for	adopting	and	implementing	integrated	coastal	
management approaches.

 z Activities proposed for coastal zone development are
(1)	Mangrove	afforestation/shelter	beds.
(2)	Habitat	conservation	activities	such	as	restoration	of	sea-grass	meadows.
(3)	Eco-restoration	of	sacred	groves.
(4) Development of hatcheries, rearing/rescue centres for turtles and other 

marine animals.
(5)	Creation	 of	 infrastructure	 for	 tourism,	 restoration	 and	 recharge	 of	 water	

bodies.
(6)	Beach	cleaning	and	development,	and	other	small	infrastructure	facilities

Environment2
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Coastal 
Regulation 
Zone

 z The	Rules,	mandated	under	 the	Environment	Protection	Act,	1986,	were	first	
framed in 1991. 

 z The	regulation	zone	has	been	defined	as	the	area	up	to	500	m	from	the	high-tide	
line.

 z Several kinds of restrictions apply depending on
(1)	Population	of	the	area,
(2)	Ecological	sensitivity,
(3) Distance from the shore,
(4)	Whether	the	area	had	been	designated	as	a	natural	park	or	wildlife	zone.

Source The Hindu

Rotavirus Vaccine to “EVERY CHILD”   
Why in 
news?

 z Union Health Minister has proposed a plan to provide Rotavirus vaccine to 
every child in India by September, 2019.

 z The Plan will be a part of 100 days agenda of the newly elected government.
More in 
news

 z About Rotavirus
(1) It is a virus that infects the bowels, causing a severe inflammation of the 

stomach and bowels	(known	as	gastroenteritis).	
(2) Rotavirus causes the following symptoms and signs

(a) Fever
(b)	Vomiting
(c) Watery diarrhea

(3)	Rotavirus	infection	is	highly	conntagious. The	incubation	period	is	typically	
about two days.

 z Why the Need for Vaccination?
(1) Diarrhoea leads to large number of children losing there life’s and Rotavirus 

causes of severe diarrhoea in children less than 2 years of age.
(2) In India, every year, 37 out of every 1,000 children born are unable to 

celebrate their 5th birthday due to diarrhoeal deaths.
 z The menace of Rotavirus
(1)	Rotavirus	cause	8,72,000	hospitalisations
(2)	32,70,000	outpatient	visits
(3) 78,000 deaths annually in India

 z How to Prevent Rotavirus diarrhoea deaths
(1)	Through	Rota-vaccination
(2)	Good	hygiene,	frequent	hand	washing,	safe	water	and	safe	food	consumption
(3)	Exclusive	breastfeeding	ORS,	zinc	and	vitamin	A	supplementation.

Source The Hindu 

Bio-accumulation of Mercury 
Why is it in 
news?

 z A research, published the journal “Nature” studied how climate change impacts 
mercury	accumulation	in	fish.

 z The	 research	 was	 jointly	 conducted	 by	 the	 Indian	 Institute	 of	 Technology,	
Hyderabad (IIT-H), Harvard University, and Fisheries and Oceans Canada, a 
Canadian government agency.  

More in 
news

 z About the Research
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More in 
news

(1) Focus of the research were the factors which alleviated or exacerbated the 
problem	of	increased	mercury	levels	in	fish.

(2) The researchers used three decades of data on ecosystem and mercury 
concentrations	and	developed	a	model	for	mercury	bio-accumulation.

(3)	The	study	was	conducted	in	the	Gulf	of	Maine,	in	the	Atlantic	Ocean.
 z Major Findings
(1)	Decrease	in	the	levels	of	mercury	pollution.
(2)	Some	 types	 of	 fish	 have	 less	mercury	 than	 before,	 and	 some,	 alarmingly	

more.
(3)	This	variations	in	mercury	accumulation	are	due	to

(a)	Changes	in	sea	temperature	causing	-	changes	in	fish	metabolism	that	
gears towards survival rather than growth

(b)	Change	in	dietary	patterns	of	fish	because	of	overfishing.
(c) Changes in the amounts of mercury found in seawater as a result of 

pollution.
Source The Hindu

PET bottles “Secure”
Why is it in 
news?

 z An	 evaluation	 by	 the	 CSIR-Central	 Food	 Technological	 Research	 Institute	 has	
concluded	PET	bottles	to	be	safe.

More in 
news

 z PET	(Polyethylene	Terephthalate)	used	to	manufacture	plastic	bottles,	disposable	
food containers and much more.

 z Concerns were raised globally on PET leaching harmful chemicals when exposed 
to high temperatures.

 z About the Research
(1) The research was commissioned by an industry body.
(2)	Researchers	collected	four	different	kinds	of	PET	containers.
(3)	These	containers	were	exposed	to	different	stimuli	such	as	ethanol	of	varying	

concentrations,	acetic	acid	and	vegetable	oil.
(4) The purpose behind the exposure was to simulate the kind of chemicals 

contained in packaged food and drink that could trigger the leakage of metals 
or other secondary chemicals.

(5)	PET	bottles	were	also	subject	to	40C	and	60C	temperature	as	well	as	when	
test-chemicals were stored in them for 10 days.

(6)	Along	with	metals,	the	scientists	also	measured	terephthalic	acid,	Isophthalic	
acid, Ethylene Glycol, BPA (bis-phenol A) and phthalates.

 z BPA	–	It	is	a	synthetic	organic	compound	used	in	manufacturing	of	PET	bottles.
 z BPA	was	phased	out	as	it	lead	to	disruption	of	hormone	regulation	and	breast	

cancer.
 z Major Findings
(1)	Antimony,	 arsenic,	 barium,	 cadmium,	 chromium,	 cobalt,	 lead,	 mercury,	

selenium	and	zinc	“were	below”	their	detection	limits	(BDL)	of	0.001	mg/kg.
(2)	Bisphenol-A	was	below	its	detection	limit	of	0.02	mg/kg.

Source The Hindu 

Compensating for Missile Test Facility
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Why is it in 
news?

 z Land	diverted	for	setting	up	a	Missile	Test	Launch	Facility	by	Defence	Research	
and	Development	Organisation	(DRDO)	will	be	compensated	by	revenue	 land	
adjacent to Krishna Wildlife Sanctuary.

 z The land has been identified by National Board for Wildlife and supports 
moderately dense mangrove cover.

 z The area is close to confluence point of the river Krishna and the Bay of Bengal.
More in 
news

 z Missile Test Launch Facility was established in Nagayalankamandal in Krishna District.
 z The	facility	proposes	to	utilise	45-acre	land	in	the	sanctuary	for	road	facility	to	

connect test and technical facility.
 z About KWS

(1) Declared a sanctuary in 1989 it is spread across Krishna and Guntur districts 
of Andhra Pradesh.

(2)  It is a part of the mangrove wetland in Andhra Pradesh and are located in the 
coastal plain of Krishna delta. 

(3) The estuary of Krishna River passes through the sanctuary.
(4)	This	 region	 potentially	 holds	 one	 of	 the	 most	 significant	 populations	 of	

fishing	cats	in	the	world.
Source The Hindu

App for “waste Collection”
Why is it in 
news?

 z Union Housing and Urban Affairs Ministry launched Swachh Nagar app.
 z The app was unveiled on the 5th	edition	of	Swachh	Survekshan	2020.

More in 
news

 z The Ministry also issued new protocol on wastewater treatment which is likely 
to	become	part	of	cities	ranking	on	cleanliness.

 z About the App
(1)	It	allows	users	to	have	waste	—	solid,	wet	or	construction	and	demolition	

(C&D) be collected by their urban local bodies.
(2)	The	app	had	been	piloted-tested	 in	Gurugram	and	 is	already	functional	 in	

Agra, Palwal and Port Blair.
Source The Hindu

Campaign Against Single use plastic
Why in 
news?

 z Union Environment Minister announced launching a campaign to make India 
free	of	single-use	plastic.	

More in 
news

 z Prime	Minister	in	his	I-Day	speech	urged	people	to	shun	single-use	plastic	and	
encourage the usage of jute and cloth bags.

 z Previous	year	on	World	Environment	Day	govt	had	announced	its	intention	of	
phasing	out	single-use	plastic	by	2022.

Source The Hindu

Odisha Wetland Authority's Management Plan
Why is it in 
the news?

 z 180cr investment for integrated management plan for Chilika and Ansupa to be 
undertaken by Odisha Wetland Authority.

More in the 
news

 z The plan intended
(1)	to	strengthen	the	livelihood	fishermen	relying	on	the	two	water	bodies,
(2)	promoting	tourism	and	,
(3)	conservation	of	ecology.
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 z Chilika Development Authority	has	managed	to	make	‘	a	major	portion	of	the	
lake	encroachment	free	resulting	in	increase	in	fish	catch	by	20%.

About 
Chilika

 z Chilika Lake
(1)	It	is	Asia's	largest	brackish	water	lagoon.
(2) It extends from Bhusandpur in Puri district in the North to Rambha-Malud in 

Ganjan district in the South, separated from the Bay of Bengal by a narrow 
strip	of	marshy	islands	and	sand-flats.

(3) Because of its rich bio-diversity and socio-economic importance it was 
designated as a Ramsar site in 1981.

(4)	The	 lake	 and	 its	 reed	 islands	 teem	 with	 nesting	 birds-white	 bellied	 sea	
eagles,	ospreys,	golden	plovers,	sand	pipers,	flamingos,	pelicans,	shovellers,	
gulls,	 include	migratory	ones	flying	great	distances	 from	Iran,	Central	Asia	
and Siberia.

About 
Ansupa

 z Ansupa Lake
(1) Spread over almost 2 sq km and surrounded by Saranda Hills Ansupa is 

situated	in	Banki,	Cuttack.
(2) It was created by Mahanadi and got a shape like the hoof of a horse.
(3) It is a prominent wintering ground for 32 species of migratory birds.
(4) It is known for its calmness, scenic beauty and forest coverage.
(5)	It	is	sweet	water	fish,	especially	labeobata	locally	known	as	pohala.

Source The Hindu

Fight against Single Use Plastics 
Why in 
news?

 z In	pursuance	with	PM’s	I-Day	speech,	Centre	has	asked	all	milk	cooperatives	and	
private	dairies	to	halve	plastic	usage	byOctober	2.

More in 
news

 z Such as measure could be undertaken by
(1) Subsidising one litre packs to discourage the use of 500 ml packs,
(2)	Offering	a	rebate	to	customers	who	return	the	plastic	pouches	for	recycling,
(3) Reuse of pouches.

 z The	milk	industry	is	one	of	the	largest	users	of	single	use	plastics.
 z There is a growth in use of disposable pouches replacing milk vendors and 

vending machines.
 z Country’s	 biggest	 milk	 cooperative	 which	 generates	 about	 2.8	 crore	 plastic	

packets per day said buyback schemes are not economically viable.
 z Plastic Waste Management (PWM) & Extended Producer Responsibility Rules, 

2018: It	 requires	plastic	generators	 to	 recover	 and	 recycle	part	of	 the	plastic	
packaging they generate.

Source The Hindu

Renewed Efforts to Revive Yamuna 
Why in 
news?

 z The	 National	 Green	 Tribunal(NGT)	 directing	 all	 stakeholders	 to	 give	 specific	
schedule for cleaning Yamuna.

 z NGT	also	noted	that	previous	timelines	have	been	repeatedly	busted.	
More in 
news

 z NGT	will	 come	up	with	 set	 fresh	timelines,	whose	 violation	will	 have	 serious	
consequences.

 z As	 per	 the	 green	 panel	 failure	 of	 authorities	was	 affecting	 life	 and	 health	 of	
citizens,	and	threatening	Yamuna’s	existence.
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 z 1st phase of Revitalisation Project: As per the tribunal under the project will 
treat almost 67% of the pollutants using two sewage treatment plants at Delhi 
Gate and Najafgarh.

 z Dismal performance of Yamuna cleaning
(1)	Dissatisfied	with	cleaning	of	the	river,	the	Tribunal	has	directed	Delhi,	Haryana	

and	Uttar	Pradesh	governments	to	submit	a	performance	guarantee	of	Rs.	
10 crore each.

(2)	Additionally,	Haryana	Pollution	Control	Board	was	ordered	to	conduct	a	study	
to	access	water	quality	and	flow	of	Yamuna	at	the	point	it	enters	Haryana.

(3) Also the Board was to submit a list of industries located in the rivers 
catchment area.

Source The Hindu

PM attending G7Biarritz summit on “Biodiversity, Oceans, Climate”
Why is it in 
news?

 z Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in his address to a G7 session on environment 
highlighted India’s in these regards.

 z PM spoke about initiatives in India such as
(1)	Eliminating	single-use	plastic,
(2) Conserving water,
(3) Harnessing solar energy,
(4)	Protecting	flora	and	fauna	for	a	sustainable	future,

More in 
news

 z Mr.	Modi	was	attending	the	G7	summit	in	the	French	town	of	Biarritz	as	a	special	
invitee by French President.

 z PM’s Address to Indian community
(1) He was addressing them at the UNESCO headquarters in Paris.
(2) PM Modi statedIndia	to	achieve	most	of	the	Conference	of	the	Parties	(COP	

21) climate change goals set for 2030 in the next year and a half.
 z United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) COP 21
(1)	Was	held	in	Paris	in	2015	with	participation	from	more	than	195	countries.
(2)	The	 nations	 negotiated	 and	 adopted	 the	 Paris	 Agreement	 in	 which	 India	

committed	to
(a) Reduce greenhouse gas emission intensity of its GDP by 33-35% below 

2005	levels	by	2030	under	Nationally	Determined	Contributions.
(b) Have 40% of power capacity through on non-fossil sources.
(c)	 Create	an	additional	“carbon	sink”	of	2.5	 to	3	billion	 tonnes	of	carbon	

dioxide	equivalent	through	additional	forest	and	tree	cover	by	2030.
Source The Hindu

UNCCD - COP 14
Why is it in 
news?

 z Ahead	of	United	Nations	conference,	Union	Environment	Minister	committed	
to rejuvenate 50 lakh hectares (5 million) of degraded land between 2021 and 
2030.

 z India	for	the	first	time	will	host	the	14th	session	of	the	Conference	of	Parties	
of	 the	 United	 Nations	 Convention	 to	 Combat	 Desertification	 (UNCCD)	 from	
September 2 to 13.

More in 
news

 z Where We Stand
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(1)	We	 face	 a	 severe	problem	of	 land	degradationi.e.	 soil	 becoming	unfit	 for	
cultivation.

(2) About 29% or about 96.4 million hectares are considered degraded.
 z India	becoming	a	part	of	Bonn	Challenge	with	committing	restoration	of	5	million	
hectares	of	forest	land	as	well	as	cultivable	land.

 z At	the	UNFCC	Conference	of	the	Parties	(COP)	2015	in	Paris,	India	had	already	
joined the voluntary Bonn Challenge under which we have pledged to bring into 
restoration	13	million	hectares	of	degraded	and	deforested	land	by	2020,	and	
additional	8	million	hectares	by	2030.

 z Initiatives such as
(1) Pradhan Mantri FasalBima Yojana,
(2) Soil Health Card Scheme,
(3) Soil Health Management Scheme,
(4) Pradhan Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana are seen as prongs to tackle this land 

degradation.
 z A report released by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has 
underlined	 that	 land	 everywhere	 is	 being	 affected	 by	 severe	 climate	 change	
which could lead to extreme food insecurity.

Source The Hindu

Peacock Parachute Spider
Why is it in 
news?

 z Researchers	have	sighted	a	critically	endangered	species	of	tarantula	for	the	first	
time	beyond	its	known	habitat	in	the	Eastern	Ghats.

 z The spider belonging to the genus Poecilotheria, was found in the Pakkamalai 
Reserve Forests near Gingee in Villupuram district, Tamil Nadu.

More in 
news

 z About Peacock Parachute Spider
(1) The spider belonging to the genus Poecilotheria, and is also know as Gooty 

Tarantula.
(2)	The	International	Union	for	Conservation	of	Nature	(IUCN)	categorised	it	as	

Critically	Endangered.
(3)	They	are	identified	based	on	the	banding	patterns	on	the	underside	of	the	

legs.
(4) Tarantulas are biological pest controllers and there is a huge demand for 

them by collectors in the pet trade.
Source The Hindu 

Microbial Diversity of Ganga to be Studied
Why is it in 
news?

 z Government has commissioned a study
(1)	To	assess	microbial	diversity	in	entire	Ganga	stretch.
(2)	To	 test	 if	 the	 river	 contains	 microbes	 to	 that	 may	 promote	 antibiotic	

resistance.
More in 
news

 z About the Project
(1) To be completed with 2 years.
(2) It will be undertaken by

(a)	Scientists	at	the	Motilal	Nehru	Institute	of	Technology,	Allahabad;
(b)	National	Environmental	Engineering	Research	Institute	(NEERI),	Nagpur
(c)	 Sardar	Patel	Institute	of	Science	&	Technology,	Gorakhpur
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(d)	Phixgen	and	Xcelris	Labs	which	are	start-up’s.
(3)	It	will	be	the	first	study	to	examine	the	entire	stretch	of	Ganga.

 z Objective of the Study
(1)	To	 indicate	 the	 type	of	 contamination	 (sewage	and	 industrial)	 in	 the	 river	

and	there	threat	to	human	health	(antibiotic	resistance	surge).
(2)	Identifying	sources	of	Eschericia	coli.

 z Earlier Studies
(1) In 2014, researchers from Newcastle University in the U.K. and IIT-Delhi 

(Concluded) - levels of resistance genes that lead to “superbugs” were about 
60	times	greater	during	the	pilgrimage	months	of	May	and	June	than	at	other	
times	of	the	year.

(2) A 2017 report commissioned by the Union Department of Biotechnology 
and the U.K. Research Council	stated	India	had	some	of	the	highest	antibiotic	
resistance	rates	among	bacteria	that	commonly	cause	infections.

 z About Escherichia coli
(1) It is a type of bacteria living inside the gut of animals and humans.
(2)	While	largely	they	are	harmless	but	in	some	cases,		they	linked	to	intestinal	

disease	as	well	as	aggravating	antibiotic	resistance.
Source The Hindu

CAF’s Released
Why is it in 
news?

 z Union Environment Ministry to transferred Rs. 47,436 crore to 27 States for 
afforestation.

 z These	are	a	part	of	Compensatory	Afforestation	Fund	(CAF).
More in 
news

 z About CAF: These have been collected for nearly a decade as environmental 
compensation	from	industry,	which	has	razed	forest	land	for	its	business	plans.

 z Economic value –
(1) The amount to be paid by industry depends on the economic value of the 

goods	and	services	that	the	razed	forest	would	have	provided.
(2)	These	 include	 timber,	 bamboo,	 firewood,	 carbon	 sequestration,	 soil	

conservation,	water	recharge,	and	seed	dispersal.
(3) Industrialists pay this money and this is eventually transferred to the States 

concerned	to	carry	out	afforestation.
 z CAF Act 2016
(1)	The	Compensatory	Afforestation	Fund	Management	and	Planning	Authority	

was established to execute the fund.
(2) Centre would use geographic tagging technology to keep a tab on whether 

States	were	using	their	allotted	funds	appropriately.
 z What are the Concerns
(1)	Only	a	fraction	of	this	corpus	had	actually	been	disbursed	to	States,
(2)	States	are	requesting	for	using	these	funds	for	non-forestry	purposes,
(3) Funds are used by the State to ride roughshod over tribal rights,
(4)	Unscientific	afforestation	methods	were	often	implemented	to	make	good	

razed	forests.
 z Odisha to have maximum and Kerala to have the minimum of this amount.

Source The Hindu
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BrahMos cruise missiles
Why is it in 
news?

 z In	 possibly	 the	 first	 sale	 of	 BrahMos	 supersonic	 cruise	 missiles	 to	 another	
country, Thailand is in talks with India for their purchase. 

More in 
news

 z Defence cooperation:
(1) As part of the expanding defence cooperation	between	the	two	countries,	

Thailand has made a request for repair and refurbishing their Dornier 
maritime	patrol	aircraft.	

(2)	In	addition,	Thailand	Navy	is	looking	to	increase	its	capabilities	and	planning	
to induct more ships. 

(3)	In	line	with	that,	Indian	Navy	is	exploring	opportunities	wherein	India	could	
help	 in	 ship	design	and	has	even	offered	 ship	 construction	at	 the	various	
defence public sector undertaking shipyards. 

(4)	The	 Indian	 Navy’s	 foreign	 cooperation	 initiatives	 include	 highlighting	 the	
capability of various Defence Public Sector Undertakings and Indian defence 
industry to friendly foreign navies.

 z Trilateral exercise:
(1) The inaugural India, Thailand and Singapore trilateral naval exercise 

announced by Prime Minister Narendra Modi during his address at Shangri-
La dialogue in June 2018 is scheduled to be held later this year.

(2)	India	will	host	 the	first	edition	of	 the	exercise	 in	September	this	year	and	
Singapore	will	host	the	second	edition	and	Thailand	the	third.	

(3) Malaysia has also evinced interest in joining the exercise.
(4) The two navies already conduct a Coordinated Patrol (CORPAT) and a new 

bilateral exercise is also in the works apart from the trilateral. 
 z Cooperation in other areas:As	members	of	 the	 Indian	Ocean	 rim	association	

(IORA) and Indian Ocean Naval symposium (IONS), navies of India and Thailand 
are	working	closely	in	the	areas	of	disaster	risk	management,	maritime	security	
safety,	information	sharing	and	interoperability.

Source The Hindu

Consular access to Kulbhushan Jadhav 
Why is it in 
news?

 z India is examining Pakistan’s proposal to grant consular access to Kulbhushan 
Jadhav,	a	former	Navy	officer,	who	was	sentenced	to	death	by	a	Pakistan military 
court on espionage and terrorism charges in 2017.

More in 
news

 z Indian response to Pakistan: Indian	ministry	of	 External	Affairs	 said	 that	 the	
established channels were being used to convey India’s response and it is 
evaluating	the	proposal	in	the	light	of	the	judgment	of	the	International	Court	
of	Justice	(ICJ)

 z ICJ on consular access:

International Relation3
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(1) ICJ asked Pakistan to grant “without further delay” consular access to Mr. 
Jadhav. 

(2)	India	had	been	demanding	diplomatic	access	ever	since	he	was	arrested	on	
March 3, 2016. 

(3) It moved the ICJ for consular access and a fair trial. 
 z Allegations:
(1)	Pakistan	has	alleged	that	he	was	 involved	 in	 terrorism-related	activities	 in	

Balochistan, the largest but trouble-torn province of the country. 
(2) But India has been maintained that he was abducted from Iran where he was 

into	legitimate	business.
The 
Interna-
tional Court 
of Justice 
(ICJ)

 z The	International	Court	of	Justice	(ICJ)	is	the	principal	judicial	organ	of	the	United	
Nations	(UN).	

 z Establishment: It was established in June 1945 by the Charter of the United 
Nations	and	began	work	in	April	1946.

 z Seat of the Court: The seat of the Court is at the Peace Palace in The Hague 
(Netherlands). 

 z Exception:	Of	the	six	principal	organs	of	the	United	Nations,	it	is	the	only	one	
not located in New York (United States of America).

 z Role:	 The	Court’s	 role	 is	 to	 settle,	 in	 accordance	with	 international	 law,	 legal	
disputes	submitted	to	it	by	States	and	to	give	advisory	opinions	on	legal	questions	
referred	to	it	by	authorized	United	Nations	organs	and	specialized	agencies.

 z Composition: The Court is composed of 15 judges, who are elected for terms 
of	office	of	nine	years	by	the	United	Nations	General	Assembly	and	the	Security	
Council. 

 z Assistance:	It	is	assisted	by	a	Registry,	its	administrative	organ.	
 z Official languages: English and French.

Source The Hindu

Kashmir issue: Pakistan expels Indian envoy, suspends bilateral trade 
Why is it in 
news?

 z Pakistan expelled the Indian High Commissioner and suspended bilateral trade 
in response to New Delhi’s decision to end special status to Jammu and Kashmir.

More in 
news

 z Diplomatic	suspension:
(1) The Government of India has been told to withdraw its High Commissioner 

to Pakistan. 
(2) The Indian government has also been informed that Pakistan will not be 

sending its High Commissioner-designate to India.
 z Reviewing bilateral arrangements and Global appeal:
(1)	The	decisions	were	taken	at	a	National	Security	Committee	(NSC)	meeting	

chaired	by	Prime	Minister	Imran	Khan	at	his	office	in	Islamabad.	
(2)	The	Committee	has	also	decided	to	review	bilateral	arrangements	and	take	

the Kashmir issue to the UN, including the Security Council.
(3) Pakistan will observe August 14, its Independence Day, “in solidarity with 

brave Kashmiris” and August 15 as a “Black Day”.
(4)	PM	 has	 also	 directed	 all	 diplomatic	 channels	 to	 be	 activated	 in	 order	 to	

expose	brutal	Indian	racist	regime,	design	and	human	rights	violations.
 z Seriousness on Kashmir:Through NSC decisions, Pakistan has not just shown its 
seriousness	in	condemnation	of	revocation	of	Article	370	to	India	but	to
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the international community as well and would now be in a better position to convince 
the world for its case on Kashmir.

 z Effects on trade:Calling	off	all	kind	of	bilateral	trade	means	closure	of	all	crossing	
points,	which	also	affects	Indian	trade	with	Afghanistan.

Source The Hindu

Pakistan mulling complete closure of airspace to India 
Why is it in 
news?

 z Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan is considering a complete closure of air 
space to India amid growing tensions between the two countries following New 
Delhi’s decision to end Kashmir’s special status.

More in 
news

 z Step to show solidarity with the people of Kashmir:Pakistan said that it cannot 
remain elusive to what is going on in Kashmir. This is yet another step to show 
solidarity with the people of Kashmir.

 z Other actions taken by Pakistan to show solidarity with the people of Kashmir:
(1) UNSC close door meet on J&K.
(2)	Cut	off	trade	ties.
(3) The Indian High Commissioner in Islamabad has been expelled.

 z Earlier airspace closures:Pakistan had shut its airspace following the Balakot air 
strike	in	February	and	reopened	it	after	nearly	five	months	in	mid-July.

 z Loss to Pakistan:According	 to	 the	Civil	 Aviation	Authority’s	website,	 Pakistan	
suffered	a	 loss	of	Rs	8.5	billion,	owing	to	air	space	restrictions	since	February	
2019	in	the	wake	of	aftermaths	of	Indian	transgress.

 z Loss to India:
(1) Increase the cost of overseas flights:It will increase the cost of overseas 

flights	from	India	and	to	India	passing	through	Pakistan	airspace.
(2) Effect on tourism:	Higher	cost	means	less	flights	will	take	off	on	these	routes	

which	will	automatically	impact	tourism.
Source The Hindu

India-China relations- Manasarovar Yatra
Why is it in 
news?

 z Chinese	government	undertook	an	initiative	to	improve	the	material	comforts	of	
the	pilgrims	undertaking	difficult	trek	to	the	high	altitude	Kailash	Manasarovar.

More in 
news

 z Kailash Manasarovar:		It	is	the	high	altitude	Hindu	holy	site	in	Tibet.
 z Reception centres:Accommodation	 facilities,	 called	 reception	 centres,	 have	

been built at various points of the pilgrimage.
 z Chinese government initiative: The Chinese government has spent $5.21 million 

in building these centres. While two are open this year, the other two will be 
open to yatrisfrom 2020.

 z Visit agenda:External	 Affairs	 Minister	 S.	 Jaishankar	 said	 that	 both	 India	 and	
China are considering the expansion of the Kailash Manasarovar Yatra.

Source The Hindu

India-U.S. 2+2 meet
Why is it in 
news?

 z Indian	 and	 U.S.	 officials	 have	 gathered	 in	 the	 Naval	 Postgraduate	 School	 at	
Monterey,	 California,	 for	 the	 2+2	 intersessional	 and	 the	 Maritime	 Security	
Dialogue. 
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More in 
news

 z Advancing	cooperation:
(1)	The	two	sides	will	discuss	ways	to	advance	cooperation	on	critical	diplomatic	

and	security	priorities,	including	our	shared	vision	of	a	free	and	open	Indo-
Pacific	region,	and	review	preparations	for	the	next	2+2	Ministerial	Dialogue.

(2) India and the U.S. have had intense engagement although with mixed results 
in	the	trade,	strategic	and	defence	aspects	of	their	relationship.

 z Maritime developments and Cooperation: The two countries will discuss 
maritime	developments	 in	 the	 Indo-Pacific	and	 the	 strengthening	of	bilateral	
maritime	security	cooperation.

2+2 
Ministerial 
meet

 z The	 ‘2+2	 Ministerial’	 is	 an	 annual	 Cabinet-level	 meeting	 between	 both	 the	
governments	chaired	by	External	Affairs	Minister	and	Defence	Minister	of	both	
countries.

Source The Hindu

PM Modi Bahrain visit
Why is it in 
news?

 z Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched the $4.2 million redevelopment project 
of the Sri Krishna temple in the Bahraini capital.

More in 
news

 z 1st PM to visit:	Mr.	Modi	is	the	first	Indian	Prime	Minister	to	visit	Bahrain.
 z Shreenathji (Sri Krishna temple) Temple in Manama:
(1)	Mr.	Modi	 offered	 prayers	 at	 the	 Shreenathji	 Temple	 in	Manama.	 It	 is	 the	

200-year-old and oldest temple in the Bahraini capital.
(2) Prime	 Minister	 unveiled	 the	 plaque,	 thus	 officially	 launching	 the	

redevelopment project of the iconic temple.
(3) The heritage and the 200-year-old legacy of the temple will be highlighted 

in the redevelopment and the new iconic complex will house the sanctum 
sanctorum and prayer halls.

 z RuPay card:The	‘prasad’	that	he	bought	with	the	RuPay	card	after	launching	it	
in the UAE.

Source The Hindu

FATF Asia-Pacific Group ‘blacklists’ Pakistan 
Why is it in 
news?

 z Pakistan has been placed on the lowest rung, or “blacklist”, of the Financial 
Action	 Task	 Force’s	 Asia	 Pacific	 Group	 (APG)	 for	 non-compliance	 and	 non-
enforcement	of	safeguards	against	terror	financing	and	money	laundering.

More in 
news

 z Review of the Mutual Evaluation Report (MER):The APG, one of nine regional 
affiliates	of	the	FATF,	met	in	Canberra	from	August	18	to	23	to	discuss	a	five-year	
review	of	the	Mutual	Evaluation	Report	(MER)	for	Pakistan,	and	decided	to	place	
it among countries requiring “enhanced, expedited follow-up”. 

 z Quarterly reporting:
(1)	APG	didn’t	place	any	new	punitive	measures	on	Pakistan.	
(2)	Thus,	Pakistan	will	need	to	update	quarterly	to	FATF-APG	through	reporting	

on	improvement	in	its	financial	safeguards.
 z Countries under review in current session:Countries under review during the 

current session included China, Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, China, Pakistan, the 
Philippines and the Solomon Islands.

 z Upcoming process:
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(1) The APG process is one of three review processes that Pakistan faces in the 
next few months. 

(2) The APG will meet again, to take forward the main 15-month process of 
Pakistan’s	FATF	evaluation,	which	will	present	its	recommendations	for	the	
FATF plenary session in Paris. 

(3) At present, Pakistan is on the “greylist” of the FATF, a common group for 
countries	that	are	termed	“high	risk	and	non-cooperative	jurisdictions”.	

(4) The Paris plenary will decide whether to remove Pakistan from the greylist, 
continue	 the	 listing,	 or	 downgrade	 it	 to	 a	 blacklist	 of	 non-cooperative	
countries. 

(5)	Officials	said	the	downgrade	might	not	occur,	given	that	any	three	countries	
in the FATF can veto it, and Pakistan is likely to secure the backing of China, 
Turkey and Malaysia. 

(6)	However,	the	APG	decision	on	Friday	would	make	it	difficult	for	Pakistan	to	
extricate itself from the greylist.

Financial 
Action Task 
Force

 z Inter-governmental body:The	 Financial	 Action	 Task	 Force	 (FATF)	 is	 an	 inter-
governmental body established in July 1989 by a Group of Seven (G-7) Summit 
in Paris.

 z Objectives:	 To	 set	 standards	 and	 promote	 effective	 implementation	 of	 legal,	
regulatory	and	operational	measures	for	combating	money	laundering,	terrorist	
financing	and	other	related	threats	to	the	integrity	of	the	international	financial	
system.  

 z Members of the FATF:The FATF currently comprises total 39 members- 37 
member	 jurisdictions	 and	 2	 regional	 organisations,	 representing	most	major	
financial	centres	in	all	parts	of	the	globe.

 z Policy-making body: The FATF is a “policy-making body” which works to generate 
the	 necessary	 political	will	 to	 bring	 about	 national	 legislative	 and	 regulatory	
reforms in these areas.

 z Monitoring member states: The FATF monitors the progress of its members 
in	implementing	necessary	measures,	reviews	money	laundering	and	terrorist	
financing	 techniques	 and	 counter-measures,	 and	promotes	 the	adoption	and	
implementation	of	appropriate	measures	globally.	

 z FATF Plenary:		It	is	FATF's	decision	making	body.	It	meets	three	times	per	year.		
Source The Hindu

U.N. chief invokes Shimla Agreement, calls for ‘maximum restraint’ on 
Kashmir

Why is it in 
news?

 z U.N. chief Antonio Guterres urged India and Pakistan to exercise “maximum 
restraint”	and	refrain	from	taking	steps	that	could	affect	the	status	of	Jammu	
and Kashmir, as he highlighted the Shimla Agreement which rejects any third-
party	mediation	on	the	issue.

More in 
news

 z Context of the remark:The	 Secretary-General’s	 remarks	 came	 after	 India	 on	
August	 5	 revoked	 Article	 370	 to	 withdraw	 the	 special	 status	 to	 Jammu	 and	
Kashmir and bifurcated the state into two Union Territories- Jammu and Kashmir 
and Ladakh.

 z Pakistan’s remark:Pakistan	termed	the	Indian	action	as	“unilateral	and	illegal”,	
and	said	it	will	take	the	matter	to	the	U.N.	Security	Council.
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 z Appeal for maximum restraint:
(1)	 The	Secretary-General	has	been	following	the	situation	in	Jammu	and	Kashmir	with	

concern and makes an appeal for maximum restraint. 
(2)	Secretary-General	 also	 recalls	 the	 1972	 Agreement	 on	 bilateral	 relations	

between India and Pakistan, also known as the Shimla Agreement.
 z Shimla Agreement:
(1)	It	 states	 that	 the	 final	 status	 of	 Jammu	 and	 Kashmir	 is	 to	 be	 settled	 by	

peaceful	means	in	accordance	with	the	Charter	of	the	United	Nations.
(2)	The	Secretary	General	did	not	offer	his	good	offices	nor	did	he	make	any	

offer	to	mediate	between	India	and	Pakistan	on	Kashmir.
(3) Instead, he referred to the Shimla Agreement, which is a bilateral agreement 

between	 India	 and	 Pakistan	 and	 rejects	 any	 third-party	mediation	 in	 the	
issue.

(4)	He	 said	 the	 position	 of	 the	 United	 Nations	 on	 the	 region	 was	 governed	
by	the	Charter	of	the	United	Nations	and	 is	applicable	to	Security	Council	
resolutions.

Source The Hindu

UNSC closed-door meet on Kashmir
Why is it in 
news?

 z India said there is “broad acceptance” in the world community of its commitment 
to bilaterally address all issues with Pakistan as the UN Security Council held 
closed-door	consultations	on	the	Kashmir	 issue	without	granting	 Islamabad	a	
formal	and	open	meeting.

More in 
news

 z Internal	matter:
(1)	India	played	down	the	significance	UN	Security	Council’s	“closed	consultation”	

meeting	on	Kashmir.
(2)	It	reiterated	its	earlier	stand	on	Article	370,	i.e.,	special	status	to	Jammu	&	

Kashmir	is	an	internal	matter	of	India.
 z Greater significance than warranted:Indian Ambassador to the UN Syed 
Akbaruddin	 accused	 Pakistan	 and	 China	 of	 attempting	 to	 impart	 greater	
significance	to	the	meeting	than	was	warranted.

 z India’s stand on A-370 dissolution:
(1)	India	made	its	point	that	the	abrogation	of	Article	370	was	done	to	enhance	

good governance and socio-economic development in Jammu and Kashmir 
and	said	that	the	UNSC	consultations	had	taken	note	of	this.

(2) India	said	that	the	U.N.	Security	Council	had	appreciated	 India’s	efforts	to	
restore normalcy in Kashmir.

 z Stop terror to start talks:The	Indian	ambassador	said	that	India	was	committed	
to all agreements it had signed on the issue and said India would sit down to talk 
with	Pakistan	when	the	latter’s	support	for	terror	ceased.

 z Support for bilateral talks:A diplomat from a UNSC Member State told that the 
majority of UNSC members backed a bilateral dialogue in accordance with the 
Shimla Agreement.

 z China’s view:
(1)	China’s	view	that	the	Kashmir	 issue	is	an	international	and	undecided	one	

and must be peacefully resolved in accordance with the UN charter, UNSC 
resolutions	and	bilateral	agreements.	
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(2) China, a permanent member of the 15- member UNSC said that UNSC 
members	had	“serious”	concerns	about	the	situation	including	the	human	
rights	situation.	

 z Pakistan’s view:
(1)	Pakistan	said	the	fact	that	the	UNSC	consultation	was	held	signified	that	the	

issue was not internal to India and that Pakistan stands ready for a “peaceful 
settlement”	of	the	dispute.	

(2)	Pakistan	 argued	 that	 this	 meeting	 nullifies	 India’s	 claim	 that	 Jammu	 and	
Kashmir	is	an	internal	matter	for	India.

Source The Hindu

UN team alleges violation of rights in Kashmir 
Why is it in 
news?

 z Experts	of	the	United	Nations	Human	Rights	Council	said	that	the	information	
blackout	in	Kashmir	amounted	to	a	collective	punishment	for	the	people	of	the	
region.

More in 
news

 z Violation	of	fundamental	rights:
(1)	In	a	statement,	UNHRC	said	that	the	communication	lockdown	and	denial	of	

fundamental rights to the Kashmiri people violated fundamental rights.
(2)	The	 shutdown	 of	 Internet	 and	 telecommunication	 networks,	 without	

justification	 from	 the	 government,	 is	 inconsistent	 with	 the	 fundamental	
norms	of	necessity	and	proportionality.	

(3)	The	blackout	is	a	form	of	collective	punishment	for	the	people	of	Jammu	and	
Kashmir,	without	even	a	pretext	of	a	precipitating	offence.	

 z Increase in arrests: UNHRC	declared	that	they	had	received	information	about	
an	increase	in	the	arrest	of	political	figures,	journalists,	human	rights	activists,	
and protesters.

 z Violation of right to life:The	experts	alleged	that	live	ammunition	was	being	used	
on	protesters	in	Kashmir	and	that	amounted	to	the	violation	of	the	fundamental	
right to life.

UNHRC  z Inter-governmental body: The Human Rights Council is an inter-governmental 
body	within	the	United	Nations	system.

 z Responsibility:
(1)	It	is	responsible	for	strengthening	the	promotion	and	protection	of	human	

rights	 around	 the	 globe	 and	 for	 addressing	 situations	 of	 human	 rights	
violations	and	make	recommendations	on	them.	

(2)	It	has	the	ability	to	discuss	all	thematic	human	rights	issues	and	situations	
that	require	its	attention	throughout	the	year.	

(3)	These	 issues	 includes	 freedom	 of	 association	 and	 assembly,	 freedom	 of	
expression,	freedom	of	belief	and	religion,	women's	rights,	LGBT	rights,	and	
the	rights	of	racial	and	ethnic	minorities.

 z Formation:
(1) The UNHRC has 47 members elected by the UN General Assembly for 

staggered three-year terms on a regional group basis.
(2)	The	Human	Rights	Council	replaced	the	former	United	Nations	Commission	

on Human Rights.
 z Headquarter:	Geneva,	Switzerland.

Source The Hindu, UNHRC
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G7 Summit
Why is it in 
news?

 z Recently,	 External	 Affairs	 Ministry	 announced	 that	 Prime	 Minister	 Narendra	
Modi	will	attend	the	outreach	session	of	the	G7	meet	at	Biarritz,	France,	where	
India is a special invitee.

More in 
news

 z Multi-nation tour:The	visit	to	Biarritz	 is	part	of	the	multi-nation	tour	that	Mr.	
Modi will undertake. He will visit the UAE, Bahrain and France. 

 z Climate change and counter-terrorism: On Agenda:At the G7 summit, Mr. Modi 
is expected to highlight climate change and counter-terrorism with partner 
countries.

 z Visit to France:
(1)	The	invitation	to	visit	France	was	extended	by	President	Emmanuel	Macron	

after	Mr.	Modi	was	re-elected	to	a	second	term	in	office.
(2)	The	interactions	with	the	French	leadership	is	likely	to	include	solar	energy	

and	multilateral.
(3)	Indian	 government	 said	 that	 it	 remains	 politically	 committed	 to	 the	

completion	of	 the	Jaitapur	nuclear	power	project.	Project	 is	being	built	 in	
partnership with France.

All about 
G-7 

 z G7 Summit:
(1)	The	G7	Summit	 is	 the	annual	meeting	of	 the	Group	of	Seven	 leaders.	 It's	

hosted by the G7 president for that year. 
(2) The G7 member countries are the United States, Britain, France, Japan, 

Germany, Italy, and Canada.
(3)	In	2013,	the	G8	became	the	G7.	That's	because	Russia	invaded	Crimea.	The	

other	G8	members	excluded	Russia	as	part	of	sanctions	against	it.
(4)	The	 summit	 doesn't	 have	 any	 legal	 or	 political	 authority.	 But	when	 these	

seven	 world	 leaders	 agree	 on	 something,	 it	 has	 the	 power	 to	 shift	 the	
direction	of	global	economic	growth.	

 z 2019	G-7	Biarritz	Summit:
(1)	France	will	host	the	2019	Summit	at	Biarritz	on	August	25	-	27,	2019.	
(2)	It	 will	 focus	 on	 fighting	 income	 and	 gender	 inequality	 and	 protecting	

biodiversity.
(3)	To	 guide	 France's	 2019	 G7	 Presidency,	 the	 five	 themes	 that	 France	 will	

advance include:
(a)	Fighting	 inequality	 of	 opportunity,	 promoting	 in	 particular	 gender	

equality,	access	to	education	and	high-quality	health	services.
(b)	Reducing	 environmental	 inequality	 by	 protecting	 our	 planet	 through	

climate	finance	and	a	 fair	 ecological	 transition,	preserving	biodiversity	
and the oceans.

(c)	 Strengthening	of	the	social	dimension	of	globalisation	through	more	fair	
and equitable trade, tax and development policies.

(d)	Taking	 action	 for	 peace,	 against	 security	 threats	 and	 terrorism	 which	
weaken	the	foundations	of	our	societies.

(e)	Tapping	into	the	opportunities	created	by	digital	technology	and	artificial	
intelligence.

Source The Hindu, G-7
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India’s campaign for permanent seat at UNSC slowing down 
Why is it in 
news?

 z Despite	repeated	assertions	of	its	right	to	a	permanent	seat	at	the	UN	Security	
Council, India’s campaign for expansion of the UNSC has slowed down.

More in 
news

 z Slow pace:The slow pace is visible in the fact that India’s campaign did not 
prompt	 the	 UN	 General	 Assembly	 (UNGA)	 to	 move	 towards	 the	 resolution	
for	expanding	the	UNSC	four	years	after	the	General	Assembly	 in	a	 landmark	
decision in 2015 had declared plans for the same.

 z India’s claim for UNSC:
(1)	India’s	 claim	 for	 UNSC	 depended	 on	multiple	 factors	 such	 as	 population,	

growing	 economic	 stature	 and	 growing	 global	 responsibilities	 like	
peacekeeping.

(2) One of the key historic reasons for India’s quest for a permanent seat at 
the	UNSC	was	to	ensure	protection	of	national	interest	in	crucial	diplomatic	
moments	when	the	organ	takes	up	contentious	issues	such	as	Kashmir.	

 z Need for more aggressive campaign:Diplomats here suggest that a more 
aggressive campaign within the organs of the UN is required to push for a UNGA 
resolution	to	expand	the	UN	Security	Council.

 z China factor:
(1) Diplomats have blamed China for having quietly carried out a campaign to 

stop	the	draft	resolution	from	acquiring	speed.
(2)	Veteran	diplomats	have	said	that	the	latest	UNSC	meeting	on	Kashmir	which	

was	convened	following	an	initiative	from	China	showed	that	India	will	have	
to work more on its strength to stop China from using the organ against 
India’s interest.

Source The Hindu

 

India-U.S relations- Iran issue
Why is it in 
news?

 z White	House	said	that	U.S	is	highly	gratified	by	co-operation	from	a	great	friend	
and	partner	like	India	on	the	Iranian	oil	sanctions.

More in 
news

 z Indian	steps	on	the	Iranian	oil	sanctions:
(1) India has brought down the import of oil from Iran, with which it has historic 

and	cultural	ties,	to	almost	zero.
(2)	As	 per	 an	 open	 source	 information,	 Iranian	 export	 of	 oil	 for	 July	 was	 at	

1,00,000 barrels per day, which is down considerably from the previous 
historic low of 7,81,000. 

 z Way forward:
(1)	Both	need	to	engage	 in	mutually	beneficial	 talks	and	 identify	and	address	

each other’s concerns about trade policy.
(2)	India	should	address	a	number	of	US	concerns	by-extending	the	application	

of	good	governance	principles	like	timely,	transparent	decision-making.
Source The Hindu

International Events
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U.S. formally withdraws from INF arms treaty 
Why is it in 
news?

 z The U.S. and Russiaripped up a Cold War-era missile pact in a move that raised 
the spectre of an arms race between the global superpowers.

More in 
news

 z INF treaty:
(1) The 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) treaty limited the use of 

medium-range	missiles,	both	conventional	and	nuclear.
(2) The INF treaty limits the use of missiles with ranges of 500 to 5,500 kilometres. 

 z Formal withdrawal: 
(1) U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced Washington’s formal 

withdrawal in a prepared statement at the ASEAN meet in Bangkok, minutes 
after	Russia	pronounced	the	treaty	to	be	“dead”.

(2)	Both	sides	had	signalled	their	intention	to	pull	out	of	the	treaty	for	months,	
trading	accusations	of	breaking	the	terms	of	the	deal.	

 z NATO alliance:The	 29-country	 transatlantic	 NATO	 alliance	 rallied	 behind	
Washington	and	blamed	Russia	for	the	treaty's	demise	and	vowing	to	respond.

INF treaty 
details

 z Under the INF treaty-
(1) U.S and Soviet Union agreed not to develop, produce, possess or deploy any 

ground-based	ballistic	and	cruise	missiles	 that	have	a	 range	between	500	
and 5,500 km. 

(2) It exempted the air-launched and sea-based missile systems in the same 
range. 

(3)	INF	Treaty	covers	all	types	of	ground-launched	cruise	and	ballistic	missiles	—	
whether	their	payload	is	conventional	or	nuclear.	

(4) Moscow and Washington are prohibited from deploying these missiles 
anywhere in the world, not just in Europe.

(5)	It	was	the	first	agreement	of	its	kind	to	reduce	nuclear	missile	stocks	instead	
of merely establishing a limit on arsenals. 

(6)	 While	the	treaty	required	the	elimination	of	missile	bodies	and	launchers,	it	
did	not	result	in	the	elimination	of	nuclear	warheads. 

Source The Hindu

Ramon Magsaysay award
Why is it in 
news?

 z Indian journalist Ravish Kumar has been awarded the 2019 Ramon Magsaysay 
Award for “harnessing journalism to give voice to the voiceless”. 

More in 
news

 z Winners:
(1)	He	is	among	five	individuals	who	were	declared	winners	of	the	award.	
(2)	The	other	winners	of	the	award,	dubbed	 ‘Asia’s	premier	prize	and	highest	

honour’,	 include	 Myanmar’s	 Ko	 Swe	 Win,	 also	 a	 journalist;	 Thailand’s	
AngkhanaNeelapajit,	human	rights	activist;	Philippines’	Raymundo	Pujante	
Cayabyab,	musician;	and	South	Korea’s	Kim	Jong-Ki,	an	activist	working	with	
violence and mental health issues in youth. 

 z Ravish Kumar:
(1)	Kumar,	who	 is	NDTV	 India’s	 senior	executive	editor	 is	one	of	 India’s	most	

influential	TV	journalists.	
(2) Kumar’s “Prime Time” programme “deals with real-life, under-reported 

problems of ordinary people.
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 z Ramon Magsaysay Award:
(1) Established in 1957, the Ramon Magsaysay Award is Asia’s highest honour.
(2) It celebrates the memory and leadership example of the third Philippine 

president	after	whom	the	award	is	named.
(3)	It	is	given	every	year	to	individuals	or	organisations	in	Asia	who	manifest	the	

same	selfless	service	and	transformative	influence	that	ruled	the	life	of	the	
late and beloved Filipino leader.

Source The Hindu

Hong Kong leader rules out concessions 
Why is it in 
news?

 z Hong Kong’s leader Carrie Lam warned that two months of pro-democracy 
demonstrations	were	causing	economic	chaos	in	the	city	but	ruled	out	making	
concessions to “silence the violent protesters”.

More in 
news

 z Economic impact:
(1)	The	 embattled	 leader	 met	 with	 business	 leaders	 as	 thousands	 of	 pro-

democracy	 activists	 staged	 a	 sit-in	 at	 Hong Kong airport, hoping to win 
international	support	for	their	movement.

(2) Ms. Lam, whose support for a Bill to allow extradition to mainland China 
sparked the crisis, warned that the economic impact of the unrest threatened 
to	be	worse	than	the	2003	SARS	outbreak	in	the	financial	hub.

(3) Compared to the economic downturn caused by SARS which caused an 
economic	storm,	the	situation	this	time	is	more	severe.	In	other	words,	the	
economic	recovery	will	take	a	very	long	time.

 z Impact on tourism industry:
(1)	The	private	sector	and	the	tourism	industry	in	particular	have	raised	concerns	

about the economic impact of the ongoing protests on the city, with travel 
agencies	reporting	drops	of	up	to	50%	in	group	tour	bookings	and	the	tourism	
board warning of double-digit declines in visitor arrivals in the second half of 
July.

(2)	Hong	Kong	carrier	Cathay	Pacific	has	also	warned	that	inbound	bookings	are	
down.

 z Violent confrontations:Protesters	have	continued	to	stage	almost	daily	rallies	
which	 have	 seen	 increasingly	 violent	 confrontations	 with	 police,	 prompting	
several	countries	to	issue	Hong	Kong	travel	warnings	for	their	citizens.

 z Reason for the protest: Extradition Bill: The protests began two months ago over 
the	controversial	extradition	Bill	but	have	morphed	into	a	broader	movement	
demanding	democratic	reforms.

 z Hong Kong’s leader response to demands:
(1) Ms. Lam has refused to cave in to the demands, which include a call for the 

direct	election	of	the	city’s	Chief	Executive,	currently	chosen	by	Beijing.
(2)	Protesters	have	staged	increasingly	inventive	rallies	across	Hong	Kong,	and	

brought out supporters ranging from families to lawyers in a bid to show the 
broad backing for their demands.

(3)	The	weeks	of	demonstrations	pose	the	biggest	threat	to	Beijing’s	authority	
since Hong Kong’s handover from Britain in 1997.

Source The Hindu
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U.S.-Taliban talks end, both sides to consult: Taliban 
Why is it in 
news?

 z An eighth round of talks on a pact that would allow the United States to end 
its longest war and withdraw its troops from Afghanistan ended and both sides 
would consult their leaders on the next steps.

More in 
news

 z Qatar talks:The talks, held in Qatar since late last year between the Taliban and 
U.S.	officials,	have	brought	hopes	for	an	agreement	allowing	U.S.	troops	to	leave	
in exchange for a Taliban promise that Afghanistan will not be used by militants 
as	a	base	from	which	to	plot	attacks	abroad.

 z Effects end of talks:
(1) A Taliban spokesman, Zabihullah Mujahid, said the latest talks, which a 

U.S.	official	 said	earlier	 involved	 technical	details	and	 the	 implementation	
mechanisms of a pact, ended.

(2) An agreement would allow U.S. President Donald Trump to achieve his aim 
of	ending	a	war	launched	in	the	days	after	the	Sept.	11,	2001,	attacks	on	the	
United States.

(3) The war has become a stalemate, with neither side able to defeat the other 
and	casualties	rising	among	civilians	as	well	as	combatants.

 z Pact and insurgent fear:
(1) The pact is expected to include a Taliban commitment to hold power-sharing 

talks with the U.S.-backed government but it is not expected to include a 
Taliban	ceasefire	with	the	government,	leading	to	fears	the	insurgents	will	
fight	on	when	U.S.	forces	leave.

(2)	Mr.	Ghani	and	his	government	have	not	been	involved	in	the	negotiations.	
The Taliban do not recognise the government and have refused to talk to it.

Source The Hindu

Defying U.S., Gibraltar frees Iran tanker 
Why is it in 
news?

 z Gibraltar	allowed	a	detained	Iranian	super	tanker	to	leave	the	British	overseas	
territory	after	a	last-minute	U.S.	attempt	to	seize	the	vessel,	potentially	defusing	
tensions between London and Tehran.

More in 
news

 z US-Iran rising tensions:Under President Donald Trump, US pulled out of Iran’s 
nuclear	deal	with	world	powers	over	a	year	ago,	 setting	 in	motion	a	growing	
confrontation	between	Tehran	and	the	West	over	its	atomic	programme.	

 z Recent attacks:
(1)	In	past	weeks,	the	Gulf	region	has	seen	six	attacks	on	oil	tankers	that	the	U.S.	

has blamed on Iran and the downing of a U.S. surveillance drone by Iranian 
forces. 

(2)	Iran	has	denied	being	behind	the	tanker	attacks,	though	it	has	seized	other	
tankers.

 z Effects	of	US	withdrawal	on	Iran:
(1) Tensions have escalated in the Gulf.
(2) The decision stopped billions of dollars’ worth of business deals, largely 

halted	 the	 sale	 of	 Iran’s	 crude	 oil	 internationally	 and	 sharply	 depreciated	
Iran’s currency, the rial.

Source The Hindu
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Ayushman Bharat
Why is it in 
the news?

 z Centre’s	national	health	 insurance	scheme	Ayushman	Bharat,	has	unveiled	 its	
newly designed grievance redressal portal.

 z The	portal	has	a	3-tier	 system	where	district,	State	and	national-level	officers	
and	committees	can	scrutinize	and	take	action	for	speedy	solution	to	problems.

More in the 
news

 z Grievances	will	also	be	tracked	through	a	system-generated	unique	registration	
number. 

 z This	is	a	sophisticated	online	system	to	help	members	of	the	general	public	to	
register their grievances and get assisted support.

 z Data:
(1) More than 39 lakh people have availed cashless treatment worth over Rs. 6,100 

crore for serious illnesses since the launch of Ayushman Bharat.
(2) According to the Health Minister, this has resulted in savings of Rs. 12,000 

crore	to	the	beneficiary	families.
 z About Ayushman Bharat: The	Ayushman	Bharat	Program	has	 two	 initiatives/

components – 
(1) Health and Wellness Centers, and 
(2) National Health Protection Scheme (NHPS) – aiming for increased 

accessibility, availability and affordability of health services in India.
 z The	ambitious	Ayushman	Bharat	Scheme	aims	to	cover	over	10	crore	vulnerable	
families	(approximately	50	crore	beneficiaries).

 z It	aims	to	provide	health	cover	up	to	Rs	5	lakh	per	family	per	year	(floater	basis).	
 z The	beneficiaries	will	be	identified	based	on	SECC	(Socio-Economic	Caste	Census)	

database.
 z The	program	is	being	touted	as	the	world’s	largest	health	protection	scheme.	
 z Ayushman	 Bharat	 -	 National	 Health	 Protection	Mission	will	 subsume	 the	 on-

going centrally sponsored schemes - Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana (RSBY) and 
the	Senior	Citizen	Health	Insurance	Scheme	(SCHIS).

Source The Hindu.

Cancer treatment to be included in Ayushman Bharat
Why is it in 
the news?

 z As	per	the	official	statement,	cancer	treatments	will	soon	be	covered	under	the	
Ayushman Bharat Yojana- Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PM-JAY).

More in the 
news

 z The Ayushman Bharat is the Central Government’s health insurance scheme.
 z It aims to give medical cover to over 10 crore poor and vulnerable families of 
approximately	50	crore	beneficiaries.

 z It provides for the coverage of up to Rs. 5 lakh per family per year for secondary 
and	tertiary	care	hospitalisation.

 z Cancer Mortality:

    Social Issues4
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(1) According	to	the	World	Health	Organisation,	the	rate	of	mortality	due	to	cancer	in	
India is high.

(2) Cancer is the second-most common disease in India, responsible for 
maximum mortality, with about 0.3 million deaths per year.

(3)	The	estimated	number	of	people	 living	with	 the	disease	stands	at	around	
2.25	million,	with	over	11	lakh	new	cancer	patients	registered	each	year.

(4) Lung cancer is the most common type of cancer in India, followed by breast 
cancer and oral cancers.

 z Need to include cancer in Ayushman Bharat:
(1) In India, cancer treatment is very expensive.
(2) The	cancer	care	costs	were	causing	massive	financial	 crisis	among	people	

and many had to go without treatment. 
(3) The Ayushman Bharat Yojana is now planning to include all types of cancers 

and their treatment under its healthcare packages. 
(4) The healthcare packages for cancer treatment are not very comprehensive 

and the improvements can be made,
Source The Hindu.

 Survey on public breastfeeding places
Why is it in 
the news?

 z A pan-India survey is conducted by Momspresso.com on public places on 
breastfeeding.

 z As	per	the	survey,	breastfeeding	in	public	is	still	a	challenge	in	India,	with	only	
6%	of	mothers	finding	designated	areas	to	comfortably	nurse	their	children.	

More in the 
news

 z In	a	five-minute,	web-link	based	survey,	900	mothers	were	surveyed.
 z 77% of whom were in the 25-to-35-year age group while the remaining 23% 

were in age group of 36 to 45 years.
 z Around 81% mothers are not comfortable feeding their children in public due to 
the	lack	of	proper	breastfeeding	places.	

 z The greatest deterrents are hygiene (53%), and uncomfortable stares and lack 
of privacy (47%).

 z In	 India,	 breastfeeding	 is	 inadequate,	 as	 only	 55%	 of	 babies	 are	 exclusively	
breastfed	from	the	ages	of	0-6	months,	and	41%	are	able	to	begin	breastfeeding	
within an hour of birth. 

 z suggestions:
(1) Normalisation	of	breastfeeding	is	very	important	in	society.	
(2) There	should	be	places	for	women	to	breastfeed	where	they	would	find	it	

comfertable. 
(3)  These places should not be placed inside or outside washrooms, which 

would	make	it	unhygienic	and	stinky.
Source The Hindu.

GI tag to 'Panchamirtham’ of Palani temple
Why is it in
 the news?

 z The famous Palani panchamirtham, given as ‘prasadam’ at the Murugan temple 
there,	has	been	granted	the	Geographical	Indication	(GI)	tag.

More in the 
news

 z This	is	the	first	time	a	temple	‘prasadam’	from	Tamil	Nadu	has	been	bestowed	
with the GI tag.

 z The	panchamirtham	is	a	combination	of	five	natural	substances:
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(1) Banana.
(2) Jaggery.
(3) Cow ghee.
(4) Honey.
(5) Cardamom. 

 z Dates	and	diamond	sugar	candies	are	added	for	flavour.
 z The	panchamirtham	is	an	‘abhishega	prasadam’	(food	that	is	a	religious	offering),	

which is served in a semi-solid state. 
 z It	 is	 sweet	 in	 taste	 and	 one	 of	 the	main	 offerings	 for	 Lord	Dhandayuthapani	

Swamy, the presiding deity of Arulmigu Dhandayuthapani Swamy Temple, 
situated on Palani Hills.

 z Not	 even	 a	 single	 drop	 of	 water	 is	 added	 during	 the	 preparation	 of	 the	
panchamirtham. This gives it its classic semi-solid consistency and taste. 

 z No	preservatives	or	artificial	ingredients	are	used.
 z GI tag would help boost the local economy in Palani.

Geographi-
cal Indicat-
ion (GI) Tag

 z A	geographical	indication	(GI)	is	a	tag	on	products	which	indicates	their	specific	
geographical	origin,	quality	or	a	reputation	it	acquires	due	to	its	origin.

 z It	 conveys	 an	 assurance	 of	 quality	 and	 distinctiveness	 which	 is	 essentially	
attributable	to	the	fact	of	its	origin	in	that	defined	geographical	locality,	region	
or country.

 z The	 GI	 tag	 in	 India	 is	 governed	 by	 the	 Geographical	 Indications	 of	 Goods 
(Registration and Protection Act), 1999.

 z GIs	are	also	 covered	under	Articles	22	 to	24	of	 the	Trade	Related	Aspects	of	
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement.

Source The Hindu.

National Programme for Control of Blindness
Why is it in 
the news?

 z Women from Dhar and Indore districts lost all vision in the operated eye under 
the cataract treatment.

 z The	 treatment	 is	 free	 of	 cost	 under	 the	 Union	 Health	 Ministry’s	 National	
Programme for Control of Blindness.

More in the 
news

About National Programme for Control of Blindness:
 z National	Programme	for	Control	of	Blindness	and	Visual	Impairment	(NPCB&VI)	

was launched in the year 1976.
 z It is a centrally sponsored scheme (now 60:40 in all states and 90:10 in NE States) 

with the goal of reducing the prevalence of blindness to 0.3% by 2020.
 z The	program	also	aims	to	establish	an	infrastructure	and	efficiency	levels	in	the	

programme to be able to cater new cases of blindness each year to prevent 
future backlog.

 z Rapid Survey on Avoidable Blindness conducted during 2006-07 showed 
reduction	in	the	prevalence	of	blindness	from	1.1%	(2001-02)	to	1%	(2006-07).

Source The Hindu.

Diagnosis of hypertension
Why is it in 
the news?

 z As per a recent study, nearly 42% Indians are either misdiagnosed or have missed 
diagnosis of hypertension. 
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More in the 
news

 z Hypertension	is	essentially	high	blood	pressure.
 z The normal values of high blood pressure measured in the clinic are 140/90 

mm Hg and at home is 135/85 mm Hg. Values more than these are termed as 
hypertension.

 z White coat hypertension: The study covering 18,918 Indians has revealed nearly 
24%	people	had	white	coat	hypertension-	a	syndrome	wherein	a	patient	records	
high BP when measured in a doctor’s clinic. 

 z Masked hypertension: Around 18% Indians had masked hypertension - a 
syndrome wherein a person records normal BP at a clinic, but records a spike 
when measured at home.

 z Risks: Stroke,	heart	attack,	heart	failure,	Kidney	disease,	aneurysm	etc.
 z Study:

(1) The	study	shows	the	urgent	need	for	a	better	clinical	management	of	hypertension	
in the country. 

(2) On	 one	 hand,	 there's	 white	 coat	 hypertensives	 getting	 unnecessary	
medication	and	on	the	other,	we	have	masked	hypertensives	who	don’t	get	
medication.	Both	situations	are	equally	dangerous.

(3) Masked hypertensives are mostly those who have unexplained kidney 
disease.

Source The Hindu.

NISHTHA Scheme
Why is it in 
the news ?

 z Union	 Human	 Resource	 Development	Minister	 launched-	 NISHTHA,	 National	
Initiative	for	School	Heads	and	Teachers	Holistic	Advancement.

More about 
the scheme

 z It	is	the	National	Mission	to	improve	Learning	Outcomes	at	the	Elementary	level.
 z The Ministry called it the world’s largest teacher training programme.
 z Under it, more than 42 lakh teachers and principals of primary and elementary-
age	 government	 schools	 across	 the	 country	 will	 undergo	 a	 five-day	 training	
programme.

 z The	teachers,	over	the	next	few	months	to	learn	innovative	teaching	methods,	
the use of art and technology in the classroom and basic counselling techniques.

Source The Hindu.

India’s child well-being index
Why is it in 
the news?

 z A	report	on	Child's	well	being	is	released	by	the	non	government	organisation	
World	Vision	India	and	research	institute	IFMR	LEAD.

 z The	report	is	an	attempt	to	look	at	how	India	fairs	on	child	well-being	using	a	
composite child well-being index.

More in the 
news

 z About the Report:
(1) The	report	provides	 insights	on	health,	nutrition,	education,	 sanitation	and	child	

protection.
(2) The	dimensions	of	the	index	include	healthy	individual	development,	positive	

relationships	and	protective	contexts.
(3) Focusing on the three key dimensions, 24 indicators were selected to develop 

the	computation	of	the	child	well-being	index.	
(4)	The	 report	 highlights	 the	multi-dimensional	 approach	 towards	measuring	

child well-being- going beyond mere income poverty. 
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(5)	The	 report	 emphasises	 on	 triggering	 policy	 level	 changes,	 seek	 better	
budgetary	 allocations	 and	 initiate	 discussions	with	 all	 stakeholders	which	
can help in enhancing the quality of life of all children in the country.

 z Findings of the Report:

Source The Hindu.

 

Economy5
Offshore rupee market

Why is it in 
the news ?

 z The	task	force	on	offshore	rupee	markets,	set	up	by	the	Reserve	Bank	of	India	
has	suggested	that	Indian	banks	be	allowed	to	freely	offer	prices	to	global	clients	
around the clock.

 z The Usha Thorat	panel	was	set	up	to	examine	the	issues	relating	to	the	offshore	
rupee markets and recommend appropriate policy measures.

More in the 
news

Panel Recommendations:
 z To	allow	users	to	undertake	foreign	exchange	transactions	up	to	$	100	million	
in	 OTC	 currency	 derivative	market	 without	 the	 need	 to	 establish	 underlying	
exposure.

 z To extend onshore market hours to improve access of overseas users and 
enabling	 rupee	 derivatives	 (settled	 in	 foreign	 currency),	 to	 be	 traded	 in	 the	
International	Financial	Services	Centres	(IFSC)	in	India.
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 z To facilitate non-residents to hedge their foreign exchange exposure onshore.
 z To	 establish	 a	 central	 clearing	 and	 settlement	 mechanism	 for	 non-resident	
transactions	in	the	onshore	market.

Source The Hindu.

  RBI's Annual Report
Why is it in 
the news?

 z The Reserve Bank of India released its Annual Report (2018-19) at the month 
end of August.

 z The	RBI	mentioned	about	some	of	the	 important	aspects	 like	banking	frauds,	
RBI surplus, economic slowdown etc.

Highlights 
of the 
Report

Slowdown:
 z Lack	of	domestic	demand	is	holding	back	the	animal	spirits	in	the	economy.
 z The	report	also	emphasised	the	need	to	revive	consumption	demand	and	private	

investment during 2019-20. 
 z There	are	structural	 issues	in	land,	labour,	agricultural	marketing	and	the	like,	

which need to be addressed.
 z It talks about strengthening the banking and non-banking sectors. 
 z A	big	push	for	spending	on	infrastructure	and	implementation	of	much	needed	
structural	reforms	in	the	areas	of	labour	laws,	taxation,	and	other	legal	reforms.

Banking Frauds:
 z Bank frauds saw a whopping 73.8% jump in value in 2018-19 as compared to the 

previous year. 
 z In terms of number of cases, it was up 15%.
 z The	overall	 average	 lag	between	 the	date	of	occurrence	and	 its	detection	by	

banks was 22 months.
 z The average lag for large frauds, that is Rs. 100 crore and above, which amounted 

to Rs. 52,200 crore in 2018-19, was 55 months.
 z Among bank groups, public sector banks (PSBs) have accounted for the bulk of 

frauds reported in 2018-19. These were followed by private sector banks and 
foreign banks.

RBI Surplus:
 z Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has announced a huge surplus of Rs. 1,23,414 crore 
for	2018-19	(July-June	accounting	year).

 z RBI's	 annual	 report	 has	 given	 two	major	 reasons	 as	 to	 how	 RBI	 earn	 these	
reserves.

 z First,	a	huge	Rs.	28,998	crore	gain	from	foreign	exchange	transactions	thanks	
mainly	to	a	change	in	accounting	policy.	

 z Until	last	year,	when	the	RBI	sold	dollars	in	the	market	(to	support	the	rupee),	
the gain or loss was calculated based on the previous Friday’s market value of 
the dollar. 

 z This	policy	was	changed	this	year	to	reflect	the	historical	acquisition	cost	of	the	
dollar (at around Rs. 53). 

 z This means that, if the RBI were to sell the dollar in the market today at around 
Rs. 72, it stands to gain Rs. 19 for every unit it sells.

 z The second reason for the higher surplus is a leap in interest income which was 
higher by Rs. 32,966 crore compared to 2017-18. 
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 z .	The	RBI	conducted	several	rounds	of	open	market	operations	(OMO)	last	year	
to infuse liquidity leading to a 57% jump in its holding of government bonds

Source The Hindu.

 

Government Policies & Taxation
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (Grameen) 

Why is it in 
the news?

 z The Madhya Pradesh government has surrendered more than a quarter of its 
allotted	Pradhan	Mantri	Awas	Yojana	(Grameen)	houses	for	this	financial	year.

 z The MP government gave up 2.32 lakh out of a total 8.32 lakh houses.
More in the 
news

 z The State targets were determined in February 2019 and Madhya Pradesh was 
allotted	a	total	of	8.32	lakh	houses	under	the	Annual	Action	Plan.

 z However,	on	July	31,	MP	government	wrote	a	letter	that	they	wished	to	surrender	
2.32 lakh houses this year.

 z The	 government's	 increased	 allocation	 for	 farm	 sector	 may	 be	 the	 reason	
reducing the State’s ability to meet its share for other schemes.

 z About Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (Grameen):
 z The yojana aims to ensure that every rural Indian family has a pucca house with 
basic	amenities	by	2022.

 z The scheme would be implemented in rural areas throughout India except Delhi 
and Chandigarh.

 z The scheme comes under the Ministry of Rural development 
 z It has targets to build a total of 2.95 crore houses by 2022. 
 z The	nationwide	target	for	this	financial	year	2019-20	is	60	lakh	houses.
 z Under	PMAY	(G),	each	beneficiary	is	given	a	total	of	Rs.	1.2	lakh	to	construct	a	

pukka home, with a hygienic kitchen space.
 z The	amount	is	₹1.3	lakh	for	hilly	States,	difficult	areas	and	tribal	and	backward	
districts	which	come	under	the	Integrated	Action	Plan.

 z The	cost	is	split	in	a	60:40	ratio	between	the	Central	and	State	governments	in	
plain	areas,	and	a	90:10	ratio	in	northeastern	and	Himalayan	States.	

 z Thus,	State	governments	must	bear	a	share	of	the	cost	of	the	flagship	Central	
scheme.

Source The Hindu.

Draft e-commerce norms
Why is it in 
the news?

 z The	union	government	has	proposed	guidelines	for	e-commerce	firms.
 z The	new	guidelines	entail	a	14-day	deadline	to	effect	refund	request	mandate	

e-tailers to display details of sellers supplying goods and services on their 
websites.

 z It also moots the procedure to resolve consumer complaints.
 z The	 consumer	 affairs	ministry	 has	 sought	 views	 of	 stakeholders	 on	 the	 draft	

guidelines on e-commerce by September 16.
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More in the 
news

The draft ‘e-commerce guidelines for consumer protection 2019:
 z The e-commerce companies will also be required to ensure that personally 
identifiable	information	of	customers	is	protected.

 z E-commerce	 firms	 should	 be	 a	 registered	 legal	 entity	 under	 Indian	 laws	 and	
should	submit	a	self-declaration	to	the	ministry	stating	that	it	is	conforming	with	
guidelines.

 z Promoter or key management personnel should not have been convicted of any 
criminal	offence	punishable	with	five	years’	imprisonment.

 z The companies should also comply with the provisions of IT Rules, 2011. 
 z They are also required to display on their websites details about sellers supplying 

goods and services.
 z To ensure transparency in dealing, the companies are required to display terms 

of the contract between them and the seller to enable consumers to make 
informed decisions.

 z They	should	also	mention	safety	and	health	care	information	of	the	goods	and	
service	advertised	for	sale.

Source The Hindu.

Angel Tax relief by CBDT
Why is it in 
the news?

 z As	 per	 the	 Central	 Board	 of	 Direct	 Taxes	 (CBDT)	 clarification,	 registered	
companies	that	have	already	been	selected	for	verification	under	the	angel	tax	
provision	will	not	be	scrutinized.

 z Also, the defense of such companies will be accepted summarily.
More in the 
news

 z The unregistered companies have been given relief too, with the assessing 
officer	being	allowed	to	scrutinize	them	only	after	getting	permission	from	his	
superior	officer.

 z Background:
(1) The government had given relief to startups by allowing them to avail tax concession 

if	total	investment	subject	to	certain	conditions.
(2) However,	despite	the	exemption	notification,	there	are	a	host	of	challenges	

that	startups	are	still	faced	with,	in	order	to	get	this	exemption.
(3)		The	issue	of	angel	tax	had	come	into	focus	after	some	startups	in	Bengaluru	

and Mumbai got notices from the income tax department.
(4)	More	than	80	startups	have	received	notices	to	pay	angel	tax	since	last	few	

years.
 z Angel Tax:

(1) Angel tax is imposed on the excess share capital raised by an unlisted firm, over 
and above the fair market value of its shares.

(2) The	excess	realization	is	treated	as	income	and	taxed	accordingly	(30%	of	the	
excess funding). 

(3)	The	tax	was	introduced	in	the	2012	Union	Budget	by	then	finance	minister	to	
arrest laundering of funds. 

(4) It has come to be called angel tax since it largely impacts angel investments 
in startups. 

(5)  An angel investor is the one who funds a startup when it is taking baby steps 
to	establish	itself	in	the	competitive	market.

Source The Hindu.
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 Prices of knee implants
Why is it in 
the news?

 z The	 National	 Pharmaceutical	 Pricing	 Authority	 (NPPA)	 has	 decided	 to	 allow	
knee implant companies to increase the maximum retail prices (MRP) of their 
products by not more than 10% this year.

 z NPPA is India’s drug pricing regulator.
More in the 
news

 z The	development	comes	around	two	years	after	the	regulator	first	slashed	MRPs	
of knee implants by up to 69%.

 z Since then, the government claims that there has been “increased access” due 
to	these	medical	devices	becoming	more	affordable	to	patients.

 z Knee implants are devices used to replace parts of damaged knee joints in 
patients.

 z Following a review of the move in August 2018, NPPA had decided to extend the 
capped ceiling price for another year.

 z The	 extension	 was	 granted	 despite	 knee	 implants	 being	 classified	 as	 a	 non-
scheduled medical device, for which the Drugs (Prices Control) Order, 2013, 
permits an annual price increase of up to 10%.

 z About NPPA
(1) NPPA	is	an	organization	of	the	Government	of	India	which	was	established	to	fix/

revise the prices of controlled bulk drugs. 
(2) It enforces the prices and availability of medicines in the country.
(3)	The	 organization	 is	 also	 entrusted	 with	 the	 task	 of	 recovering	 amounts	

overcharged by manufacturers for the controlled drugs from the consumers.
(4) It also monitors the prices of decontrolled drugs in order to keep them at 

reasonable levels.
Source The Hindu.

Samarth scheme
Why is it in 
the news?

 z As part of agreements signed between the Centre and state governments, 
around 400,000 people across 18 states will be skilled under 'Samarth',	a	scheme	
for	capacity	building	and	skilling	in	the	textile	sector.

More about 
the scheme

 z The SAMARTH scheme targets to train 10 lakh persons over a period of three 
years	(2017-20)	with	an	estimated	budget	of	Rs	1,300	crore.

 z A press release said 18 States had agreed to partner with the Ministry under the 
scheme. 

 z The	 textile-related	 segments	 for	 which	 skill	 development	 will	 be	 provided	
towards	 capacity	 building	 include	 apparel	 and	 garments,	 knitting,	 metal	
handicraft,	textile	and	handloom,	handicraft	and	carpet,	among	others.

 z The agencies nominated by the State Governments will train four lakh people. 
 z After	the	training,	the	candidates	will	be	placed	at	the	textile	units.

Source The Hindu.

Partial guarantee scheme
Why is it in 
the news?

 z India	has	operationalized	a	partial	guarantee	scheme	announced	in	the	budget	
for	non-banking	and	housing	finance	companies	(NBFCs	and	HFCs).

 z The scheme allows state-run banks (PSBs) to purchase their assets. 
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More in the 
news

 z India	has	operationalized	a	partial	guarantee	scheme	announced	in	the	budget	
for	non-banking	and	housing	finance	companies	(NBFCs	and	HFCs).

 z The scheme allows state-run banks (PSBs) to purchase their assets.
 z The scheme is aimed at providing liquidity support to avoid distress sale of assets 

in a sector facing a shortage of cash due to asset-liability mismatch. 
 z The stress on NBFCs and HFCs is seen as a key reason for a slowdown in the 

economy.
 z The	stress	has	caused	reduced	credit	flow	to	small	businesses	and	consumers.	
 z It	would	be	the	one-time	facility,	which	will	be	open	for	six	months	or	till	such	
date	that	assets	worth	₹1-lakh	crore	are	purchased	by	banks,	whichever	is	earlier.

Source The Hindu, ET.

Approval process for mining leases
Why is it in 
the news?

 z The Centre is planning to scrap the need for State governments to take approval 
from	the	Centre	prior	to	granting	a	mining	lease	to	companies.

More in the 
news

 z The	 move	 would	 be	 among	 the	 government’s	 initiatives	 to	 speed	 up	
operationalization	of	coal	mines.

 z The	move,	to	be	effected	through	an	amendment	in	Parliament,	will	reduce	the	
entire	process	by	around	a	year.

 z Currently,	before	granting	a	mining	lease,	the	State	Governments	are	required	
to put the proposed project, through a process called ‘prior approval’.

 z Under	the	prior	approval,	the	state	government	had	to	file	an	application	with	
the Centre seeking its nod for a project for which clearances had been already 
granted.

 z The	Centre	plans	to	auction	within	this	year	46	coal	blocks	with	a	total	annual	
capacity of 100 million tonnes. 

 z Hoping	to	attract	more	players	and	operationalize	the	existing	mines,	the	Coal	
Ministry	is	promoting	ease-of-doing-business	while	also	holding	a	series	of	such	
meetings	in	coal-bearing	States.

Source The Hindu.

Sabka Vishwas (Legacy Dispute Resolution) Scheme, 2019
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Why is it in 
the news?

 z In order to eliminate the bulk of pending tax dispute cases, the government has 
announced	a	new	scheme-	Sabka	Vishwas	(Legacy	Dispute	Resolution)	Scheme,	
2019.

 z The	scheme	also	provides	for	partial	amnesty	to	those	having	tax	dues.
More in the 
news

 z The	 new	 scheme	 Sabka	 Vishwas	 (Legacy	 Dispute	 Resolution)	 2019,	 was	
announced in the Budget this year.

 z This	scheme	will	be	operationalized	from	September	1	with	the	window	being	
open	till	December	31.

 z More about the Scheme:
(1) The	two	main	components	of	the	scheme	are	dispute	resolution	and	amnesty.
(2) The scheme to be availed of by a large number of taxpayers for closing their 

pending	disputes	relating	to	legacy	service	tax	and	central	excise	cases.
(3) The service tax and central excise now subsumed under GST (Goods and 

Services Tax) so that they can focus on GST.
(4)	The	amnesty	component	of	the	scheme	offers	taxpayers	the	opportunity	to	

pay any outstanding tax and be free of any other consequence under the 
law.

(5)	Also,	it	provides	substantial	relief	in	the	tax	dues	for	all	categories	of	cases	as	
well	as	full	waiver	of	interest,	fine,	penalty.

(6)	There	is	also	a	complete	amnesty	from	prosecution.
Source The Hindu.

 

Equalisation levy
Why is it in 
the news?

 z Domestic	 Small	 &	Medium	 Enterprises	 (SMEs)	 and	 start-ups	 have	written	 to	
Revenue	Secretary	complaining	about	the	equalization	levy.

 z The SMEs have to pay the levy to foreign companies doing business in India, 
resulting	in	increased	costs.

More in the 
news

 z Many	 foreign	 companies	operating	 in	 India	despite	having	 sizeable	 sales	 and	
marketing	activities	and	revenues	in	India,	continue	to	invoice	Indian	start-ups	
and	SMEs	from	their	overseas	office.

 z As	a	result,	Indian	start-ups	and	SMEs	are	required	to	deposit	6%	equalisation	
levy	on	behalf	of	these	foreign	companies	which	leads	to	additional	compliance	
and cost burden on the start-ups and SMEs.

 z The equalization levy, introduced in 2016, is a direct tax on payments made by 
residents	to	non-resident	companies	for	online	advertisement.

 z As it is a levy, the SMEs and startups are unable to claim Input Tax Credit for this 
cost incurred.

 z In	order	to	rectify	this,	the	start-ups	have	requested	the	government	to	mandate	
that	any	global	corporation	having	sales	and	marketing	operations	in	India	must	
be	required	to	invoice	their	customers	in	India	from	a	registered	entity	in	India.

Industrial Sector
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Source Indian Express

National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF)
Why is it in 
the news?

 z Australia’s	 largest	superannuation	fund	AustralianSuper	and	Canada’s	Ontario	
Teachers’ Pension Plan have each signed agreements to invest up to $1 billion 
with the NIIF Master Fund.

More in the 
news

 z The agreements include commitments of $250 million each in the Master Fund 
and	 co-investment	 rights	 of	 up	 to	 $750	million	 each	 in	 future	 opportunities	
alongside the Fund.

 z With this, NIIF Master Fund becomes the largest infrastructure fund in India 
with assets under management of over $1.8 billion.

 z The Master Fund has a tenure of 15 years and is denominated in Indian rupees 
to suit the requirements of the infrastructure sector.

National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF):
 z The NIIF invests in equity capital in the country’s core infrastructure sectors with 
a	focus	on	transportation,	energy,	and	urban	infrastructure.

 z The	NIIF	is	a	trust	that	mobilizes	funds	so	that	it	can	give	finance	to	the	major	
infrastructure	financing	companies	in	the	country.

 z The	objective	of	NIIF	would	be	to	maximize	economic	 impact	mainly	through	
infrastructure development in commercially viable projects, both greenfield 
and brownfield, including stalled projects.

 z In December 2015, the NIIF was registered as a Category II AIF (Alternative 
Investment Fund) with SEBI.

 z The Indian government has 49% stake in NIIF with the rest held by marquee 
foreign	and	domestic	investors	such	as	Abu	Dhabi	Investment	Authority,	Temasek	
and HDFC Group.

Source The Hindu.

Asian Development Bank (ADB)
Why is it in 
the news?

 z The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has approved a $200 million loan for improving 
road infrastructure in 34 districts of Maharashtra.

 z The	loan	is	for	better	connectivity	of	rural	areas	with	markets	and	services.	
More in the 
news

As per ADB,
 z Roads in rural areas would be upgraded to all-weather standards which 

will boost links between local residents and economic centers across the state.
 z Maharashtra	accounted	for	almost	15%	of	the	Gross	Domestic	Product	in	2016-

17. 
 z However, economic development is concentrated around the urban centers 

of Mumbai, Pune, and Thane.
 z About	 20	 million	 people,	 or	 17%	 of	 the	 State’s	 population,	 still	 live	 below	
the	 national	 poverty	 line,	 while	 in	 some	 districts	 particularly	 in	 rural	 areas	
it is as high as 40%

About Asian Development Bank(ADB):
 z ADB	was	conceived	in	the	early	1960s	as	a	financial	 institution	that	would	be	
Asian	in	character	and	foster	economic	growth	and	cooperation	in	one	of	the	
poorest regions in the world.
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 z ADB assists its members, and partners, by providing loans, technical assistance, 
grants, and equity investments to promote social and economic development.

 z It is modeled on the World Bank.
 z It	has	a	similar	weighted	voting	system	where	votes	are	distributed	based	on	
member's	capital	subscription.

 z India	has	about	6%	voting	 rights	 (4th	highest,	 Japan	highest	and	USA	second	
highest)

 z ADB	 is	 composed	of	 67	members,	 48	of	which	 are	 from	 the	Asia	 and	Pacific	
region.

 z It is Headquartered in Manila, Philippines.
Source The Hindu.

Forex Reserves 
Why is it in 
the news?

 z According	 to	 the	 latest	RBI	data,	 India's	 foreign	exchange	 reserves	 surged	by	
$1.620 billion to $430.572 billion on the rise in foreign currency assets.

 z In	the	previous	reporting	week	ended	on	2	August,	the	reserves	had	declined	by	
$697.2 million to $428.952 billion.

More in the 
news

 z The	country's	gold	reserves	surged	by	$1.591	billion	to	$26.754	billion.
 z Special	drawing	rights	with	the	International	Monetary	Fund	were	up	by	$6.7	

million to $1.441 billion.
 z The	country's	reserve	position	with	the	fund	rose	by	$7	million	to	$3.636	billion.

Forex Reserves:
 z Foreign exchange reserves are reserve assets held by a central bank in foreign 
currencies,	used	to	back	 liabilities	on	 their	own	 issued	currency	as	well	as	 to	
influence	monetary	policy.

 z The	 forex	 reserve	 is	 also	 kept	 as	 a	 cushion	against	 any	potential	balanced	of	
payment-related crisis.

 z India’s foreign exchange reserves comprise of (i) Foreign currency assets (FCA), 
(ii)	Gold,	 (iii)	 Special	Drawing	Rights	 (SDRs)	 and	 (iv)	 Reserve	 tranche	position	
(RTP)	in	the	International	Monetary	Fund.

Import Cover:
 z Import cover is a measure of the number of months of imports that can be 

covered with foreign exchange reserves available with the central bank of the 
country.

 z It is an important indicator of the stability of a currency.
 z Eight	to	ten	months	of	import	cover	is	essential	for	the	stability	of	a	currency.

Source The Hindu.

National Essential Diagnostics List (NEDL)
Why is it in 
the news?

 z India's	first	National	Essential	Diagnostics	List	(NEDL)	has	been	finalized	by	the	
Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR).

 z The NEDL aims to bridge the current regulatory system’s gap that do not cover 
all	the	medical	devices	and	in-vitro	diagnostic	device	(IVD).

More in the 
news

 z India	has	become	 the	first	 country	 to	 compile	 such	a	 list	 that	would	provide	
guidance	to	the	government	for	deciding	the	kind	of	diagnostic	tests.

 z The	current	system	is	equipped	to	manage	only	the	few	notified	devices.
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 z The	list	is	meant	for	facilities	from	village	till	the	district	level.
 z NEDL	builds	upon	the	Free	Diagnostics	Service	Initiative	and	other	diagnostics	
initiatives	 of	 the	 Health	Ministry	 to	 provide	 an	 expanded	 basket	 of	 tests	 at	
different	levels	of	the	public	health	system.

 z The	 new	 list	 of	 essential	 diagnostics	 would	 be	 on	 the	 lines	 of	 the	 essential	
medicines list, to ensure that quality diagnosis is provided at the healthcare 
facilities.

 z If	the	diagnostic	list	is	included,	the	prices	will	be	regulated	under	the	Drug	Price	
Control Order, 2013.

WHO list:
 z WHO	released	the	first	edition	of	the	essential	diagnostics	list	(EDL)	in	May	2018.	
 z WHO’s	EDL	acts	as	a	reference	point	for	the	development	of	national	EDL.
 z However,	 India’s	 diagnostics	 list	 has	 been	 customized	 and	 prepared	 as	 per	
landscape	of	India’s	health	care	priorities.

Source The Hindu.

CVC sets up panel to probe bank fraud
Why is it in 
the news?

 z The	 Central	 Vigilance	 Commission	 (CVC)	 has	 constituted	 an	 Advisory	 Board	
for Banking Frauds (ABBF) to examine bank fraud of over Rs. 50 crore and 
recommend	action.

 z The board is headed by former Vigilance Commissioner T.M. Bhasin.
More in the 
news

 z The	Advisory	Board	for	Banking	Frauds	(ABBF)	is	formed	in	consultation	with	the	
RBI.

 z It	would	function	as	the	first	level	of	examination	of	all	large	fraud	cases	before	
recommendations	or	references	are	made	to	the	investigative	agencies	by	the	
respective	public	sector	banks	(PSBs).

 z Lenders	would	refer	all	large	fraud	cases	above	₹50	crore	to	the	board	and	on	
receipt	of	its	recommendation	or	advice,	the	bank	concerned	would	take	further	
action	in	such	matter.

 z The	Central	Bureau	of	 Investigation	may	also	 refer	any	case	or	matter	 to	 the	
board	where	it	has	any	issue	or	difficulty	or	in	technical	matters	with	the	PSB	
concerned.

 z The tenure of the Chairman and members would be for a period of two years.
Source The Hindu.
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Colistin banned in animal food industry
Why is it in 
news?

 z The	Ministry	of	Health	and	Family	Welfare	has	issued	an	order	prohibiting	the	
manufacture,	 sale	 and	 distribution	 of	 colistin	 and	 its	 formulations	 for	 food-
producing animals, poultry, aqua farming and animal feed supplements.

More in 
news

 z Movement against anti-microbial resistance: Intensivists across the country 
are	rejoicing	as	the	move	is	a	“massive	victory”	for	the	movement	against	anti-
microbial resistance. 

 z Colistin: 
(1)	Colistin	is	a	valuable,	last-resort	antibiotic	that	saves	lives	in	critical	care	units.
(2) Excessive use of any drug leads to resistance. If its use as a growth factor in 

animals	is	controlled	and	it	used	for	therapeutic	usage	only,	then	the	chances	
of developing resistance to it goes down.

 z Increasing	antimicrobial	resistance:
(1) In recent years, medical professionals have been alarmed by the number of 

patients	who	have	exhibited	resistance	to	the	drug.
(2)	Therefore,	 any	 move	 to	 ensure	 that	 arbitrary	 use	 of	 colistin	 in	 the	 food	

industry,	particularly	as	growth	supplements	used	in	animals,	poultry,	aqua	
farms,	would	likely	reduce	the	antimicrobial	resistance	within	the	country.

 z What order says?:The	 order	 directed	 manufacturers	 of	 colistin	 and	 its	
formulations	(since	it	is	also	used	to	treat	humans)	to	affix	a	label	on	the	container	
reading thus: Not to be used in food producing animals, poultry, aqua farming 
and	animal	feed	supplements:	on	the	package,	insert	and	promotional	literature.

Source The Hindu

Growing human organs in animals 
Why is it in 
news?

 z Scientists	 in	 Japan will	 begin	 trying	 to	 grow	 human	 organs	 in	 animals	 after	
receiving	government	permission	for	the	first	study	of	its	kind	in	the	country.

More in 
news

 z Implantation of modified animal embryos:The	cutting-edge-	but	controversial-	
research	 involves	 implanting	modified	animal embryos with human “induced 
pluripotent stem” (iPS) cells that can be coaxed into forming the building blocks 
of any part of the body.

 z New way for transplant growth:It	is	the	first	step	in	what	researchers	caution	is	
a very long path towards a future where human organs for transplant could be 
grown inside animals.

 z First of its kind research:
(1)	The	research	led	by	HiromitsuNakauchi,	a	professor	of	genetics	at	Stanford	

University,	is	the	first	of	its	kind	to	receive	government	approval	after	Japan	
changed	its	rules	on	implanting	human	cells	into	animals.

(2) Japan had previously required researchers to terminate animal embryos

Science & Technology6
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implanted with human cells after 14 days and prevented the embryos from being placed 
into animal wombs to develop.

 z Process	of	transplantation:
(1)	The	research	involves	generating	animal	embryos-	mice,	rats	or	pigs	that	lack	

a	particular	organ	such	as	a	pancreas.	
(2)	The	modified	 embryos	 are	 then	 implanted	with	 human	 iPS	 cells	 that	 can	

grow into the missing pancreas. 
(3) The embryos would be transplanted into wombs where they could 

theoretically	be	carried	to	term	with	a	functioning	human	pancreas.
iPS cells  z These	are	created	by	stimulating	mature,	already	specialised,	cells	back	into	a	

juvenile state- basically cloning without the need for an embryo.
Source The Hindu

Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP)
Why is it in 
news?

 z Atish	Dabholkar,	a	theoretical	physicist	from	India,	has	been	appointed	as	the	
new	director	of	Abdus	Salam	International	Centre	for	Theoretical	Physics	(ICTP)	
in Trieste, Italy.

More in 
news

 z ICTP:
(1) It was founded in 1964 by the late Nobel Laureate, Abdus Salam.
(2)		ICTP	 has	 been	 a	 driving	 force	 behind	 global	 efforts	 to	 advance	 scientific	

expertise	in	the	developing	world.	
(3)	Each	year,	more	than	6,000	scientists	from	around	the	world	visit	ICTP	for	its	

academic,	training	and	sabbatical	opportunities.	
(4)	It	operates	under	a	tripartite	agreement	between	the	 Italian	government,	

International	 Atomic	 Energy	 Agency,	 and	 the	 UNESCO.	 It	 is	 a	 UNESCO	
category	1	institute.

 z Mr. Dabholkar:
(1) Mr. Dabholkar is well-known for his research on string theory and quantum 

black holes. 
(2)	He	has	received	many	honours,	 including	Shanti	Swarup	Bhatnagar	Award	

(2006). He is an elected member of the Indian Academy of Science and was 
awarded	the	IIM	National	Leadership	Award	as	a	‘Young	Leader	in	Science’	in	
2007 by the President of India. In 2007, he received the Chair of Excellence 
Award	from	the	National	Research	Agency	(ANR)	in	France.

Source The Hindu

20000 Indian genomes scanning
Why is it in 
news?

 z The Department of Biotechology (DBT) plans to scan nearly 20,000 Indian 
genomes	over	the	next	five	years,	in	a	two-phase	exercise,	and	develop	diagnostic	
tests that can be used to test for cancer.

More in 
news

 z First phase:The	first	phase	involves	sequencing	the	complete	genomes	of	nearly	
10,000 Indians from all corners of the country and captures the biological 
diversity of India.

 z Vast troves:
(1) In the next phase, about 10,000 “diseased individuals” would have their 

genomes sequenced. 
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(2) These vast troves of data sets would be compared using machine learning 
techniques	 to	 identify	genes	 that	can	predict	cancer	 risk,	as	well	as	other	
diseases	that	could	be	significantly	influenced	by	genetic	anomalies.

 z Institutes involvement and data analysis:	 While	 22	 institutions,	 including	
those	from	the	Council	of	Scientific	and	Industrial	Research	(CSIR)	and	the	DBT	
would be involved in the exercise, the data generated would be accessible to 
researchers anywhere for analysis. 

 z National Biological Data Centre:	 This	would	be	 through	a	proposed	National	
Biological Data Centre envisaged in a policy called the ‘Biological Data Storage, 
Access	and	Sharing	Policy’,	which	is	still	in	early	stages	of	discussion.

 z Genomics research- Major thrust area:
(1) Genomics research is a major thrust area for the Department. What is unique 

about	this	programme,	called	the	Genome	India	Initiative,	is	its	scale.	
(2)	The	deliverables	are	genomic-based	diagnostics	that	can	be	affordably	made	

available through a lab.
(3)	The	programme	is	expected	to	formally	launch	in	October,	with	an	estimated	

budget of Rs. 250-350 crore for the Phase-1.
 z Finding	connection	between	the	genome,	the	gut	microbiome	and	disease:
(1)	Along	 with	 genome	 samples,	 the	 Pune-based	 National	 Centre	 for	 Cell	

Sciences- also involved in the project- will also collect samples of the 
microbiome from the human gut. 

(2) The	diversity	of	the	bacterial	samples	is	at	the	frontier	of	global	research,	and	
scientists	have	said	there	 is	an	 intimate	connection	between	the	genome,	
the gut microbiome and disease. 

 z Declining costs:
(1) There is interest among private and public companies in sequencing genomes 

thanks to the declining costs for the process.
(2) From China to the United Kingdom and Saudi Arabia, several countries have 

announced	plans	to	sequence	their	population.	
(3)	Currently,	genomic	data	sets	under-represent	Asia,	particularly	India,	whose	

population	and	diverse	ethnicity	make	it	an	attractive	prospect	for	genome-
mining	efforts.	

(4)	The	CSIR	already	has	an	effort	underway	to	scan	1,000	genomes	from	healthy	
Indians.

Source The Hindu

Agent Smith virus
Why is it in 
news?

 z Aptly named, Agent Smith virus is taking over Android phones across the world. 
It has so far infected over 25 million phones of which over 15 million (over 1.5 
crore) are in India.

More in 
news

 z Highlights:
(1) Agent Smith spreads through third-party apps like 9Apps, posing as a genuine 

app.
(2) Once on phone, it changes its name to something Google, like Google 

Updater.
(3) It also injects its code into genuine apps like WhatsApp and Flipkart and then 

serves its own ads to users.
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 z Spread:
(1) The virus, which serves ads on the infected phones, spreads through third-

party app stores like 9Apps.
(2)	The	information	has	been	revealed	by	Check	Point,	a	company	that	makes	

security	apps	and	often	provides	guidance	on	cyber	security	threats.
 z Future use for intrusive and harmful purposes:
(1)	Disguised	 as	 a	 Google-related	 application,	 the	 malware	 exploits	 known	

Android	 vulnerabilities	 and	 automatically	 replaces	 installed	 apps	 with	
malicious	versions	without	users'	knowledge	or	interaction.	

(2) Dubbed Agent Smith, the malware currently uses its broad access to the 
devices'	 resources	 to	 show	 fraudulent	 ads	 for	 financial	 gain,	 but	 could	
easily be used for far more intrusive and harmful purposes such as banking 
credential	theft	and	eavesdropping.

 z Advertisement:
(1)	At	the	same	time,	Agent	Smith	also	starts	injecting	its	code	into	the	bits	of	

other popular apps like WhatsApp and Flipkart. 
(2) This code is then used to serve more ads to users.
(3)	Given	the	way	it	works,	detecting	Agent	Smith	is	very	difficult.	
(4)	The	malware	attacks	user-installed	applications	silently,	making	it	challenging	

for common Android users to combat such threats on their own.
 z Solution:
(1)	Users	should	only	be	downloading	apps	from	trusted	app	stores	to	mitigate	

the	risk	of	infection	as	third	party	app	stores	often	lack	the	security	measures	
required to block adware loaded apps.

(2) Ideally,	avoid	sleezy	apps	or	gaming	apps	from	unknown	sources.
(3) While installing an app, carefully look at the permission it is asking for.
(4) Ideally, a gaming app should not ask for camera permission or photo app 

should	 not	 ask	 for	 network	 permission.	 Don't	 install	 an	 app	 if	 it	 seems	
dubious.

Source The Hindu

ISRO arm begins search for PSLV makers
Why is it in 
news?

 z NewSpace India Ltd (NSIL), the new public sector space business company, 
launched	a	formal	search	for	industry	consortia	which	can	regularly	manufacture	
and	deliver	entire	PSLV	satellite	launch	vehicles	for	its	parent,	the	ISRO.

More in 
news

 z Requirements	from	industry	consortia:
(1)	NSIL	 will	 initially	 outsource	 five	 PSLVs-	 Indian	 rockets	 that	 can	 lift	 light	

payloads to ‘low earth orbits’ some 600 km in space. 
(2) The four-stage PSLV is needed to place both Indian remote sensing satellites 

and small satellites of foreign customers to space.
 z NSIL roles and functions:NSIL has been incorporated to carry out the following 
roles	and	functions	as	part	of	its	madate:
(1) Small Satellite technology transfer to industry, wherein NSIL will obtain 

license from DOS/ISRO and sub-license it to Industries.
(2)	Manufacture	of	Small	Satellite	Launch	Vehicle	 (SSLV)	 in	collaboration	with	

Private Sector.
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(3)	Productionisation	 of	 Polar	 Satellite	 Launch	 Vehicle	 (PSLV)	 through	 Indian	
Industry.

(4)	Productionisation	 and	 marketing	 of	 Space	 based	 products	 and	 services,	
including	launch	and	application.

(5)	Transfer	of	technology	developed	by	ISRO	Centres	and	constituent	units	of	
DOS.

(6)	Marketing	 spin-off	 technologies	 and	 products/services,	 both	 in	 India	 and	
abroad.

(7)	Any	other	subject	which	Government	of	India	deems	fit.
 z ISRO and private industries:
(1)	For	almost	a	decade,	ISRO	has	been	planning	to	hand	the	production	over	to	

public and private industries and itself focus on its core job of space R&D.
(2) On the satellite side, groups of industries are already helping ISRO in AIT and 

have	produced	a	couple	of	mid-sized	satellites.
(3) ISRO also has two increasingly more powerful launchers in that order — the 

GSLV	and	the	GSLV-Mk	III,	used	to	lift	2,000	kg	and	4,000	kg	communication	
satellites to higher orbits.

Source The Hindu

India gets its first national essential diagnostics list 
Why is it in 
news?

 z India	has	got	its	first	National	Essential	Diagnostics	List	(NEDL)	finalised	by	the	
Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR).

More in 
news

 z Aim: It aims to bridge the current regulatory system’s gap that does not cover all 
the	medical	devices	and	in-vitro	diagnostic	device	(IVD).

 z How will it change current system?:
(1)	The	current	system	is	equipped	to	manage	only	the	few	notified	devices.
(2)	With	this,	India	has	become	the	first	country	to	compile	such	a	list	that	would	

provide	guidance	to	the	government	for	deciding	the	kind	of	diagnostic	tests	
that	different	healthcare	facilities	in	villages	and	remote	areas	require.

(3)	The	list	is	meant	for	facilities	from	village	till	the	district	level.
 z WHO	list	of	EDL	and	India’s	diagnostics	list:
(1)	WHO	released	first	edition	of	essential	diagnostics	list	(EDL)	in	May	2018.
(2) Even though WHO’s EDL acts as a reference point for development of 

national	EDL,	 India’s	diagnostics	 list	has	been	customised	and	prepared	as	
per	landscape	of	India’s	health	care	priorities.

 z NEDL:
(1)	NEDL	builds	upon	the	Free	Diagnostics	Service	Initiative	and	other	diagnostics	

initiatives	of	the	Health	Ministry	to	provide	an	expanded	basket	of	tests	at	
different	levels	of	the	public	health	system.

(2)	The	 implementation	of	NEDL	would	enable	 improved	health	care	services	
delivery	 through	 evidence-based	 care,	 improved	 patient	 outcomes	 and	
reduction	in	out-of-pocket	expenditure;	effective	utilisation	of	public	health	
facilities;	effective	assessment	of	disease	burden,	disease	trends,	surveillance,	
and	outbreak	identification;	and	address	antimicrobial	resistance	crisis	too.

(3) The list also encompasses tests relevant for new programmes such as Health 
and Wellness Centres (HWCs) under the Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana. 

(4)	In	addition	to	tests,	corresponding	IVD	products	have	also	been	recommended.
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 z Key role and key challenges to NEDL:Diagnostics	serve	a	key	role	in	improving	
health and quality of life and the ICMR has noted that the key challenges 
anticipated	during	implementation	of	the	National	EDL	include:
(1)	Adoption	 by	 States	 and	 harmonisation	 with	 local	 standard	 diagnostic	

protocols and treatment guidelines.
(3) Provision of requisite infrastructure, processes and human resources.
(4) Ensuring quality of tests including EQAS and quality control and adequate 

utilisation	of	EDL	tests	for	making	informed	decisions	for	treatment	protocols.
 z Regulatory	framework	for	diagnostics:
(1)	In	 India,	 diagnostics	 (medical	 devices	 and	 in	 vitro	 diagnostics)	 follow	 a	

regulatory	framework	based	on	the	drug	regulations	under	the	Drugs	and	
Cosmetics	Act,	1940	and	Drugs	and	Cosmetics	Rules	1945.	

(2)	Diagnostics	 are	 regulated	 under	 the	 regulatory	 provisions	 of	 the	Medical	
Device Rules, 2017.

Source The Hindu

Chandrayaan-2 successfully inserted into Lunar orbit 
Why is it in 
news?

 z The	 moon-bound	 Chandrayaan-2	 spacecraft	 underwent	 a	 crucial	 orbit	
manoeuvre.

More in 
news

 z How	will	Lunar	Orbit	Insertion	be	useful?:
(1) Orbit manoeuvre was carried out using the onboard propulsion system.
(2)	The	move,	called	the	Lunar	Orbit	Insertion,	makes	the	spacecraft	capture	the	

lunar orbit and start going around the Moon.
 z Next	operations:
(1)	To	 enter	 the	final	 orbit	 over	 the	 lunar	poles,	 Chandrayaan-2	will	 undergo	

more such orbit maneuvers.
(2) The lander Vikram will then separate from the Orbiter and perform complex 

braking	maneuvers.	It	is	expected	to	soft-land	on	the	South	Pole	of	the	moon	
on September 7.

Chandray-
aan-2 main 
compo-
nents
Lander 
and Orbiter

 z Lander-Vikram:
(1) The lander is named Vikram	(meaning	valour,	after	the	father	of	the	Indian	

space programme, Vikram Sarabhai). 
(2) It will release a small robotic rover, named Pragyan (wisdom), to move 

around, feel and understand the lunar surface.
(3)	Vikram	must	gently	descend	on	a	harsh	rugged	lunar	surface,	without	getting	

damaged. 
(4)		It	must	also	avoid	landing	in	a	shadowy	patch.	It	needs	sunlight	for	generating	

its power.
(5) The moon’s constantly sunny side gets light for 14 Earth days or one lunar 

day. 
(6)	The	lander	and	the	rover	are	expected	to	work	for	just	that	duration.

 z Orbiter: The mother ship or the orbiter that carries Vikram and Pragyan will go 
around the moon at a distance of about 100 km, taking pictures and gathering 
surface	information	and	sending	them	back	to	earth.

Source The Hindu

Soyuz spacecraft carrying Russia's first humanoid robot fails to dock 
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with international space stat
Why is it in 
news?

 z A	 Soyuz	 spacecraft	 carrying	 Russia's	 first	 humanoid	 robot	 failed	 to	 dock	
automatically	with	the	international	space	station.

More in 
news

 z 2nd attempt:The	craft	launched	a	repeat	of	the	docking	manoeuvres	after	the	
failure	of	the	first	attempt,	which	had	been	scheduled	for	0530	GMT.

 z Fedor:
(1)	Fedor	is	a	acronym	for	“Short	for	Final	Experimental	Demonstration	Object	

Research”. 
(2)	Fedor	is	the	first	ever	sent	up	by	Russia.	Fedor	blasted	off	in	a	Soyuz	MS-14	

spacecraft	 from	Russia's	 Baikonur	 cosmodrome	 in	 Kazakhstan	 and	was	 to	
stay	on	the	ISS	until	September	7.

(3)	The	life-size	robot	was	to	spend	10	days	learning	to	assist	astronauts	in	the	
space	station.

(4) The silvery anthropomorphic robot stands 1.80 metres (5 foot 11 inches) tall 
and weighs 160 kilogrammes (353 pounds).

(5)	Fedor	has	Instagram	and	Twitter	accounts	with	posts	saying	it	is	learning	new	
skills	such	as	opening	a	bottle	of	water.	It	was	to	trial	those	manual	skills	in	
very low gravity.

Source The Hindu

Highly sensitive hydrogen sensor 
Why is it in 
news?

 z The	researchers	at	the	Indian	Institute	of	Technology	(IIT)	Jodhpur	in	collaboration	
with IIT Hyderabad developed a sensor that can detect hydrogen gas even when 
present	at	extremely	low	concentration	of	1	part	per	million	(ppm).

More in 
news

 z Sensitivity range:The	sensor	has	30%	sensitivity	to	detect	hydrogen	at	1	ppm	
concentration	and	as	high	as	74%	sensitivity	when	the	concentration	of	the	gas	
is 100 ppm. It takes about 25 seconds to detect hydrogen. 

 z Hydrogen:
(1)	Hydrogen	gas	is	a	pollution-free,	renewable	source	of	energy	and	is	seen	as	

a fuel of choice in the future. 
(2)	Hydrogen	is	highly	explosive	and	flammable	in	nature.	It	is	a	small	molecule	

and	 can	 readily	mix	with	 air	 but	 detecting	 hydrogen	 gas	 leakage	 become	
quite	difficult	particularly	as	it	is	colourless	and	tasteless.	

 z Significance: So a sensor that can detect Hydrogen even when present at 
very	 low	concentration	becomes	essential	and	this	 is	where	the	current	work	
becomes important.

 z Working:
(1)	The	 change	 in	 resistance	 is	 a	 function	of	 the	 concentration	of	 nanofibres	

loaded	on	the	zinc	oxide	semiconductor,	temperature	and	the	concentration	
of hydrogen gas.

(2)	In	 the	 presence	 of	 hydrogen	 the	 resistance	 reduces	 drastically	 leading	 to	
more	current	flow,	thus	suggesting	hydrogen	gas	leakage.

 z Comparing with other hydrogen sensors:
(1) Sensor can detect hydrogen only when the temperature is moderate- 150 

degree	C.	Since,	high	temperature	is	needed	to	activate	the	chemical	reaction	
between hydrogen and oxygen. 
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(2)		Other	hydrogen	sensors	require	about	250	degree	C	to	activate	the	chemical	
reaction.	

(3) This hydrogen sensor is able to achieve the same at 150 degree C. 
(4)	The	 researchers	 are	 able	 to	 activate	 the	 chemical	 reaction	 at	 a	 relatively	

lower	temperature	as	carbon	nanofibres	are	used.	
(5) The nanomaterial increases the surface area and acts as a catalyst to reduce 

the	activation	energy.
•	 Future work:The	next	goal	is	to	develop	a	prototype	by	integrating	the	sensor	

with a microheater.
Source The Hindu

Waterproofing material developed using fly ash 
Why is it in 
news?

 z Researchers	at	the	Indian	Institute	of	Technology	(IIT)	Hyderabad	have	developed	
a	cheap	waterproofing	material	by	coating	fly	ash.

More in 
news

 z Fly ash:
(1) It is a waste by-product from coal-based thermal power plants, with stearic 

acid, which is a surfactant. 
(2) Fly	ash	varies	 in	size	from	100	nanometres	to	a	few	microns	and	can	thus	

provide	surfaces	with	different	roughness	based	on	the	size	of	the	particles	
chosen.

 z Water-repelling surface:
(1)	While	fly	ash	 is	extremely	water-loving	 (hydrophilic),	 it	 turns	 into	a	highly	

water-repelling surface once coated with stearic acid. 
(2)	The	stearic	acid-coated	fly	ash	surface	can	be	made	to	behave	 like	one	of	

the two naturally occurring water-repelling materials- rose petals or lotus 
leaves- by the varying the surface roughness. 

 z Working:
(1)	Air	pockets	tend	to	form	when	the	gap	between	particles	reduces	making	it	

difficult	for	water	to	get	into	the	gaps.	
(2) Water droplets are suspended on top of the air pockets and so has less 

adhesion to the surface. 
(3)	So	when	the	surface	is	tilted	slightly	(5	degree)	the	droplets	tend	to	roll	off	

easily. 
 z Future work:More work is needed to test the mechanical and chemical durability 
of	the	fly	ash	waterproofing	material.

Source The Hindu

Chandrayaan-2 scans Mitra crater 
Why is it in 
news?

 z Chandrayaan-2’s	orbiter	or	mother	spacecraft	has	zeroed	in	on	a	crater	on	the	
moon.

More in 
news

 z The Mitra crater:
(1) It is named after 20th century’s acclaimed radio physicist Sisir Kumar Mitra. 
(2) The Mitra crater is on the edge of another crater. The pictures were taken by 

the Terrain Mapping Camera-2. 
(3) The orbiter was then around 4,300 km from the moon. 
(4) Prof. Mitra (1890-1963) also lends his name to the S. K. Mitra Centre for 

Research in Space Environment of the University of Calcutta.
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 z Northern polar region of the Moon:At 25 degrees Kelvin (minus 248 degrees 
Celsius), the northern polar region is believed to be one of the coldest spots in 
the solar system.

Source The Hindu

 

Quick Reaction Surface-to-Air Missile 
Why is it in 
news?

 z The	Defence	Research	Development	Organisation	(DRDO)	successfully	test-fired	
the	indigenously	developed	Quick	Reaction	Surface	to	Air	Missile	(QRSAM)	from	
the Integrated Test Range (ITR) in Chandipur.

More in 
news

 z Tests:
(1)	Two	missiles	 have	been	 tested	 against	 two	 live	 targets	meeting	 complete	

mission	objectives	of	engaging	the	targets.	
(2)	The	systems	have	been	tested	in	final	configuration	with	radar	mounted	on	

a vehicle and missiles on the launcher.
 z Multiple	capabilities:

(1) The missiles with many state-of-the-art technologies engaged the targets at 
different	ranges	and	altitudes.

(2) The system is being developed for the Army with search and track on move 
capability	with	very	short	reaction	time.	

 z Indigenous development:
(1) The systems are equipped with indigenously developed phased array radar, 

inertial	navigation	system,	data	link	and	radio	frequency	seeker.
(2)	The	entire	mission	was	captured	by	various	electro-optical	tracking	systems,	

radar systems and telemetry systems at ITR Chandipur.
Surface to 
Air Missiles 
of India

Name Feature Range
Akash surface-to-air 30 km
Trishul surface-to-air 12 km
Maitri surface-to-air 15 km

 z Akash Air Defence missile system 
 ¾ Medium	range	Surface	to	air	missile	viz.	approx.	35	km
 ¾ Can	employ	multiple	air	targets	while	operating	in	fully	autonomous	mode.
 ¾ Can	be	launched	from	static	or	mobile	platforms.
 ¾ Can	carry	conventional	and	nuclear	warheads.
 ¾ Can	operate	in	all	weather	conditions.
 ¾ Developed under the integrated guided-missile development programme by 

ISRO.
 z LRSAM – India-Israel joint venture missile 

 ¾ Long Range Surface to Air Missile (LRSAM) – called Barak 8 missile in Israel.
 ¾ It can take down an incoming missile as close as 500 meters away from the ship.

Internal Security 7
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Source The Hindu

CRPF’s distress helpline
Why is it in 
news?

 z The Srinagar-based Central Reserve Police Force helpline 14411 has been 
reactivated.

More in 
news

 z Communication clampdown: The standard landline number of the madadgaar 
helpline	 went	 offline	 due	 to	 the	 communication	 clampdown	 in	 the	 Kashmir	
Valley.

 z 14411 madadgaar helpline:
(1) The helpline was launched in June 2017 to help any Valley resident, based 

anywhere in the country, in distress.
(2) Kashmiri students and general public residing in Kashmir or outside can 

contact CRPF Madadgaar on 24x7 tollfree number 14411 for speedy 
assistance.

CRPF-In 
detail

Central Reserve Police Force
Abbreviation CRPF
Motto Service and Loyalty

Agency overview
Formed 27 July, 1939

 z Largest	 of	 India's	 Central	 Armed	
Police Forces.

 z Functions	 under	 the	 aegis	 of	
Ministry	 of	 Home	 Affairs	 (MHA)	 of	
the Government of India.

 z CRPF	 is	 considered	 India's	 largest	 paramilitary	 force	 and	 has	 a	 sanctioned	
strength of 313,678 personnel.

Source The	Hindu,	Ministry	of	Home	Affairs

CBI autonomy 
Why is it in 
news?

 ¾ Chief	Justice	of	India	Ranjan	Gogoi	recommended	a	comprehensive	legislation	
to	make	 the	Central	 Bureau	of	 Investigation	 functional	 as	 an	 efficient	 and	
impartial	investigative	agency.	

More in 
news (Note: 
Points can 
be quoted 
for CBI 
autonomy/ 
role issue)

 z Key concerns listed by CJI:Chief	 Justice	 Gogoi	 listed	 legal	 ambiguity,	 weak	
human	resource,	lack	of	adequate	investment,	accountability,	and	political	and	
administrative	interference	as	key	concerns.

 z Need for comprehensive legislation:
(1)	The	CBI	 should	be	given	statutory	status	 through	 legislation	equivalent	 to	

that provided to the Comptroller & Auditor General. 
(2) The legal mandate of the CBI must be strengthened by having a comprehensive 

legislation	 addressing	 deficiencies	 relating	 to	 organisational	 structure,	
charter	of	functions,	limits	of	power,	superintendence	and	oversight.

 z Inclusion of ‘public order’ in concurrent list:To address an increasing incidence 
of inter-State crimes, CJI suggested that an argument could be made for including 
‘public	order’	 in	concurrent	list,	for	the	limited	purposes	of	 investigating	such	
crimes,	advocating	administrative	and	financial	autonomy	for	the	CBI.

 z Vineet Narain v. Union of India case: In	the	context	of	political	and	administrative	
interference, he said that in the Vineet Narain v. Union of India case, the Supreme 
Court	had	expressed	concern	over	the	state	of	affairs	and	laid	down	explicit	
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guidelines	for	protecting	the	integrity	of	the	force.	
 z Concerns	over	Section	4	of	the	Delhi	Special	Police	Establishment	Act,	1946:
(1)	He	said	that	under	Section	4	of	the	Delhi	Special	Police	Establishment	Act,	

1946,	the	superintendence	and	control	of	the	agency	continues	to	lie	with	
the	executive.

(2)	Because	 of	 it,	 the	 possibility	 of	 CBI	 being	 used	 as	 a	 political	 instrument	
remains ever present. 

 z Role of SC in maintaining autonomy of CBI: 
(1)	The	Chief	Justice	said	that	time	and	again,	the	Supreme Court had	utilised	its	

constitutional	authority	to	ensure	that	the	CBI	functioned	without	any	fear	
or favour, and in the best public interest. 

(2)	As	 a	multi-faceted,	 multi-disciplinary	 investigative	 agency,	 it	 had	 enjoyed	
tremendous public trust.

 z Concerns	over	state	consent	for	investigation	in	states:
(1) Under the DSPE Act, the CBI required consent of the State concerned for 

investigation,	he	pointed	out.	
(2)	Given	vested	interests	or	bureaucratic	lethargy,	such	consent	is	often	either	

denied	or	delayed,	severely	compromising	the	investigation.
(3)	Additionally,	a	patch	work	of	 legislations	governing	 the	 functioning	of	 the	

CBI	adversely	affects	inter-institutional	coordination,	both	horizontally	and	
vertically.

Source The Hindu

Army looking to tweak disability pension criteria 
Why is it in 
news?

 z The	three	services	are	putting	together	recommendations	on	the	issue	of	taxing	
disability	pension	to	be	submitted	to	the	Defence	Ministry	very	soon.

More in 
news

 z Streamlining system for grant of disability pension: The Army is mulling over 
several	options	to	streamline	the	existing	system	for	grant	of	disability	pension	
and	the	manner	of	calculation.

 z Points on discussion:The Army has put forward several points for discussion. 
These include-
(1) Disability pension to be calculated on the pension element and not on the last 

pay drawn which will reduce the disability pension by 50% and percentage 
of disability to be increased from 20% to 30% to be eligible for disability 
pension.

(2)	No	income	tax	benefit	be	given	on	service	pension	to	disability	pensioners	
and	 also	 that	 there	 should	 be	 no	 rounding	 off	 or	 broad	 banding	 of	 the	
disability element.

 z Misuse:
(1) Army said that it will make sure this facility is not misused. It said that it 

always	wanted	that	those	who	are	genuinely	disabled	should	be	getting	the	
benefit	and	not	everybody	who	feels	disabled.

(2) Defence sources said there has been a huge increase in disability claims, 
year	on	year.	There	is	a	need	to	analyse	the	reasons	for	rise	in	disabilities,	
particularly	those	suffered	in	non-combat	situations.

 z Disability claim:
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(1) Disability is granted for physical injuries and also claimed in other than 
physical injuries like hypertension, low backache, hearing loss, obesity-linked 
diseases among others. 

(2)	For	those	getting	disability	pension,	not	only	the	disability	component	but	
the	entire	pension	is	tax-free

(3) The broad banding of disability was introduced only in the 6th Pay Commission 
(PC) for war injured and in the 7th PC for others. 

(4)	The	7th	PC	also	permitted	broad	banding	of	disability	for	those	seeking	early	
retirement	(PMR).

Source The Hindu

Talks, if any, with Pakistan would focus only on PoK-Defence Minister
Why is it in 
news?

 z Defence Minister Rajnath Singh said that any future talks with Pakistan would 
focus only on the status of Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK).

More in 
news

 z Talks depend on Anti-terrorism measures:Mr. Singh said that Pakistan wanted 
to destabilise India through terrorism, and there would be no talks with the 
country	unless	it	acted	against	terrorists	and	stopped	supporting	terror	activities.

 z Way forward: (Note: Use it for India-Pakistan relations)
1. Resumption of talks-

 ¾ Resuming talks with Pakistan sooner rather than later is important at 
whatever level. 

 ¾ These	should	now	be	part	of	a	sustained	effort	of	diplomatic	outreach	
towards	Pakistan	rather	than	an	on-and-off	affair.	

2. Continuity in efforts-
 ¾ Newly inducted Prime Ministers statements showed their eagerness to 
change	the	dynamics	of	India-Pakistan	relations;	they	soon	fall	back	to	
the norm.

 ¾ This	 need	 to	 be	 avoided	 and	 need	 continuity	 and	 periodicity	 in	 talks	
and	 discussions	 and	 both	 should	 avoid	 perennial	 preoccupation	with	
electoral	politics.

3. Fixing dialogue mechanism- The dialogue process can be started by taking 
up	issues	under	the	Comprehensive	Dialogue	and	charting	out	the	schedule	
of talks to focus on what is feasible.

Source The Hindu

India, China defence joint working group
Why is it in 
news?

 z At	a	meeting	of	the	Joint	Working	Group	(JWG)	between	the	Defence	Ministries	
in	Beijing	last	week,	India	and	China	reviewed	the	situation	on	the	border.

More in 
news

 z Improving military to military cooperation:Both countries agreed on more port calls 
by	each	other’s	Navies	as	part	of	measures	to	improve	military	to	military	cooperation.

 z Focus of discussions:
(1) The focus of the discussions was on border management, more port calls 

and	activities	 linked	 to	 the	celebration	of	70	years	of	diplomatic	 relations	
between the two countries between April 2020 and March 2021. 

(2)	The	Indian	delegation	was	led	by	a	Joint	Secretary	from	the	Defence	Ministry	
along	with	one-star	officer	each	from	the	three	Services.
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(3) The JWG discussions will be followed by the annual defence and security 
dialogue headed by the Defence Secretary.

 z Annual exercise:
(1) The armies of India and China will hold the annual exercise Hand-in-Hand at 

Umroi near Shillong. 
(2) The two-week, company-level exercise will take place in the second half of 

December.
Source The Hindu

Corporatisation of Ordnance Factory Board 
Why is it in 
news?

 z The	Government	is	set	to	form	a	high-level	committee	to	examine	the	aspects	
of	 corporatisation	 of	 the	 Ordnance	 Factory	 Board	 (OFB)	 and	 work	 out	 the	
modalities.

More in 
news

 z Attempt at privatisation:Government rejected apprehensions from employees 
that	there	is	an	attempt	at	privatisation.

 z “A	high-level	committee	will	study	the	issue	and	take	a	call	on	what	needs	to	be	
done,”	a	senior	source	said.	It	will	be	a	political	call	on	how	to	go	about.	

 z Ordnance Factory Board (OFB): The Kolkata-headquartered OFB with 41 
factories	spread	across	the	country	functions	under	the	Department	of	Defence	
Production.	

 z Why is there attempt for corporatisation?
(1)	OFB	 functions	 under	 the	Department	 of	 Defence	 Production.	 Due	 to	 this	

every	decision	and	action	needs	the	approval	of	the	Cabinet	which	results	in	
delay	and	increase	in	cost	of	production.

(2)	It	has	no	accountability	and	result	orientation	and	the	need	is	to	move	to	a	
system of accountability on the lines of DPSUs.

93) For instance, in 2001 the OFB was to set up a plant at Nalanda in Bihar to 
manufacture	 bi-modular	 charges	 for	 the	 Army	 with	 initial	 investment	 of	
around Rs. 800 crore, which went up to Rs. 2,000 crore later. But the plant 
has	not	been	set	up	till	date.

 z On the lines of DPSU:
(1) The Defence Public Sector Undertakings (DPSU) do not have any hassles 

like OFB and it have been establishing joint ventures and partnerships for 
technology development and other things.

(2)	It	has	accountability	and	result	orientation	approach.
 z  Measures taken to address OFB problems:

(1) In the last few years, several measures have been undertaken to augment 
capacity	and	increase	production	of	the	factories	under	the	OFB.	At	least	20	
cases	of	capital	upgradation	were	cleared	in	last	few	years.

(2)		This	 is	 not	 for	 the	 first	 time,	 though,	 that	 corporatisation	 of	 ordnance	
factories is being considered. 

(3)	There	 have	 been	 recommendations	 by	 various	 committees	 and	 several	
attempts	over	the	last	two	decades	but	there	has	been	no	progress.

Source The Hindu

 


